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Abstract
Abstract
This thesis concentrated on the processing of silver sheathed (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cii3 0 io (Bi- 
2223) tapes which were made by powder-in-tube technique.
The mature powder consisted of (Bi, Pb)2Sr2.xCai+xCu208 (0 < x < 1), SrCaCuO and 
Ca2PbC>4 was made in our laboratory using spray dry machine. The best tapes with Jc0 of
4.5 x 104 A/cm2 (conductor Jco of 1 x 104 A/cm2) were achieved in 100 hours sintering 
time at 77 K in self-field. Reproducibility of the tapes was improved by control of the 
phase assemblage of the precursor powder.
The phase composition prior to sintering was found to have a strong effect on the rate of 
2223 phase growth and texture and consequently, final transport properties. The 
difference in optimum requisite tape sintering processes when using powder with the 
same stoichiometry from different powder processes (or even using identical powder 
obtained from the same source) is due to variations in the content and composition of 
the secondary phases in the calcinated powder and/or the different phase transformations 
that occur due to different thermomechanical treatments prior to the sintering procedure.
A new deformation process called “sandwich” rolling was developed to prevent the 
formation of sausaging and cracks in longitudinal direction. The critical current density of 
the sandwich rolled tape is improved twice in comparison with the flat rolled tape.
The “sausaging” effect can be reduced by decreasing annealing temperature and time, 
wire size prior flat rolling and varying reduction per pass during mechanical 
deformation process. Improvement of fill homogeneity and reduction of particle size of 
the precursor powder has a beneficial effect on interface in multifilamentary tapes.
Multifilamentary tapes were successfully fabricated using the drawing method and 
improved homogenous distribution of the filaments was achieved through a square 
rolling connection between drawing and flat rolling.
2201 phase was found to be responsible for low Jc and Hot in tapes made by high 
temperature sintering without second-step sintering. 2201 phase can be converted to 
2212 and 2223 phases by second-step sintering at a lower temperature (820 °C). Jco and 
Hot of the tapes decrease with increasing content of 3221 phase, which was induced by 
annealing of fully reacted tapes at 780 °C. Square-shaped 3221 phase was observed on 
the ab plane in the grain boundaries, which responsible for the degradation of Jc and Hirr. 
The 2212 phase content in the tapes was reduced by three step sintering.
Single and 19 filamentary tapes were produced by three step sintering procedure with 
intermediate “sandwich” rolling process. The Jco of 3.82xl04 A/cm2 and 4.26xl04 
A/cm2 have been achieved with retention 18 % and 23.5 % (1 T, B // tape plane) for 
single and 19 filamentary tapes respectively.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1. Introduction
This thesis will concentrate on the processing of silver sheathed (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3 0 io 
(Bi-2223) tapes which were made by powder-in-tube technique.
Silver sheathed Bi-2223 tapes made by powder-in-tube technique has been become one 
of the hottest areas of research in field of high temperature superconductivity in recent 
years. This is due to the specific properties of Bi-2223 superconductor, such as: 110 K 
superconducting critical transition temperature, textured grain growth, no heavy toxic 
elements in the system, and very good flexibility for large scale production in industry. 
Engineers in industry are familiar with the basic principle of powder-in-tube method 
which has no intrinsic difference with the methods used to produce low temperature 
superconductors such as Niobium Titanium or Niobium Tin. The conventional 
equipment for production of low temperature superconductors can be directly 
transferred to fabricate Bi-2223 wires and tapes. These advantages of the Bi-2223 
system result in rapid research progress and a promising commercial future. Prototypes 
like transformers, cables, superconducting magnetic energy storage devices as well as 
fault current limiters have been built and tested. The commercial potential of such 
devices generates a positive feedback between the research community and industry that 
accelerates the process of development. Some outstanding examples of such 
collaboration between industry and the research community can be seen with the speedy 
development of bismuth based wires and tapes for use by the power industry, and with 
the development YBa2Cu30 7.5 thin films for electronic devices.
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This Ph.D work grew out of such an environment, and is directly related to several large 
ARC (Australian Research Council) research projects lead by Professor S.X. Dou and 
Associate Professor H.K. Liu at University of Wollongong and a consortium project 
involving Metal Manufacture Limited (MM Ltd.), The University of Wollongong and 
CSIRO (The Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organisation). These projects are pioneering studies on the application of high 
temperature superconducting materials to the power distribution industry, in particular 
the development of superconducting tapes capable of carrying large amounts of current.
The major consideration in research community for the application of electric power 
using Bi-2223 wires and tapes is as follows:
1. Availability: The critical current density of the state-of-art tapes has not reached 105 
A/cm2 at 77 K in a magnetic field of 5 T. The problem of low critical current 
density in an applied magnetic field is a pressing one which will have to be corrected 
before the Bi-2223 wires and tapes can be more widely used in application.
2. Practicability: Currently, the critical current density of long multifilamentary tapes 
made by a conventional rolling process is much lower than that of the best pressed 
short tape.
3. Reproducibility: Not only have differences been reported in the critical current 
density of Bi-2223 tape by different groups, but different researchers within each 
group appear to produce large variations in sample quality.
This thesis will examine the tape fabrication process with a view towards improving
both the materials science and engineering aspects of production. This will lead to a
much better understanding of, and possibly solutions to, the problems of availability,
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practicability and reproducibility. The bulk of this thesis is organised according to the 
schedule o f processing of the powder-in-tube method (see Contents, page iv-viii). Each 
chapter will discuss one aspect of the powder-in-tube method: [i] powder processing 
(Chpt 4) [ii] mechanical deformation (Chpt 5) [iii] heat-treatment (Chpt 6).
First chapter is the introduction of this work, which includes the origin of this work and 
brief description of organisation of this thesis. Chapter 2 will review the literature on the 
high temperature superconductivity in general, the Bi-2223 system in particular, which 
includes potential applications, powder-in-tube technique, models to describe current 
flow, as well as proposed study ideas for this Ph.D work. The experimental technique is 
discussed in chapter 3 and includes a brief description of the raw materials and basic 
methods used, as well as a summary of equipment utilised.
The main part of this thesis is given in chapters 4 to 6, the major contents of which have 
been published in more than 10 refereed papers, eg. Superconductor Science and 
Technology, Applied Superconductivity, Physica C, IEEE Transactions on Applied 
Superconductivity and etc. (see Publications during PhD studies, page 192).
In chapter 4, for powder processing, the first experimental section reports a study on the 
comparison of several different powders from various sources including one commercial 
product. One important issue was focused on - the phase assemblage of precursor in 
green tape treated by thermomechanical treatment which has a significant effect on 
microstructure and the resultant critical current density. A powder was made in our 
laboratory and properties of the powder were modified by thermomechanical treatment 
reported in second experimental section of chapter 4. Maturity of precursor powder was 
defined to describe the different phase assemblage of the powder treated by various
3
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calcination and ball milling. Lattice parameters of different precursor powders, phase 
transformation and critical current density of the tapes were determined to assess the 
quality of the powder.
A novel “sandwich” rolling method was developed to avoid crosswise “sausaging” and 
crack in Bi-2223 tape fabrication. The first experimental section of chapter 5 discusses 
this rolling technique plus a brief analysis of the stress-strain state of the deformation 
zone in pressing, conventional rolling and “sandwich” rolling process. The second 
experimental section of this chapter discusses optimisation of the processing parameters 
to improve the interface of the Ag/oxide core, and critical current density in powder-in­
tube method for single and 19 filamentary tapes. A homogenous distribution of 
filaments was achieved by square rolling process between drawing and rolling in 
multifilamentary tapes which is discussed in the third experimental section of chapter 5.
The effect of (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Cu06 and (Pb,Bi)3Sr2Ca2CuOy phases on critical current 
density are discussed in sections 2 and 3 of chapter 6. These sections of chapter 6 
represent a comprehensive study on phase evolution during final sintering and cooling 
stage of the processing of Bi-2223 tapes. Contradictory reports of the effect of cooling 
rate on critical current density from different groups were interpreted very well by this 
work, and the result indicates that enhanced critical current density can be achieved by 
well designed heat treatment in preparation of Bi-2223 tapes. The study of sintering 
temperature window for single and multifilament Bi-2223 tapes made with our powder 
was represented in the last experimental section of chapter 6 which is very important 
parameter in preparation of long tape for application.
4
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Based on the study in chapter 4, 5 and 6, optimisation of the processing was carried out 
to prepare the rolled Bi-2223 tapes which will be discussed in chapter 7.
The general conclusion of this thesis work will be represented in the final chapter 8.
5
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1 A Global Perspective For Superconductivity
Superconductivity today is the basis for a fairly large established industry and will 
influence many aspects of our life. The global market for superconductor applications is 
currently worth more than US$3 billion annually. For example, Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) depends upon superconducting magnets to produce high-resolution 
images that improve medical diagnostic procedures, eliminate unnecessary surgery, and 
help control heath costs. Superconducting magnets are also extensively used in Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) for chemical analysis and pharmaceutical development and 
in particle accelerators for scientific research on the nature of matter.
The discovery of new oxide superconductors with much higher operating temperatures 
has revitalised research effort around the world to develop new, valuable products that 
will have a major impact on our life well into the 21st century. In the past eleven years, 
since the discovery of high temperature superconductors (HTSC), the viability of 
prototype products using these new materials has been demonstrated in electronics, 
energy, transportation, medicine, and other areas. Much work remains to be done, but 
the many specific benefits and ultimate applications of superconductivity are clear [1].
2.1.1 Electric Power Industry
No modem society could function without electric power. In fact, the worldwide electric 
power industry delivers more than 10,700 billion kilowatt-hours of electric energy
6
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annually, and this demand is expected to grow to 15,300 billion kilowatt-hours by the 
year 2010 [1,2,3].
All conventional conductors, such as copper, aluminium, and silver, have a resistance 
loss of the flow of electricity. It has been estimated that more than $1 billion could be 
saved every year through the use of superconducting motors, transmission lines, and 
transformers. In addition, motors and generators made with superconducting magnets 
will be smaller, lighter, and more powerful than conventional machines. Furthermore, 
manufacturing, shipping, installation, and maintenance costs will also be reduced.
The ability to produce a functional and cost-effective electrical wire from 
superconductors is a key to their widespread use in electric power equipment. To 
achieve this, the wire must have high current carrying capacity even in the presence of 
strong magnetic fields and must be strong and flexible enough to be fabricated into 
magnets.
Research on the superconducting wire is proceeding at a rapid pace in many university 
and institute laboratories around the world, and in many cases, this work has been 
performed cooperatively with government national laboratories and companies. As a 
result, rapid progress has been made toward developing wires with acceptable properties 
such as Bi-based wire made by powder-in-tube technique, and textured YBa2Cu3 0 7 .g 
coated conductors made by “ion beam assisted deposition” (IBAD) and “rolling-assisted 
biaxially-induced textured substrate” (RABiTS) method. Plans call for product 
prototypes to be produced and tested starting in 1994, with the first commercial products 
being introduced in this year.
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HTSC has been used to build prototypes of the major rotating machinery in electricity 
utilities, ie., motors and generators, as well as power cables. Due to power requirements 
and certain performance advantages of using HTSC, such projects and commercial 
competitiveness remain bleak for some time to come. However, in addition to the 
motors, generators, and power cables, there are many other superconducting products 
that will serve to revolutionise the electric power industry in the future. For example, 
superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) using highly efficient 
superconducting coil can store and discharge energy much faster than any known 
battery. Flywheel energy storage systems with loss-less bearings made from 
superconducting bulk materials are also applicable to this same concept but for smaller 
storage requirements. Small SMES is expected to become an important component in 
the future of the flexible ac transmission system. Such devices will bring two significant 
advantages to the utilities: optimising customer power quality and providing low cost 
power during periods of peak demand. Superconductors can also be used in the electric 
power industry for transformers and fault current limiters (FCL). HTSC technology 
offers several advantages when applied to power transformers, especially lighter weight 
and small footprint, elimination of potentially hazardous cooling oil, and built-in fault 
current protection. FCL are designed to absorb the shock of a grid “short circuit” to 
allow time for recovery before breaker trip-out.
Some highlights of the application of HTSC are:
—  First HTSC motor was achieved by collaboration of Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) and Reliance Electric Corporation (Reliance). 125 hp 
Reliance/DOE (US Department of Energy) synchronous motor was produced in
8
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1996. The rotor was wound with Bi-2223 tape supplied by American 
Superconductor Corporation (ASC).
—  A generator program was finished in the end of 1995 by collaboration of DOE, GE 
and IGC (Intermagnetics General Corporation). The project consisted of a single 
“racetrack” coil containing about 2 km of Bi-2223 tape which carried 30 A at 20 K.
—  The prototype of an underground power transmission cable fabricated jointly by 
TEPCO and Sumitomo. The k of 50 m 4-layer conductor was 2200 A at 10'13 £2m 
criterion. 7 m 3-phase HTS cable prototype was developed, them performed 3- 
phase AC loading test and confirmed the efficiency of HTS magnetic shield and the 
reliability for 110 hour continuous loading and for 5-times thermal cycles between 
77 K and room temperature.
—  A 50 m cable conductor, built by EPRI/Pirelli/DOE successfully carried 3300 A dc 
at 77 K.
—  Babcock & Wilcox selected Intermagnetics General Corporation’s Advanced 
Superconductors division to supply a large quantity of superconductor for the first 
mid-sized (30 MW, 1350 MJ) SEMS device to be installed at Anchorage Municipal 
Light & Power in Alaska [4].
—  Researchers at Kyushu University, working together with Fuji Electric and 
Sumitomo Electric Industries tested a HTS transformer with 800 KVA capacity by 
supercooling. The results have shown that the present silver-sheathed Bi-2223 wire 
may be used successfully for 50/60 Hz specification if the conductor structure and 
operation conditions are suitable [5].
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—  In April this year, Asea Brown Boveri Secheron Ltd. (ABB) installed a three phase 
630 kVA HTS transformer made of ASC Bi-2223 tape conductor in a substation of 
the Geneva utility company in Switzerland.
—  The 63 kV, 1.25 kA fault current limiter qualification coil was designed by GEC 
Alsthom Power Generation.
—  Lockheed Martin successfully tested a 2.4 kV fault current limiter in September, 
1995 and plans to have 15 kV, 10 kA units commercially available by 1998. The 
largest HTS coil for prototype testing was produced by American Superconductor 
Corporation and has successfully been tested in a 2.4 kV fault current limiter.
By the year 2010, worldwide products based on superconductors and sold to the electric 
power industry are expected to generate approximately $12 billion in revenue.
2.1.2 Electronic Industry
The field of superconductor electronics had been developed considerably over the two 
decades up to 1986. Many of the applications had already been demonstrated and there 
had been a major effort toward a digital computer [6]. The discovery of HTSC with 
transition temperatures above the boiling point (77 K) of liquid nitrogen allowed a more 
convenient cooling system to be used and subsequent cost saving for the devices. In this 
field, the most highly developed material is YBa2Cu30 7.5.
Most superconductor research and development investments targeted at electronics are 
in passive HTSC products such as receivers, filters, channelizers, and application of 
SQUID sensors. Communications through space is expanding rapidly and wireless 
networks are exploding today. Superconductivity will vie for inclusion in each of the
10
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major communication subsystems of an autonomous space switchboard on the 
information super sky way. These will include subsystems such as phased array multiple 
beam antennas, low noise receivers, multi-channel multiplexer (MUX) and deMUX, 
analog-to-digital converters, and high data signal processors and switching networks. 
The other major space application is cryogenic imagers. Infrared imagers are attractive 
application for superconductivity because the primary detector arrays must be 
crygenically cooled to achieve the required sensitivity. Therefore, superconductors can 
be implemented without adding crycooling. The power and weight of both the 
microwave and the digital subsystems can be reduced by 50 %, while increasing 
performance by an order of magnitude.
Superconducting electronics can also be used in many scientific instrument applications. 
For example, electronic instruments called SQUID magnetometers based on 
superconducting sensors can be built to measure extremely small magnetic fields. 
Instruments employing these components can be used to scan through the exterior and 
detect faults and cracks in structures such as pipelines and aircraft bodies, which is 
called nondestructive evaluation (NDE). Scientific research instruments will also 
benefit from superconducting electronics. For example, nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Although these results are promising, perhaps the greatest achievement will be 
developed through the incorporation of superconducting electronics into high 
performance computing. This superconducting computer would be faster, smaller and 
use far less power than any computer we have today.
11
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By the year 2010, products based on superconductors and sold by the electronics 
industry are expected to generate about $24 billion in revenue.
2.1.3 Medical Application
The value of nondestructive imaging techniques mentioned above increases every day. 
These techniques assist doctors in determining the nature and location of abnormalities 
in the human body. The images generated by Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
frequently simplify disease and injury diagnosis and help reduce the need for 
exploratory surgery. Such devices are based on the ability of superconducting sensors to 
detect and measure the tiny magnetic forces using very sensitive devices SQUIDS. 
These instruments can be used to measure the tiny magnetic signals emitted by the heart 
and the brain.
By the year 2010, medical applications of superconductivity are expected to grow from 
the present market of approximately $3 billion to approximately $18 billion annually.
2.1.4 Transportation Application
Our highways and skyways are quickly becoming overcrowded. High-speed trains offer 
one of the most promising solutions to this problem. Superconducting magnets are 
expected to play an important role in the future of train transportation because 
superconducting magnetically levitated trains (MAGLEV) are a high-speed alternative 
to conventional rail transportation. These trains are not only faster than any trains in 
commercial service today, but they are extremely quite and comfortable. Since 
MAGLEV trains avoid most of the wear and tear of conventional trains, they will make 
a profound contribution to our way of living.
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In 1990, the MAGLEV system gained status as one of the nationally funded projects in 
Japan. The government authorised the 42.8 km test line in Yamanashi Prefecture and R 
& D entered a new phase. This new test line is planned to go through an area near 
Tokyo on the proposed Chuo line, which is expected to be a new important line 
connecting Tokyo and Osaka, the central part of Japan. A full-scale prototype train will 
be tested up to 550 km/hr over 18 km of double track with tunnels and bridges in 1997
m.
In addition to influencing future train transportation, superconductivity will likely 
impact transportation on the water as well. Superconducting magnets will have an 
important on the design of ships in the future. Small, powerful superconducting motors 
and generators will allow the designer much more freedom to provide useful space for 
passengers.
By the year 2010, products based on superconductors and sold to the transportation 
industry are expected to generate about $5 billion in revenues.
2.1.5 Research Opportunities
Many areas of research have been benefited from the application of superconducting 
magnets. As a result, these relatively new tools have gained broad acceptance in the 
research community. This acceptance has been earned over several years of successfully 
operating superconducting magnetic systems at research facilities worldwide. Some of 
the most recent examples include accelerators used in physics research, magnetic 
confinement for fusion research, and X-ray lithography for the production of very dense 
computer chips.
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Several advanced research facilities using superconducting magnet technology are 
presently being constructed. Major examples include the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 
(RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory and the Large Harron Collider (LHC) at the 
European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN). The LHC will be the word’s 
largest high-energy physics research facility, housing over 1500 American and European 
superconducting magnets in an underground tunnel 27 kilometres in circumference. 
Very large superconducting magnets are also being planned for use in future fusion 
research facilities, such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor 
(ITER).
Another important area that can benefit from superconducting magnets is magnetic 
separation. Superconducting magnets, with their accompanying extremely high 
magnetic fields, will allow for the highly efficient separation of contamination from soil 
and water. Today, magnetic separation is used commercially in the clay industry.
In particular, a new electromagnet made of HTS developed by American 
Superconductor Corporation in conjunction with New Zealand companies, Alphatech 
International and Industrial Research Limited, the ion beam transport magnet was 
commissioned to replace a conventional magnet attached to a particle accelerater at the 
New Zealand Institute of Geological and Nuclear Science.
A large ARC (Australian Research Council) research project titled “Investigation of 
HTS High Gradient Magnetic Separator” has been carried out cooperatively by 
University of Wollongong and Alphatech International and Industrial Research Limited 
(New Zealand). The aim of this research is to conduct a collaborative research project 
on the feasibility of applying HTS magnet technologies to applications in the Australia’s
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mineral industries. By the year 2010, research applications are expected to produce 
approximately $9 billion in revenue.
1995 ISIS global superconductivity market estimates is shown in Figure 2.1. This graph 
depicts the total market estimate for products and systems based on superconductivity 
from the present to the year 2010.
1995 ISIS GLOBAL SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
MARKET ESTIMATES
This graph depicts the total market estimate for 
products and systems based on superconductivity 
from the year 1995 to 2020.
Market Contribution in 2010
This graph represents a compilation of forecasts 
for the year 2010 for each market area.
Fig. 2.1 Market forecast for the superconductor industry
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2.2 Silver Sheathed (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oio Tapes
2.2.1 High Temperature Superconductors
The scientific and technological significance of superconductivity became apparent to 
scientists and technologists immediately after its discovery in 1911 by Kamerlingh 
Onnes. Subsequently, superconductivity has become the most studied property of solids. 
Over last 86 years, the study of superconductivity has continued to generate excitement, 
ranging from the discovery of new compounds, through the detection of novel physical 
phenomena and the development of new theories, to the demonstration of new devices. 
Superconductors of more than 5000 compounds were found. In teams of searching new 
materials with superconductivity, the process of approach was developed from elements, 
binary, trainary, to complicated polynary systems. Fast progressed preparation 
techniques have been used to produce non-equilibrium phases in some specific 
condition. However, the path to a higher transition temperature (Tc) prior to 1986 was 
extremely slow. The field of superconductivity in the mid-v80s was at its low point 
when experimentalists failed to raise the Tc to above 23 K, the record established [8] in 
1973 in the inter-metallic compound NbßGe. Tc was raised from 4 K to 23 K, 
representing only 19 K° increment over 75 years of extensive efforts worldwide. The 
discovery of superconducitivity in La2-xBaxCu0 4  (LBCO) by Georg Bednorz and Alex 
Müller [9] of IBM-Zurich Labs in 1986 changed the situation dramatically. The 
superconductivity in YBa2Cu3 0 7  (YBCO) with Tc of 93 K was discovered by C.W. Chu 
et al. at early 1987 [10] which brought down the liquid nitrogen temperature barrier of 
77 K and made applications of superconductivity appear more practical than ever
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before. These observations in 1986-87 thus heralded in the modern era of high 
temperature superconductivity, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The years since the discovery of 93 K superconductors is a period of impressive Tc 
advancement, during which many cuprate high temperature superconductors have been 
discovered. Maeda et al. [11] announced the discovery of superconductivity in the Bi- 
Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (BSCCO) system in January 1988. Sheng and Hermann [12] discovered a 
Tc ~ 120 K in the Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 (TBCCO) in February 1988. In September 1992, S.N. 
Putilin et al. [13] found Hg-Ba-Cu-0 with a Tc up to 94 K. In April 1993, A. Schilling et 
al. [14] reported the detection of superconductivity at temperature up to 133 K in Hg- 
Ba-Ca-Cu-O. Those with a Tc above 77 K belong to or can be derived from following 
compound families: Bi2Sr2Can-iCun02n+4 [Bi-22(n-l)n with n = 1, 2, 3, ...], TlmSr2Can. 
iC u n0 2n+m+2 [Tl-m2(n-l)n, with m = 1 or 2, n = 1, 2, 3, ...], HgBa2Can.iCunC>2n+2+8 [Hg- 
12(n-l)n, with n = 1, 2, 3, ...], CumBa2Can-iCun02n+m+2+5 [Cu-m2(n-l)n, with m = 1 or 
2, n = 1, 2, 3, ...], and A-B-Cu-0 [ABCO with A and B = Ba, Sr or Ca]. An onset Tc to 
164 K at ~ 30 GPa was found in Hg-1223 compound in 1993 [15] as a current record of 
high Tc.
All the predictions for a superconducting future that were made in the early days after 
the discovery of high temperature superconductivity relied upon the development of 
conductors from which magnets, motors, power cables etc. could be constructed. The 
key factor for technology is the critical current density, Jc, rather than the transition 
temperature, Tc. This fact alone meant that conductors made from low temperature 
superconductors (LTS) could not just be discarded, since those made from Nb-Ti and 
NbaSn were by now very sophisticated and had formed the basis of a well developed
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magnet technology responsible for a large number of medical therapeutic applications, 
(eg. Magnetic Resonance Imaging -MRI), for the multi-kilometre circumference 
acceleraters at Fermilab and at DESY, and for many diverse specialty magnets used for 
a very broad range of applications. Since the empirical breakthrough in 1989 when 
Heine, Tenbrink, and Thoener [16] found a way to process the Bi2Sr2CaCu20x 
compound into wire with reasonably high critical current densities, a number of large 
scale demonstration devices have been made with HTS. The mature area of LTS 
technology has certainly assisted the rapid development of HTS applications.
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2.2.2 Bismuth Based Superconductors
Why does the majority of work around the world developing practical high-temperature 
superconductors focus on the BSCCO systems? Figure 2.3 provides much of the answer. 
It shows that the critical current density (Jc) in BSCCO conductors does not decrease 
steeply with small magnetic fields as it does for polycrystalline YBCO; thus BSCCO 
conductors do not suffer from the weak-link problem that plagues YBCO conductors. 
Also, BSCCO conductors have higher Jc in high magnetic fields (> 15 T) than 
conventional low-temperature superconductors such as Nb-Ti and Nt^Sn, so they offer 
the possibility of building higher-field magnets that can be made with conventional 
materials.
Magnetic Held (T)
Fig. 2.3 Jc as a function of applied field for 2212 wire and 2223 
tape at 4 K. Data for 2212 wire, NbsSn, Ni-Ti, (Nb,Ta)sSn, and Y- 
123 from [16], and for 2223 wire from [17].
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The crucial reason why BSCCO conductors have come to market first is because of the 
weakly bonded, double Bi-0 layer that separates the Cu02 planes. This easy cleavage 
between the Bi-0 layers produces a self-aligning property to the BSCCO grains that 
permits both deformation and growth texturing of the phase which make high transport 
current densities over long lengths possible. However, the weak bonding of the Bi-0 
layers also has a very negative effect too, for the large thickness of the blocking layer 
(1.23 nm) decouples neighbouring sets of the double or triple CUO2 layers of strong 
superconductivity from each other, making these compounds strongly two-dimensional. 
Figure 2.4 shows the irreversibility field (Hin-) domain over which a finite Jc can be 
sustained for various HTS compounds. Since Y123 (YBa2Cu307_x) and Tl-1223 
(TlBa2Ca2Cu309.x) have higher irreversibility line than Bi-2212 and Bi-2223, they could 
be used at higher temperatures than BSCCO conductors.
Fig. 2.4 Normalised irreversibility lines for several important 
HTS. The absolute Tc values for the compounds are Bi-2212 ~ 
90 K, Bi-2223 ~ 107 K, LSCO ~ 37 K, YBCO ~ 90 K. Finite Jc 
is only possible to the left of each line. Dimension noted by each 
compound are the blocking layer thickness [18].
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YBCO has an enormous advantage over BSCCO from Fig. 2.4. But YBCO’s problem 
has been that polycrystalline Jc values have been very small unless grown in ways that 
permit strong biaxial alignment. Recently, IB AD [19,20] and RABiTS [21] processes 
have been developed as a second generation of HTS conductors. Both approaches start 
with a metallic substrate, a Ni-base alloy substrate for the IBAD process and a pure Ni 
substrate for the RABiTS process. In the IBAD process, the YBCO is deposited on a Y- 
stabilised Zr02 (YSZ) template layer [19]. For RABiTS process, thermomechanical 
processing of a Ni substrate tape can induce an biaxial texture in the Ni which is 
suitable for growth of an epitaxial YBCO layer with certain easily applied buffer layers 
[21]. To date the best results using such thin film technology can produce 1 cm wide 
tapes that have Ic (77 K, 0 T) of ~ 200 A and Jc of ~ 106 A/cm2 [20]. The crucial 
problem is that these processes are extremely slow and it is questionable whether they 
are scalable to manufacturing levels of thousands of kilometres per year at a competitive 
cost. Nevertheless, since the BSCCO conductors do not suffer from the weak link 
problems of polycrystalline YBCO and are much easier to process than Tl-based 
superconductors, they are the systems that are being developed.
The BSCCO system comprises three superconducting phases. They have nominal 
compositions of Bi2Sr2Cu06 (2201; Tc = 7-22 K), Bi2Sr2CaCu20g (2212; Tc = 75-95 K), 
and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3 0 io (2223; Tc = 105-110 K). They all have two-dimensional crystal 
structures in which the supercurrent flows in the (001) Cu-0 plans. Conductors are made 
from 2212 and 2223, both of which coexist over a range of stoichiometry that does not 
include the nominal composition. Majewski, Sunghigh, and Hettich [22] and Muller et 
al. [23] have mapped out the range of stoichiometry for the 2212 phase. The 2223 
system is even more complicated than 2212, because one typically substitutes Pb for
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part of the Bi [24] to enhance the 2223 formation and possibly increase the stability of 
the 2223 phase. For 2223, the general region in which the phase forms [25] has been 
determined, but its stoichiometry range is unknown with the same detail as that for 
2212. Phase-pure, poly crystalline 2212 or 2223 has not been synthesised yet.
In Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 superconductors, 2223 phase with Tc 110 K always coexists with 
2212 phase with Tc 80 K [11]. Many studies were focused to enhance the content of 
2223 phase. 2223 phase can be formed easily when BSCCO ceramic is in partial melting 
state [26,27]. Low oxygen partial pressure and the addition of PbO in the system have a 
beneficial effect on formation of 2223 phase [28,24]. The range of 2223 single phase 
composition was determined by many researchers in terms of X-ray diffraction 
[25,29,30].
Polynary phase transformation was studied in order to elucidate the mechanism of 
formation of 2223 phase. Y. Oka et al. studied the crystallisation of high temperature 
melting liquid of Bi2Sr2CaCu20x and Bi4Sr3Ca3CuôOx [27,31]. It was found that 2212 
phase showed incongruent melting forming new crystalline phases which differed 
depending on the composition. Melting crystallisation is developed as: 2212 phase —> 
Bi-rich liquid + SrCaCuO phase -> Bi-rich liquid + 2212 phase + SrCaCuO phase 
2212 phase + SrCaCuO phase + 2201 phase. The composition of 2201 phase is 
Bi2+xSr2.xCui+yOz (0.1 < x < 0.6, 0 < y < x/2). 2212 crystallisation can be suppressed 
during quench. Phase diagram of (l/3CaO, 2/3Sr0)-Bi203-Cu0 at 850 °C and under 
900 °C was studied by C.L. Lee et al. [32] which showed the Bi-rich area is liquid 
phase. J. Tsuchiya et al. [33] determined that the melting temperature was changed with 
oxygen partial pressure for 2223 phase, 2212 phase and 2212 phase with different ratio
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of Sr/Ca. This indicated the possibility and condition of formation of 2223 phase in 
partial melting state.
Experimental results showed that the sample with single 2223 phase determined by 
XRD always coexists with a SrCaCuO phase when scanning electronic microscopy was 
used [33]. 2223 superconductors made with excess Ca and Cu showed poor 
superconducting properties [25,29,30]. Since the polynary phase diagram of Bi2 0 3 -Pb0 - 
SrO-CaO-CuO is extremely complicated [34], it is very difficult to apply the results 
from current research of phase diagram to the processing of the 2223 system.
In order to attain high Jc in BSCCO conductors, the microstructure must be 
homogeneous. Ideally, this means that the conductor must contain only a single phase. 
Practically, it means that the non-superconducting phase in the microstructure must be 
as small as possible, preferably <1-2 pm, and uniformly dispersed.
BSCCO conductors are polycrystalline, a property that requires supercurrent to cross 
grain boundaries. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies of BSCCO 
conductors reveal that they are composed of colonies of plate-like grains each 100-200 
nm thick that all have about the same c-axis orientation in the colony [36]. With a 
colony, there are 90° (001) twist boundaries between the individual grains. Hence, the 
supercurrent flows across twist boundaries within colonies and general grain boundaries 
between colonies. Two competing theories have been proposed to describe how the 
supercurrent transports across the boundaries. These models permit slightly different 
microstructures. In one model, known in the literature as the brick wall model [37], 
supercurrent flows between grains and colonies in the c direction, which requires the 
microstructure to be as highly aligned as possible to maximise the area over which
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current can flow in the c direction. In the other model, known as the railway switch 
model [38], the current flows from (001) planes in one colony to (001) planes in an 
adjacent colony through small-angle c-axis grain boundaries between the colonies, 
which permits a small amount of misalignment in the structure. Which transport 
mechanism occurs is not known exactly, and it may be some time before one can 
achieve the high degree of alignment in 2212 or 2223 tapes that will be needed to 
distinguish unambiguously between them. In the meantime, work continues on 
increasing the alignment as much as possible.
2.2.3 Powder Processing
What is the ideal powder to make BSCCO conductors ? It must contain the correct 
overall composition. From the chemical reaction point of view, purification and 
minimisation of particle size are pursued. How about the best phase assemblage for the 
powder and the grain shape in the powder from phase transformation and microstructure 
of the tape processing point of view? Although much work has been done, there are still 
no adequate answers to these questions. At the same time, acceptable BSCCO 
conductors are currently being made, and they can provide guidance on the powder 
characteristics that are needed.
At present, different companies use a variety of stoichiometric compositions for 2223, 
as shown in Table 2.1. To make a single-phase conductor, one needs to use a 
composition within 2223 one-phase field. However, using these compositions listed in 
Table 2.1 does not assure the formation of single-phase samples. The problem stems 
from the basic chemical reactions by which 2223 forms in the conductors. The phase 
form in situ in the conductor from a mixture of phases, and remnants of the reactant
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phases exist in fully processed conductors, even those with the highest Jc [44,45]. These 
remnant phases may be thermodynamically unstable in the fully processed conductor, 
but they are kinetically stabilised.
Table 2.1 Nominal compositions used for Bi-2223 conductors
Companies Bi Pb Sr Ca Cu Ref.
ASC 1.8 0.3 1.9 2.0 3.1 39
IGC 1.8 0.4 2.0 2.2 3.0 40
Sumitomo 1.8 0.4 2.0 2.2 3.0 41
Toshiba 1.72 0.34 1.83 1.97 3.13 42
Siemens 1.8 0.4 2 2.1 3 43
A wide variety of methods have been used to prepare 2223 powder. Several of these are 
listed in Table 2.2. Two common features underlie these diverse synthesis techniques: 
(i) the process mix the cations on microscopic scale and (ii) the phase of interest is 
formed at elevated temperature. Advantages and disadvantages of the methods are also 
listed in Table 2.2 [46].
2.2.4 Fabricating (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu30io Conductors
The oxide powder-in-tube (OPIT) method for making conductors, reviewed by 
Sandhage et al. [47], and S.X. Dou and H.K. Liu [48], is shown schematically in Figure 
2.5. The powder is packed in a tube, typically made of Ag, which is sealed and 
mechanically worked into the desired conductor form. Usually the Ag tube is drawn to a 
small diameter and then rolled into a flat tape.
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Table 2.2 Synthesis techniques to make 2223 powder [46].
M e th o d D e sc rip tio n A d v a n ta g e s D isa d v a n ta g e s
S o lid  s ta te  re a c tio n M ix  o x id e s , p e ro x id e s , c a rb o n a te s , o r  n itra te s  o f  B i, P b , S r, C a , 
C u . R e a c t a t  e le v a te d  te m p era tu re . G rin d  sa m p le  a n d  re fire . 
R e p e a t u n til  re a c tio n  is co m p le te .
S im p le , in e x p e n s iv e  
te c h n iq u e .
L a rg e  g ra in  s iz e  o f  re a c ta n ts  c a n  c a u se  s lo w  
rea c tio n s . C a n  h a v e  la rg e  g ra in  s iz e  p ro d u c t. C a n  
in tro d u c e  im p u r it ie s  d u r in g  g rin d in g .
C o p re c ip ita tio n D is so lv e  B i, P b , S r, C a , a n d  C u  co m p o u n d s in  ac id . A d d  b a se  to 
p re c ip ita te  ca tio n . F ire  p re c ip ita te  to  y ie ld  th e  d e s ire d  p h ase .
In tim a te  m ix in g  o f  ca tio n s . N o t a l l  c a tio n s  m a y  p re c ip ita te  o u t a t  th e  s a m e  p H , 
c a u s in g  se g re g a tio n . In itia l co m p o s itio n  a n d  
p re c ip ita te  co m p o s itio n  m a y  b e  d iffe ren t.
A e ro so l sp ray  p y ro ly s is M a k e  so lu tio n  c o n ta in in g  ca tio n s . P ro d u c e  a  fm e  m is t  o f  th e  
so lu tio n  a n d  p a s s  it  th ro u g h  a  h o t fu rn a ce  to  fo rm  a  p o w d er  o f  
m ix e d  o x id e s . F ire  m ix e d  p o w d er  to  y ie ld  th e  d e s ire d  p h ase .
In tim a te  m ix in g  o f  ca tio n s . 
P ro d u c t h a s  v ery  fm e  g ra in  
s ize  (1 -2  p m ). P ro d u c t can  
h av e  lo w  C co n ten t (u s in g  
n itra te s ) .
C a n  lo se  sp e c ie s , p a r tic u la r ly  P b , d u r in g  p y ro ly s is . 
P o w d e r  fo rm e d  in  p y ro ly s is  is  n o t fu lly  re a c te d  to  
tiie  d e s ire d  p h ase .
B u m  te c h n iq u e F o rm  n itr a te  so lu tio n  o f  ca tio n s . A d d  o rg an ic  sp e c ie s , su ch  as  
su g a r, to  so lu tio n . H e a t so lu tio n  to  rem o v e  w a te r , th e n  h e a t 
p o w d e r  a t  e le v a te d  te m p era tu re . T h e  su g a r  ( fu e l)  a n d  n i tra te  ion  
(o x id a n t)  re a c t ( ie .,  b u m )  a t  e le v a te d  te m p e ra tu re  y ie ld in g  a  h ig h  
te m p e ra tu re  th a t  fo rm s m ix e d  o x id es. F ire  th is  p o w d er  to  y ie ld  th e  
d e s ire d  p h ase .
In tim a te  m ix in g  o f  ca tio n s . 
P o w d e r  ca n  h av e  fm e  
g ra in  size .
C a n  lo se  sp e c ie s , p a r tic u la r ly  P b , d u r in g  b u m  
p ro ce ss . P o w d e r  fo rm e d  in  b u m  p ro c e ss  is  n o t 
fu lly  re a c te d  to  th e  d e s ire d  p h ase . P ro d u c t m a y  
c o n ta in  C.
F re e z e  d ry in g S p ra y  aq u e o u s  n i tra te  so lu tio n  o f  B i, P b , S r, C a , a n d  C u  in to  
liq u id  n itro g e n . C o lle c t fro zen  d ro p le ts  an d  freeze  d ry  th e m  to 
rem o v e  w a te r . F in e  d r ie d  p o w d e r  to  y ie ld  th e  d e s ire d  p h ase .
In tim a te  m ix in g  o f  ca tio n s . 
P o w d e r  ca n  h av e  lo w  C 
co n ten t.
C a tio n s  m ay  d e m ix  d u r in g  fre ez e  d ry in g  i f  th e  
te m p e ra tu re  is  n o t c a re fu lly  c o n tro lle d . N i t r a te s  
p re se n t a f te r  f re e z e  d ry in g  m a y  m e lt  d u r in g  f ir in g  
le a d in g  to  la rg e  g ra in s  o f  n o n su p e rc o n d u c tin g  
p h ase .
L iq u id  m ix  m e th o d F ro m  n itr a te  so lu tio n  o f  c a tio n s  th e n  g lyco l o r c itr ic  acid . H e a t to  
re m o v e  w a te r  a n d  fo rm  p o ly m e rize d  g e l, th e n  h e a t to  e le v a te d  
te m p e ra tu re  to  y ie ld  th e  d e s ire d  p h ase .
In tim a te  m ix in g  o f  ca tio n s . 
P o w d e r  c a n  h av e  fm e  
g ra in  size.
P ro d u c t m ay  c o n ta in  C .
M ic ro e m u ls io n F o rm  su sp e n s io n  o f  m ic ro d ro p le ts  o f  aq u e o u s  n itra te  so lu tio n  o f  
B i, P b , S r, C a , a n d  C u  in  o il. A d d  b a se  to  fo rm  p rec ip ita te s . 
S e p ra te  p re c ip ita te  fro m  o il b y  w ash in g  in  so lven t. F ire  p re c ip ita te  
to  y ie ld  th e  d e s ire d  p h ase .
In tim a te  m ix in g  o f  ca tio n s . 
P o w d e r  ca n  h av e  fm e 
g ra in  size .
P ro d u c t m a y  c o n ta in  C .
S o l g e l F o rm  a lk o x id e  so lu tio n  o f  ca tio n s . A d d  w a te r  o r a lco h o l to  c ro ss  
lin k  m o le c u le s , fo rm in g  gel th ro u g h  p o ly m e riza tio n  an d  
c o n d e n sa tio n  rea c tio n s . H ea t to  e le v a te d  te m p e ra tu re  to  b u m  o ff  
th e  o rg an ic  a n d  y ie ld  th e  d e s ire d  p h ase .
In tim a te  m ix in g  o f  ca tio n s . 
P o w d e r  ca n  h av e  fm e 
g ra in  size.
M e th o d  is  b e t te r  su ite d  to  m a k in g  f ilm s  th a n  b u lk  
p o w d ers .
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POW DER-IN-TUBE TECHNOLOGY
Furnace => Powder Calcination
Ag Tube
Filling
Swaging
Drawing
Rolling
Furnace Sintering
Fig. 2.5 Schematic diagram of the powder-in­
tube (OPIT) technique to make wires and tapes
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Figure 2.6 shows different OPIT conductor forms that have been made. Configurations 
are shown in which the outer Ag tube contains the powder plus a solid Ag rod, or 
multiple concentric Ag tubes filled with powder. Figure 2.6 also shows multi­
filamentary round and rectangular wires, as well as flat tapes. These are made by 
restacking small diameter OPIT wire into a Ag tube and mechanically working this 
assemblage.
Fig. 2.6 Configurations for Ag-sheathed wires and tapes 
[46]. Black regions are Ag and white regions are BSCCO. 
(a) monocore tape, (b) coaxial multifilamentary wire, (c) 
wire with two BSCCO cores, (d) tape rolled from the wire 
in (c), (e) 37 filamentary wire, and 19 filamentary tape.
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The mechanical deformation of the Ag/oxide powder composite is an important step in 
fabricating OPIT conductors, but it is not well understood. To induce high alignment in 
BSCCO tapes, the oxide core in the tape should be thin (40-50 pm or less). This is due 
to that the formation of 2223 can be accelerated and stabilised by improving the contact 
of Ag with oxide core [49]. Perfect alignment of 2223 grain was found near the Ag 
sheath [36]. As mentioned earlier, ideally the powder should contain a single phase so 
that each grain has the same mechanical properties and the powder deforms uniformly. 
However, multiphase powder mixture is required for 2223 phase formation in the tape 
processing [50]. The powder must be uniformly packed into the tube initially. Tenbrink 
et al. [51] compared the final oxide density in wires made from 2212 powder that was 
hand packed into a Ag tube (low packing density) and a rod of 2212 powder that had 
been isostatically pressed (high packing density), then loaded into a Ag tube. After 
drawing, the oxide core for both wires was 70 % dense. Although the final core density 
was the same for both wires, the Ag:superconductor volume ratio was higher for loosely 
packed sheath in wire made from the loosely packed powder. This difference in sheath 
thickness has important implications for conductor design where the Ag: superconductor 
ratio is a critical parameter.
Although the final core density does not depend on the initial packing density, it will 
depend on other process parameters [52]. For example, the core density of a composite 
tape deformed by larger rollers could be higher than that of a tape made by small rollers 
[53] and a thinner tape could have a denser core than a thicker one [54].
During rolling, the plate-like BSCCO grains, present in 2223 tapes, can be mechanically 
aligned with their (001) basal planes parallel to the rolling direction due to weak
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bonding between B i-0 plane. This mechanical alignment is retained during the 
processing of 2223 tapes.
Fig. 2.7 Schematic pattern of “sausaging”
The Ag sheath is softer than the oxide core in the later stage of deformation, thus 
causing different deformation resistance between Ag and oxide core during rolling. An 
undulating oxide/Ag interface is formed which is known as sausaging. Figure 2.7 shows 
a schematic pattern of longitudinal cross section of a sausaging Ag-sheathed tape. It has 
been found empirically that after the oxide core is reduced to some minimum thickness 
during rolling, additional rolling causes it to sausage. A hypothesis is that sausaging 
occurs when the oxide powder in the core starts to deform as blocks of oxide rather than 
individual grains [55]. At this point, the rolling stress shears the core into smaller blocks 
that deform independently in the softer Ag sheath causing the undulations in the 
Ag/oxide interface. Z. Han and T. Freltoft proposed a simple model called powder 
flow” [56] to describe the mechanical deformation of Ag/Bi-2223 composite. The basic 
assumption of the “powder flow” model is that the powder flow will stop when the 
friction between powder grains is equal to the driving force on the powder and the 
powder packing density reachs a critical value. The mechanism of the sausaging effect 
is still being debated. It is obvious that the process of densification passes through three
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stages: (i) powder, (ii) powder plus “solid” and (iii) “solid”. The formation of 
“sausaging” in a tape is a complicated process due to the number of factors involved: (i) 
the discontinuous nature of the psuedo-solid ie. dense powder core, (ii) the 
inhomogeneity of the rate of powder flow and (iii) the dependence on the means of 
mechanical deformation producing the tape. Figure 2.8 shows that for 2223 tapes, the 
variation in core thickness, which indicates the onset of sausaging, began to increase 
after the core thickness was reduced to 50-80 pm [46]. The minimum core thickness that 
appears to be achievable without significant sausaging is about 40-60 pm. Processing 
parameters including the particle size in the powder, powder packing density, and 
deformation parameters (eg., roll size, roll speed, reduction per pass) have to be 
optimised to achieve thinner cores without “sausaging”.
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Fig. 2.8 Variation in the uniformity of the core thickness as 
a function of core thickness for a 2223 tape rolled with 
different reductions per pass [46].
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2.2.5 (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3 0 io Phase Formation
It is difficult to form pure 2223 phase and its growth can take several hundred hours. It 
is found that the tapes with high Jc can be achieved from a mixture of precursor phases, 
through a multi-step reaction in which the 2212 phase reacts with other phases to form 
2223. Fully reacted powder with 2223 as a major phase is not used because Jc in these 
tapes is lower than in tapes made from a mixture of 2212 phase and secondary phases 
that react in  s itu  to form 2223 [50].
2223 conductors are made by packing a Ag tube with powder consisting of a mixture of 
phases that typically contains the 2212 phase as a main phase, which is called the 2223 
precursor powder, fabricating a tape, and then heat treating the tape (Fig. 2.9) to form 
2223 in s itu . As a stoichiometry of precursor powder, part of the Bi is replaced with Pb, 
to aid in forming the 2223 phase [27]. The heat treatment of 2223 conductors, shown 
schematically in figure 2.9, consists of two or more heat treatment steps separated by a 
mechanical deformation step (rolling or uniaxial pressing). The deformation step 
densifies the core, it accelerates the 2223 phase formation by increasing diffusion rate 
and helps break up large unreacted grains allowing the reactions to proceed in the 
subsequent heat treatment, and it is thought to improve the alignment of the 2223 phase 
[57,58,59].
Fig. 2.9 Schematic diagram of the sintering process used 
for 2223 tapes with multiple intermediate deformation.
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The temperature window in which 2223 is stable is rather small, with 2223 forming 
between 830 °C and 870 °C in air [28]. Endo, Koyama, and Kawai [28] showed that this 
window was widest when 2223 was formed in about 7.7 % O2. Many groups process 
2223 tapes in 7-8 % O2, although processing is also done in air [48,59].
The presence of non-superconducting phases retards the flow of super-current in 2223 
conductors. Reducing the non-superconducting phases in fully processed 2223 tape 
increases Jc [60]. Several non-superconducting phases including (Sr,Ca)2Cu0 3  (2 :1  
AEC), Ca2Pb0 4 , SrO, CuO, and a Bi-rich phase can be present in fully processed 2223 
conductors [61].
The standard approach to make a 2223 precursor powder is to mix all of the reactants 
together with the required composition, then use one of the techniques in Table 9.2 to 
synthesis the powder. Dorris et al. [62] call this “single-powder” synthesis. The powder 
is reacted until the X-ray pattern is dominated by diffraction peaks for 2212. The X-ray 
pattern also contains peaks from the non-superconducting phases that are present in the 
powder. But these peaks are much weaker than those from 2212, and consequently it is 
very difficult to identify the minor non-superconducting phases in the powder. However, 
one can often identify peaks from Ca2Pb0 4  and CuO in the pattern.
Figure 2.10 shows the X-ray patterns for Bii.8Pbo.4Sr2CaQi208 and CaCu02 [62]. The 
mixture of these two in a 1:1 mole ratio constitutes 2223 precursor. The tape made of 
these two intermediate precursors called “two-powder” method. This mixture contains 
the maximum possible amounts of Ca2Cu0 3  and CuO relative to the 2212. However, the 
pattern from single powder shows that the peaks from Ca2Cu0 3  and CuO are fewer in 
number and much smaller than for 2212. One could turn to SEM/EDX to identify the
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non-superconducting phases in the precursor powder. But because of the typically small 
grain size in the powder, these phase can not be identified by this technique. The point is 
that the non-superconducting phases in “single-powder” precursors are difficult to 
identify and therefore usually not well known. It is now thought that such phases play a 
key role in determining the reaction pathway to form the 2223 phase, and the wide range 
of microstructures is believed to result from differences in the non-superconducting 
phases present in the precursor powders. The key is to make highly reproducible powder 
and then to optimise the thermal processing for this powder synthesis [46]. Since each 
group in the research community synthesises its own precursor powder using different 
methods, significant variations may occur in the non-superconducting phases in these 
precursor powders. Thus, specific times and temperatures one group uses to process its 
2223 tape may be valid only for their own precursor powder and may not be transferable 
to powders other groups use. This variation in the precursor powder may also explain 
why it has not been possible for different groups to reproduce each other’s high Jc 
values.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
2-theta
Fig. 2.10 X-ray patterns of the intermediate precursor for the 
Bii.8Pbo.4Sr2CaCu208 and the mixture of Ca2C u03 and CuO [62].
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In general, liquid phase would plays most significant role in reaction rate and resultant 
microstructure during synthetic reaction. Strong evidence exists that the 2223 phase 
forms from the precursor powder in a liquid-assisted reaction. Differential thermal 
analysis shows the onset of an endothermic peak, which signifies that a melt has started 
to form, occurs at a significantly lower temperature in a mixture of the phases that react 
to form Pb-doped 2223 (such a 2212, Ca2Pb0 4 , and CuO) than in powders of the 
individual phases or binary mixtures of the phases [63]. Morgan et al. [64] observed 
what appear to be remnants of Bi/Pb-rich liquid droplets on grains of 2212 in samples 
heated at 834 °C in air. Luo et al. [65] and Sung and Hellstrom [66] used the Avrami 
equation to analyse the kinetics of 2223 formation from a precursor powder that was 
predominantly 2212. This analysis showed a change in the apparent activation energy 
for forming 2223 at about 820 °C.
According to study of phase transformation by in-situ high temperature X-ray 
diffraction, the formation of 2223 in bulk samples at different temperature can be 
concluded as follows [67]:
(1) Liquid + SrCaCuO -> 2223 phase (above 860 °C)
(2) Liquid + SrCaCuO + 2212 + (Sri.xCax)2Pb04 -> 2223 phase (835 ~ 860 °C)
(3) Liquid + SrCaCuO + 2201 + (Sri.xCax)2Pb04 + Bi6Ca70 6+ CuO + CaO -> 2212 
phase + (Sri_xCax)2Pb04 + SrCaCuO (below 835 °C)
(4) 2212 + (Sri_xCax)2Pb04 + SrCaCuO 2223 phase (below 835 °C)
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What role does liquid play in forming 2223 ? The reactions that occur on forming 2223 
from the multiphase precursor powder require mass transport from the various phases in 
the system to the growing 2223. At the very least, the liquid increases the formation 
kinetics, since diffusion in liquids is much faster than in solids. It has also been 
suggested that the 2223 phase actually forms from the liquid. For example, Morgan et 
al. [64] suggested that the 2223 forms by a dissolution/precipitation reaction that occurs 
where the droplet contacts the 2212 grain, and the reaction proceeds by the droplet 
moving across the surface of the 2212 grain.
In order to elucidate the details of the role of liquid and the basic chemical reactions in 
forming 2223, experiments must be performed with well-defined reactants. “Single­
powder” precursors with their inherent variability are not adequate. Thus, a key point is 
to design experiments in which all the reactant phases are well defined and controllable. 
To do this, one writes a chemical reaction to form 2223 [46], such as
0.9Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox + 0.4PbO + 0.55CuO + 0.65(Sr0.i5Cao.85)2Cu03 = 
BiL8Pbo.4Sr2Ca2Cu30y.
Here, each reactant phase can be synthesised separately, thoroughly characterised, then 
mixed together to make a well-defined precursor powder. This precursor powder can be 
made into a pellet or tape, then reacted and characterised. Several examples using this 
approach are given below.
An early example of this approach was the work of Fukushima [68], who studied the 
following reactions:
Bii.75Pbo.25Sr2CuOx+ Ca2Cu03 + CuO = Bii.75Pbo.25Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox
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and
Bii.75Pbo.25Sr2CuOx + 0.5Ca2CuO3 + 0.5CuO = Bii.75Pbo.25Sr2Ca2Cu30x
Fukushima synthesised all of the reactants separately, then mixed them together in the 
correct proportions, pressed pellets, and reacted pellets contained Pb-2212 and 
unidentified Ca-Cu-0 phases along with the Pb-2223. With their process (860-870 °C, 
48 hours, air) the grains of Ca-Cu-0 were quite large (> 50 jam) when they used Pb- 
2212 as a reactant.
Arendt, Garbauskas, and Bednarczyk [69] used this approach to study the following 
reaction:
2212 + 0.3PbO + (1 + x)“CaCu02” = Pb-2223 + x“CaCu02” + 0.15Bi2O3,
where x ranged from 0 to 1. Here CaCu02 is placed in quotes to show that it is not a 
single phase but is a mixture of Ca2Cu0 3  and CuO. Arendt and his coworkers 
synthesised 2212 and “CaCuCV’ separately, then mixed them with PbO. This reaction 
was designed to evolve Bi2 0 3  during the reaction and to have unreacted “CaCuCV’ for x 
> 0. They found faster, more complete conversion to 2223 in their pellet samples using 
this technique than in pellet samples made with conventional “single-powder” 
precursor.
Dorris et al. [62] investigated the formation of Pb-2223 based on the following reaction:
Bii.8Pbo.4Sr2-xCai+xCu20y + (SrxCai„x)Cu02 = Bii 8Pbo.4Sr2Ca2Cu3 0 z,
where x ranged from 0 to 1. This is a schematic representation of the reaction and 
phases present in the experiment, because 1:1 alkaline earth cuprates (AEC)
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decomposes to 2:1 AEC and CuO at the reaction temperature, and the stoichiometry 
range for 2212, and presumably Pb-2212, does not extend over the entire range they 
investigated. They call this a “two-powder” process. Their highest Jc values were for x = 
0, corresponding to starting powders of “CaCuCV’ and Bii.8Pbo.4Sr2CaCuOy. Their Pb- 
2212 contained some Ca2Pb0 4 . A particularly significant result of this study was the 
small size of the nonsuperconducting phases in the fully processed tapes (< 2-3 pm).
In a subsequent study, Dorris et al. [70] investigated how adding the Pb in different 
phases in the precursor powder affected the formation of Pb-2223. They used the 
following reaction schemes.
Bii.8PbzSr2CaCu2Ox + (0.4-z)Ca2PbO4 + (0.1 + z)Ca2Cu03 + (0.9-z)CuO = 
Bii.8Pbo.4Sr2Ca2Cu30x
The Pb was added in Pb-2212, Ca2Pb04, or PbO. They found the highest Jc in fully 
reacted tape when the Pb was added in the Pb-2212. With Pb-2212 the number and size 
of the non-superconducting alkaline earth cuprates in their fully processed tape was 
smallest (< 5 pm), whereas these phases were more numerous and larger when Pb was 
added as Ca2Pb04 (5-10 pm) or PbO (10-25 pm). This result agrees with the second 
step of the following reaction sequence, which was suggested by Fliikiger et al. [71].
2212 + second phases = Pb-2212 + second phases = Pb-2223.
Sung and Hellstrom [72] used reaction couples to study the following reactions:
Bi i ,8Sr i ,9Cai ,2Cu2 0 x + 0 .4 Ca2PbO4 + CuO = Bi1.8Pbo.4Sr1 9Ca2Cu3Oy
and
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Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox + 0.5Ca2PbO4 + 0.5Ca2PbO4 + CuO = Bi2Pbo.5Sr2Ca2Cu3Oy.
From these reaction-couple studies Sung and Hellstrom concluded that Ca2Pb04 plays 
two roles in the reaction to form 2223, one positive, one negative. Ca2Pb04 decomposes 
at about 820 °C (in 7.5 % 0 2), which is triggered by the presence of 2212 in the system 
(presumably by the Bi in the 2212), releasing CaO, PbO, and 0 2. On the positive side, 
part of Ca2Pb04 reacts with CuO, forming a liquid. Some of the CaO that is released 
reacts with Pb-2212 and CuO, forming 2223. The Pb-2212 and liquid enhance the 2223 
formation kinetics. On the negative side, part of the CaO reacts with the CuO, forming 
2:1 AEC, which grew to large size in the reaction couple. Once it gets large, the 2:1 
AEC grains react slowly, impeding the formation of 2223. It appears that the formation 
of 2:1 AEC is kinetically favoured, since its apparent activation energy for formation is 
about 300 kJ/mole [61], whereas the energy associated with forming 2223 derived from 
kinetic studies ranges from 0.46 to 1.9 MJ/mole [66,68,72]. This very high energy is 
probably a combination of the activation energy to form 2223 and the energy associated 
with another process, such as the formation of the liquid.
Since 2:1 AEC is often present in fully processed 2223 tapes and it grew large in 
reaction couples, Sung and Hellstrom [72] suggested that Ca2Pb04 should be eliminated 
from the 2223 precursor powders. This observation is consistent with that of Dorris et 
al. [70] that the best microstructures and highest Jc were obtained when the Pb was 
present only in Pb-2212. Sung and Hellstrom also concluded that the final step in the 
formation of 2223 involves a liquid-assisted reaction between Pb-2212, 2:1 AEC, and 
CuO [72]. This conclusion is consistent with the results of Dorris et al. [70] and the 
suggestion of Majewski and coworkers [22] that 2223 formed from 2212, Ca2Cu0 3  and
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CuO. Majewski and his colleagues, however, were able to form only ~ 50 % 2223 (Pb- 
free 2223) from these phases in ~ 100 hr after raising the reaction temperature for the 
pellets to 880-890 °C.
How is the 2212 phase converted to 2223 phase? Two different classes of mechanism 
have been proposed. The first is a precipitation reaction in which 2212 dissolves into a 
liquid and 2223 precipitates from the liquid. The other is an insertion process in which 
the Ca, Cu, and O diffuse into the 2212 phase and it converts to 2223 ([73] and 
references within). There is evidence for both of these mechanisms. Matsubara et al. 
[73] have converted 2212 whiskers into 2223 by burying the whiskers in a Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca- 
Cu-0 powder, then analysing the individual whiskers after the reaction. They found that 
the conversion to 2223 occurred only when they had a powder that partially melted. The 
whiskers retained their original shape after conversion, but the initially sharp edges of 
the whiskers became round. This results is thought to be due to the 2212 dissolving and 
2223 nucleating from the liquid at the interface between the 2212 whisker and the 
liquid. One can envision forming 2223 from the liquid at the surface of the whisker. 
But forming 2223 in the interior of the whisker appears to require an insertion type of 
mechanism where the Ca, Cu, and O diffuse into the 2212 forming 2223.
2.2.6 Performance of (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cii30io Tapes
The Jc of 2223 tapes made by various groups is listed in Table 2.3. Jc in long tapes (up 
to 1 km) is steadily improving. However, since Jc in long tapes is only a fraction of the 
highest Jc in short tapes, there is substantial room to improve the processing of 2223 
tapes.
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Table 2.3. Jc for 2223 tapes. Data includes results for long 
lengths of rolled tape and short lengths of pressed tape.
Group Jc (A/cm2) 77K, 
self field
Type of sample Voltage
criterion
Ref.
ASC 58,000 short rolled 85 
filament tape
1 jiV/cm 74
IGC 10,500 850 m of rolled 
tape
1 JiV/cm 75
Sumitomo 17,700 1200 m of 
rolled tape
1 jiV/cm 76
Toshiba 66,000 short monocore 
pressed tape
1 |LiV/cm 44
NKT 69,000 short monocore 
pressed tape
1 JiV/cm 45
Siemens 22,000 400 m of rolled 
tape
1 jiV/cm 43
Steady process is being made in improving Jc in long lengths of tape, particularly 2223. 
Tapes are being fabricated into coils and their practical capabilities are being 
demonstrated. Much work still remains, however, to improve the performance of these 
conductors. The continuing challenge is to understand the basic chemical and 
microstructural process that occur on forming 2223, and hence to improve the 
performance of these materials. This require carefully designed experiments to elucidate 
the fundamental processes in these complicated systems and ingenuity to apply this 
basic understanding to engineering improved processing techniques.
2.3 Model Of Current Path For (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu30io Conductor
In order to understand the mechanism for transporting high current densities in the Bi­
based composite tapes, a number of theoretical as well as experimental studies have
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been reported. Originally, Mannhart and Malozemoff have proposed the so-called brick 
wall model. In this model, noting the fact that highly textured Bi-2223 grains are found 
in these tapes, they assumed that the grain boundaries at the edges of the platelets of Bi- 
2223 along the length of the tape are essentially barriers for transport currents, and that 
Jc is controlled by the current-carrying capacity of the Josephson currents across the 
boundaries perpendicular to the tape, e.g., the c-axis twist boundaries. However, Hensel 
et al. based on measurements of the normal state resistivity and of critical currents and 
studies of microstructures for the tapes have concluded that the currents are primarily 
carried by a small fraction of “strong” grain boundaries along the length of the tape. A 
similar conclusion was also reached by Tkaczyk et al. for Jc at low temperatures, but 
they concluded that at high temperatures the inability of the interior of the grains to pin 
magnetic vortices was the main cause for the low Jc in those tapes. Bulaevskii et al. have 
carried out extensive theoretical calculations on magnetic and temperature dependence 
of Jc based on brick wall model, as well as detailed studies of the existing experimental 
data, and they have also come to the conclusion that transport currents in the present Bi- 
2223/Ag tapes are limited by availability of the strongly coupled grain boundaries along 
the direction of the tape and that the Jc dependence on the magnetic field is determined 
by the pinning strength of the well-connected grains.
2.3.1 “Brick-Wall” Model
The first effort in describing the mechanisms of supercurrent transport in Bi/Pb(2223) 
tapes has been made by J. Mannhart [77,78], Malozemoff [79] and Bulaevskii et al. 
[37,80]. This model attempts to describe the gross features of the microstructure of a 
tape. It assumes that the tape is made of “bricks” (grain) of equal lengths stacked in a
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brick-wall manner. A schematic representation of this model is shown in Fig. 2.11. The 
main idea of the model is that in order to flow along the tape, the current follows a 
complicated path, weaving through a series of large-area c axis twist boundaries, 
bypassing the small-area a and b  axis tilt boundaries in the direct path of the current. 
The bottleneck for current transport is supposedly the critical current across the 
Josephson junctions (or weak links) corresponding to the c axis grain boundaries. Intra­
granular pinning is assumed to be so strong that it does not limit the critical current. In 
this approach the direct current through the a and b  axis tilt boundaries is assumed to be 
small compared to the corresponding current along the c axis.
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Fig. 2.11 Schematic representation of the brick-wall model 
microstructure with (a) and (b) with bricks of different lengths.
The main structural units of the tapes are highly aligned platelet-shaped grains. The 
aspect ratio of the grains varies depending on the processing steps to which the tape was
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subjected, but the grains are typically larger in the ab plane than along the c axis with 
typical length (L) to thickness (D) ratios « 20 deep inside the tapes, and presumably 
larger near the silver cladding. The ab planes grow predominantly parallel to the Ag 
cladding. The grain c axes are almost parallel, leading to a highly textured 
microstructure. Inside a tape, a typical grain length is L « 20 pm.
There appear to be essentially two types of grain boundaries: c axis grain boundaries and 
a and b axis grain boundaries. The twist boundaries (c axis boundaries) arise when two 
grains are stacked on top of each other with their c axes parallel. The chemical bonding 
and electron transfer across these boundaries are depressed in comparison with the 
coupling of the layers inside the grains. This is because of the twist and larger separation 
of the layers forming the boundary. A schematic representation of the layer arrangement 
is given in Fig. 2.12 (a). The orientation of the a and b axes in a grain varies at random 
from one grain to the next. The a and b axis grain boundaries correspond to the interface 
between two adjacent grain. They are typically less well defined than the c axis grain 
boundaries. The layers are disrupted here mostly because of the tilting of the layers 
which depresses strongly the electron transfer across the boundary. A schematic 
representation of the layers near an a and b axis boundary is shown in Fig. 2.12 (b).
A second characteristic feature of the tapes is the existence of large regions in the 
material where the c axes of the grains are well aligned (“colonies”). A colony boundary 
is formed when two colonies with significantly different c axis orientations intersect 
with each other. A schematic representation of the layers arrangement at a colony 
boundary is shown in Fig. 2. 12 (c).
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Fig. 2.12 Schematic representation of different intergrain 
boundaries, (a) c axis grain boundary, (b) a and b axis 
grain boundary, (c) colony boundary [80].
Third, near the Ag-superconductor interface the grains are almost perfectly aligned with 
the Ag and this alignment extends over long distances. These grains and their almost 
perfect alignment are interrupted by the grains that are tilted with respect to the silver 
surface. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume that despite these interruptions, the 
a and b  axis grain boundaries are less pronounced for the grains near the sliver so that 
electron transfer near that interface should be better than inside the tape. This means that 
the grains are probably more tightly coupled at an a and b axis grain boundary near the 
Ag interface and therefore the effective length of the grain for electron transport near the 
silver surface may be much larger than inside the tape.
The original brick-wall model [77,78,79] assumed that the tape was made up of bricks 
similar in size and shape. In the advanced model developed by L. N. Bulaevski et. al. 
[80] the Josephson junctions perpendicular to the c axis [shown in Fig. 2.12 (a)] were
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assumed to be the bottleneck for current transport. They generalise the original model to 
take into account different grains lengths and allow the current to flow through all 
possible weak link, Figs. 2.12 (b) and 2.12 (c).
They introduce the following notations.
(i) L is the length of the grain in the a and b directions. Consider a situation where only 
two very different grain lengths are present: Li (presumably for the grains deep inside 
the tape) and L2 » Li (for the grains near the Ag interface or near the colony boundary); 
see Fig. 2.11 (b).
(ii) r| is the fraction of long bricks; the fraction of short bricks is (1 - r|).
(iii) D is the average thickness of the grains.
(iv) j p is the intragrain critical current determined by pinning.
(v) j w,c is the critical current density for the Josephson junctions corresponding to the c 
axis twist boundaries (which are parallel to the ab plane).
(Vi)jw, ab is the critical current density for the Josephson junctions corresponding to a and 
b axis tilt boundaries (which are perpendicular to the ab plane).
Now define jp and the critical current density of the tape. The tape critical current 
density can be obtained from transport (jc>t) or magnetisation (jc,m) measurements [81]. 
j c t is the current measured when a given small voltage develops across the tape. This 
voltage is usually arbitrarily taken to correspond to an average electric field Ec of about 
1 juV/cm.
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There are three cases of interest depending on the relative values of the parameters.
(1) If jp < ji, j 2 where j i t2 = jw,ab + jW)CLi¿/D, then intragrain pinning limits the critical 
current, j c = jp. The weak links are unimportant, and the I-V curve is the same as that of 
a single crystal or a perfect film. They refer to this case “limitation by pinning”.
(2) If ji < jp, for j > ji the current density across the short bricks is ji. Across the long 
bricks the current density is larger than j i. The tape critical current density is given by 
the expression
jc = (1-T|)ji +T|jp
They call this case “partial limitation by weak links”.
(3) In the same situation ji < jp, if j exceeds j 2 before E reaches Ec, the average electric 
field increases rapidly for current densities j larger than j2 due to the presence of a 
voltage across the junctions. j c coincides practically with j2. This case will be referred to 
as “limitation by weak links”.
The experimental data on I-V curves currently available for tapes [82] shows that the 
case of “partial limitation by weak links” is realised in high-Jc tapes for B < 1.0 T. It 
seems partial limitation of the critical current by weak links (or by non-superconducting 
phases) is at work in any case. If so, at high temperatures, the parameter T|, the fraction 
of short (weakly coupled) bricks and non-superconducting phases, is the main 
characteristic of the tape. Its optimisation implies predominantly the enhancement of the 
fraction of strongly coupled Bi 2:2:2:3 grains. By optimising r|, it should be possible to 
increase the critical current by at least one order of magnitude. If the strongly coupled Bi
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2:2:2:3 grains are forming near the Ag sheath, then a multi-layer structure might prove 
optimum. The thickness of the BSCCO layer can be made about 10 times smaller than 
in the most recently fabricated tapes.
The fraction of high-Tc superconducting phase/s seems to be a very important parameter 
to increase rj because non-superconducting phases between superconducting grains 
disconnect them almost completely. The measurements of magnetic moment at T = T* 
were performed by Li et al. [83] in thin Bi 2:2:2:3 tape characterised by quite high 
critical current density 3 x 104 A/cm2 at 77 K in zero field. The parameter/s extracted 
from these measurements is only 0.6. In addition, Umezawa et al. [84] have shown that 
at 77 K the critical current decreases strongly with increasing concentration of unreacted 
Bi 2:2:1:2. They concluded that high critical currents can be obtained provided that the 
Bi 2:2:1:2 fraction is kept low. It seems that a substantial increase of f s is possible and 
can be very effective for the improvement of the critical current.
The dependence of the critical current on texture may be quite important also if texture 
determines the fraction of well-coupled grain, i.e., the value of the parameter T|. The 
alignment of the grains is about 10° in some of the most recently fabricated tapes. 
However, the critical current jW;C may not depend on the alignment angle as found by Hu 
et al. [85]. The value j w>c depends on the relative orientation of the neighbouring grain, 
being larger for a smoother change of grains orientation along the tape.
In the case of “partial limitation by weak links,” i.e., if the long bricks remain connected 
up to j c, another important parameter of the tape at moderate and high temperatures is 
the slope 1/BP(T) in the exponential dependence of jp(T) on magnetic field. This
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parameter depends on the strength of the pinning. It is several times smaller in tapes 
[81,86] compared to the best films [87,88].
In conclusion, the high current density in tapes is provided by small fraction rj of 
strongly coupled Bi 2:2:2:3 grains. This fraction can be estimated roughly as r| < 0.05. 
The other non-working part of the tape consists of very weakly coupled grains and/or 
non-superconducting phases including phases with lower critical temperature such as Bi 
2:2:1:2. The replacement of Bi 2:2:2:3 by a less anisotropic superconductor could 
improve jp, but enhancement of r| seems to be more realistic and more effective at 
intermediate temperatures and fields. At 77 K, jp will remain a fundamental limitation 
for the achievement of higher operating current densities.
2.3.2 “Railway-Switch” Model
B. Hensel et al. [38,89] have proposed the “railway-switch” model to describe the 
superconducting transport current in (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3 0 io silver-sheathed tapes. The 
model assumes that in the textured polycrystalline filament the frequent small-angle c- 
axis tilt grain boundaries (“railway-switch”) constitute strong links for the super-current. 
They conclude that the dominant limitation for the transport critical current in the tapes 
is imposed by the low intra-grain critical current density j cc along the c axis (as 
compared to the in-plane critical current density jcab) and by the even lower critical- 
current density jc* across twist boundaries or intergrowths.
In order to develop a model for the current transport one has to clearly identify the 
typical features of the microstructure. They claim the main microstructural features, 
platelet size and alignment, do not differ significantly when comparing the layer near the
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Ag interface with the center of the filament. They show that the inhomogeneities on the 
scale of the thickness of the platelets (i.e., « 1 pm) dominate the transport properties, not 
those on the filament scale (« 100 pm), e.g., residual “sausaging”. Each platelet is made 
up of a stack of grains (dgrajn -1 0 0  nm; grain is used throughout in the sense of a single­
crystalline unit). Numerous transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations 
[84,90] revealed frequent (001) twist grain boundaries in Bi/Pb(2223). Two adjacent 
(Bi/Pb)2223 layers have parallel c axes, while the a and b  axes of the two can be more 
or less twisted around the common c axis. Several grains of (Bi/Pb)2223 with relative 
twist form a colony [Fig. 2.12 (a)]. When speaking of electrical connections we will 
mainly address colony boundaries. Each particular colony boundary will consist of 
several grain boundaries eventually of different types [90,91].
b) OABTW1ST
Fig. 2.13 Schematic representation of the dominant grin boundaries in 
the filament of high-current Bi/Pb (2223) silver-sheathed tapes. Each 
individual colony consists of a stack of grains with common c axis. 
Adjacent grains are separated by (001) twist boundaries (a). One type 
of colony boundary occurs by the partial overlap of the board faces (or 
the a -b  planes of two adjacent colonies in a twist grain boundary 
(OABTWIST) (b). Edge-on c-axis tilt (ECTILT) grain boundaries (c) 
and small-angle c-axis tilt (SCTILT) grain boundaries (d). For 
simplicity the twist between the grains in the colonies is not show in 
(b)-(d) [89].
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Fig. 2.13 schematically summarises the three possible pure types of colony (grain) 
boundaries. A boundary that is formed by the partial overlap of the board faces of two 
adjacent colonies is shown in Fig. 2.13 (b) (OABTWIST). This type of boundary is 
evidently a twist grain boundary and forms the main building block of the brick-wall 
model. B. Hensel et al. claimed that such colony boundaries are only rarely found in 
high-current Bi/Pb(2223) tapes. A second type of boundary is the edge-on c-axis tilt 
(ECTILT) boundary of Fig. 2.13 (c). These ECTILT boundaries are formed by the 
touching edges of two neighbouring colonies whose c axes lie in the same plane but are 
tilted with respect to each other. The ECTILT boundaries occur frequently and make the 
platelets look undulated. The third type of boundary is the frequently observed small 
angle c-axis tilt (SCTILT) boundary [Fig. 2.13 (d)]. In the case of the SCTILT boundary 
the edge of one colony meets the broad face of another colony under a sharp angle. 
“Railway-switch” model assumes that the current flows macroscopically through the 
tape it must also cross the frequent colony boundaries, ECTILT and SCTILT.
The central idea of the “brick-wall” model (BWM) is that the current can overcome 
obstacles in the direct current path along the tape axis (i.e., fractures, weak links, and 
nonsuperconducting phases) by meandering around the interruptions through 
neighbouring grain or colonies, thus crossing OABTWIST boundaries. The resulting 
winding current path of the BWM, but also any other current path in any other model 
obviously requires internal current flow along the c axis within individual grains or 
colonies, the necessary current density jcc depending on the aspect ratio. The anisotropy 
of the transport properties that is characteristic of high-Tc superconductors (HTS) 
manifests itself in a strongly reduced critical-current density jcc along the c axis 
compared to the one along the a-b planes Gcab)- In the framework of the BWM this
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reduction must be compensated by the bigger cross section for the current in c direction 
as all current has to flow along the c axis. Up to now no values for jcc are available for 
Bi/Pb(2223) and data obtained for the structurally closely related Bi(2212) and 
Bi/Pb(2212) remain the only source of information. Kleiner et al. found for single 
crystals of Bi(2212) that have been annealed in Ar that j cc(4.2 K, B = 0 T) « 150 A/cm2
[92] , while for Bi/Pb(2212) with up to 20% Pb for Bi and annealing in CVAr 
considerably higher values up to jcc(4.2 K, B = 0 T) ~ 7 kA/cm2 have been measured
[93] . In both cases the layer-to-layer current was of Josephson nature, i.e., had weak- 
coupling character, and thus the crystals could be well described by a stack of Josephson 
junctions connected in series along c axis. B. Hensel et al. assume that j cc[Bi/Pb(2212)] 
« j cc[Bi/Pb(2223)], and as an order of magnitude for jcc(4.2 K, B = 0 T) « 5 kA/cm2 for 
Bi/Pb(2223).
After detailed scanning electron microscopy investigations of the microstructure of tapes 
with quite different overall critical-current densities they conclude that OABTWIST 
boundaries between two colonies are rare exceptions and that predominantly ECTILT 
and SCTILT boundaries connect neighbouring colonies. For tapes with higher critical- 
current densities [jc(77 K, B = 0 T) > 10 kA/cm2] the morphology of the grains changes. 
The edges of the grains are sharp and fewer free edges are observed, while the number 
density of ECTILT and SCTILT boundaries is strongly increased in comparison to low 
current tapes. An indication for the dominant role of these colony boundaries for the 
current transport is the fact that the normal-state resistivity along the tape axis is quite 
low [p(150 K) « 500 [iQ. cm] and its temperature dependence is found to be of pure a-b 
type [38], i.e., qualitatively identical to the in-plane resistivity of HTS thin films or 
single crystals. It can thus be concluded that the normal current in the filament is mainly
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flowing along the a-b planes and that in the normal state the current transport along the 
c axis does not contribute significantly to the resistivity (ie., in the normal state there are 
either no OABTILT boundaries incorporated in series in the current path or they are 
effectively shunted by ECTILT and SCTILT boundaries).
A polished longitudinal cross section of a Bi/Pb(2223) tape that looked like a track 
diagram of a train station led to the name “railway-switch” model after its fundamental 
elements, the small-angle c-axis tilt grain boundaries that play the role of railway 
switches. The railway-switch model (RSM) relies on the assumption that SCTILT 
boundaries constitute strong connections in the sense that they do not represent a weak 
link for the supercurrent with the detrimental effect of a strongly reduced critical current 
already in very small magnetic field.
Fig. 2.14 summarises the basic concepts of the railway-switch model. The current 
densities involved on the intragrain scale are j cab and jcc along the a-b planes and along 
the c axis, respectively. The intracolony critical-current density j ct across a twist grain 
boundary or across a Bi/Pb(2212) intergrowth is certainly lower than the intrinsic jcc. It 
is evident that the upper limit for the critical-current density from one board face of a 
colony to the opposing face is given by the lowest jcl in the colony. The colonies 
eventually contain ECTILT boundaries that lead to an undulation of the platelets. Within 
the RSM the ECTILT boundaries modify the transport properties of the colonies, but 
they are not sufficient to explain the macroscopic current transport. The notion of 
“infinite” layers of grains along the tape direction that are connected by ECTILT 
boundaries is not sufficient to explain the observed high critical-current density jcn 
normal to the tape plane. The SCTILT boundaries are necessary for the formation of a
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3d  network, ie., to connect the 2 d  layers that are internally connected by the ECTILT 
boundaries. The SCTILT boundaries are thus the important colony-to-colony 
connections. It should be noted that any macroscopic or inter-colony current transport 
requires a microscopic current transfer from one face of the colony to the other (this is 
true for jc and for j cn, the critical-current densities along the tape and normal to the tape 
plane, respectively). It is easy to verify that the average aspect ratio of the grains plays a 
key role for the macroscopic critical current.
intra colony A C
-ab
^  a,b
grain 1
twist boundary
j t<  j c c j ab
J C J C 1 c
c = c
-> a\b’
grain 2
inter colony
7ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZA Ag
. n 
j c
//////////Z Z Z Z Z Z Z a a s
Ì c = Ì c
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Fig. 2.14 Schematics of the intracolony and the intercolony current 
flow in Bi-2223 Ag-sheathed tapes. The involved Jc are defined as 
follows: Jcab and Jcc denote the intrinsic microscopic Jc paralle to 
the a -b  planes and along the c axis of grains; Jcl is the Jc across a 
twist boundary (ie., between adjacent grains) or across a Bi-2212 
intergrowth; the macroscopic Jc parade to the tape and normal to 
the tape are Jc and Jcn, respectively [89].
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One of the central statements of the railway-switch model is that the critical transport 
current along the tape is not limited by grain-boundary weak links. The answer to the 
question what limits the critical-current density has been found in the grain (or better the 
colony) itself, independent of the model for the colony-to-colony current transport.
The major limitation by jcc determines an upper limit for the achievable critical-current 
density. The other parameter that determines this limit besides j cc is the average aspect 
ratio of the grains and colonies. Longer grains and colonies certainly increase the 
current-carrying capacity of the tapes. They claimed that this has been one of the reasons 
for the positive development of the tape performance over the last few years. Effective 
pinning centers, the texture as well as the spatial homogeneity can only relieve the 
secondary level of limitation, not the primary one. Within the framework of the 
railway-switch model a perfect texture would result in a strongly reduced critical 
current, as a currently still undetermined optimum tilt angle <J>0pt ^  0° exists for the 
railway switches (0° < <|>opt < 10°). It will be a major breakthrough when it will be 
possible to reduce the intrinsic anisotropy by refined metallurgic treatments. This 
requires, however, a considerable change in the way of thinking.
2.3.3 Percolation Model
The earliest studies of critical current density (Jc) in high-critical-temperature (high-Tc) 
oxide superconductors revealed that Jc for a polycrystalline specimen is much lower 
than intra-grain Jc. This and other results indicate that for most grain boundaries, Jc(gb) 
(the critical current density for transmission through the boundary) is lower and 
decreases much more rapidly with field than intra-granular Jc.
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The effects of grain boundary characteristics on current transmission across the 
boundary have been studied most extensively for YBa2Cu3(>7.x (Y-123). For clean, 
stoichiometric grain boundaries, Jc(gb) appears to be determined primarily by grain 
boundary misorientation. The dependence of Jc(gb) on misorientation angle has been 
determined in Y-123 for grain boundary tapes that can be formed in epitaxial films on 
bicrystal substrates. These include [001] tilt, [100] tilt, and [100] twist boundaries 
[94,95,96]. Grain boundaries with misorientation angles greater than about 10° were 
found to be weak links. This provided an explanation for the behaviour of 
polycrystalline materials with the assumption that the population of small-angle 
boundaries was small.
Powder-in-tube BSCCO conductors have textured superconducting cores with the c- 
axes of most grains aligned perpendicular to the broad face of the tapes. The dependence 
of Jc(gb) on the misorientation angle has not been measured in Bi-2223. However, 
measurements of Jc(gb) through [001] tilt boundaries in Bi-2212, Tl-2223, Tl-1223, and 
Ndi.85Ceo.i5Cu04 [97,98], and through [001] twist boundaries in Bi-2212 reveal 
behaviour similar to that of Y-123.
Besides the BSCCO conductors, long-range strongly linked current flow in ploy- 
crystalline material has been obtained only in Tl-1223 deposits[99,100] and in Y-124 
multi-filamentary composites prepared by the oxidation of metallic precursor method
[101]. D.M. Kroeger and A. Goyal [102] studied the microstructures of Bi-2223 
conductor and melt-processed Y-123. They have modelled the effect of texture on the 
distribution of grain boundary misorientation angles. Although the polycrystalline 
materials discussed are prepared by very different processes and yield distinct
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macroscopic textures and microstructures, they find that all of them have a much higher 
population of low-angle boundaries than expected. They attribute this finding to the 
effects of grain boundary energy on microstructure and the distribution of misorientation 
angles and propose that strongly linked current percolates through a connected network 
of low-energy boundaries.
Goyal et al. have shown that the difficult geometrical problem of determining the 
distribution of misorientation angles for a polycrystalline material of any crystal 
symmetry can be solved by a conceptually simple numerical simulation. The method 
involves generating, from the Euler angle description of the orientation of a crystal, a set 
of randomly oriented grains, and then determining the angle-axis pairs that describe the 
misorientations between all of the pairs of grains that can be formed from the set. They 
showed that specific macroscopic textures can be imposed on the set of grains from 
which grain boundaries are formed by restricting the range of values from which certain 
of the Euler angles describing grain orientations are randomly chosen. The effect of c- 
axis texture on the distribution of misorientation angles is shown in Figure 2.15.
Fig. 2.15 The effect of macroscopic c-axis texture on the 
misorientation angle distribution from simulations for 
tetragonal symmetry. In randomly selecting the 200-grain set 
from which grain boundaries were formed, deviations of the c- 
axis from the normal to the sample plane were restricted as 
indicated [102].
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The fraction of misorientation angles less than an angle 0  is plotted for cases in which 
the c-axes of grains are restricted to angular ranges of 10°, 20°, etc., and the a-axes are 
random and not restricted. The number of small-angle boundaries increases as the range 
of variation of the c-axis orientation is decreased. For perfect c-axis alignment, 22.2 % 
of boundaries would have misorientation angles less than 10°. Bi-2223 powder-in-tube 
conductors typically have c-axis rocking curves with full-width-at-half-maximum 
(FWHM) ~ 15-20°, suggesting that the 10° or 20° curves in Figure 2.15 may apply to 
them, where as Tl-1223 spray pyrolyzed deposits have FWHM ~ 1-2°.
Multifilamentary (BiPb)-2223 conductors prepared by the oxide powder-in-tube method 
having Jc ~ 20 kA/cm2 in self-field at 77 K were examined by D.M. Kroeger and A. 
Goyal. Figure 2.16 shows the proportion of small-angle and coincident site lattice 
boundaries found in an area containing 227 identifiable boundaries. More than 30 % of 
the boundaries have misorientation angles less than 10°. The FWHM for the c-axis 
rocking curve from X-ray diffraction for the sample tested is ~ 20°, typical of Bi-2223 
powder-in-tube conductors. From Figure 2.15 we can see that in a textured material in 
which the c-axis directions of grains are similarly restricted and no local correlation of 
grain orientations permitted, fewer than 5 % of grain boundaries would have 
misorientation angles less than 10°. The data in Figure 2.15 suggest that their numbers 
are only slightly enhanced in powder-in-tube Bi-2223, in contrast to data presented 
below for Tl-1223. That ~ 30 % of grain boundaries have small misorientation angles 
suggests that percolative paths for strongly linked flow exist.
Examination of maps of misorientation angles over small areas indicates that two­
dimensional percolative paths among grains at the silver/superconductor interface
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revealed by etching away the silver can indeed be found. Since the c-axes are not 
perfectly aligned, most boundaries have a mixed character. It is important to note that 
mixed boundaries can have a significant c-axis misalignment component between the 
grains comprising the boundary and still have a small, absolute misorientation angle. 
This provides opportunities for the current to percolate in the thickness direction of the 
tape, assuring that current flow is three-dimensional.
Fig. 2.16 Statistics for small-angle and coincident site 
lattice boundaries for a Bi-2223 conductor. CLS- 
coincidence site lattice.
The results presented demonstrate for both the Bi-2223 conductor and Tl-1223 deposits 
that small-angle grain boundaries are present in much higher numbers than expected 
statistically from macroscopic textures. These results strongly suggest that long-range 
conduction occurs by percolation through a connected network of small angle (and 
perhaps CSL) boundaries. Jc is determined by local grain boundary misorientations, not 
macroscopic texture. Texture determines the probability that adjacent grains will have 
similar orientations. In Bi-2223 conductor a randomly distributed but smaller population 
of small-angle boundaries is sufficient to ensure percolation of current. It is well known
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that Jc in Bi-2223 conductors does not correlate perfectly with the degree of c-axis 
alignment and second-phase content as determined from X-ray diffraction and 
microscopic examination of polished cross-sections. They suggest that the population of 
small-angle boundaries is the “hidden variable” with which Jc correlates.
Percolation through a connected network of low-energy boundaries is offered as a 
general model for long-range conduction in polycrystalline superconductors. This model 
lacks the specific drawbacks previous models: conduction in the c-direction is not 
required (nor specifically excluded), and grain boundary behaviour is assumed to be the 
same in all high-Tc materials.
2.4 Proposed Studies
As the introduction pointed out, this work is directly supported by the project of several 
large ARC grants concerned with Bi-2223 tape processing and a consortium project “A 
Plan For Australian Technology In HTS Wire”, hence it will be focused on the 
processing of Bi-2223 tapes. This includes optimisation of processing parameters, 
improvement of powder-in-tube technique, phase transformation during processing, 
mechanism of mechanical deformation for Ag/Bi-2223 composite, as well as 
reproducibility of processing.
Literature review on mechanism of current limitation in Ag/Bi-2223 tape gives guidance 
for the direction of this work. Comprehensive microstructure and phase transformation 
information is still lacking in the literature. The models set forth in the literature to 
explain current limitation in Bi2223 tapes, though not explicitly studied in this thesis, 
are useful in helping us optimise the OPIT technique.
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As we know the powder-in-tube technique is a well developed metallurgical powder 
technique and the main aim of this thesis is to optimise the process as it is applied to 
oxide ceramic high temperature superconductors. This fact predicates that the research 
work herewith will be very much empirical in nature. Particular attention will be paid to 
the processing parameters and their affect on Jc. The literature review presented here 
suggests that the following aspects should be examined in depth:
A: Precursor powder assemblage and phase evolution of the green tapes during 
thermomechanical treatment.
B: Effect of phase assemblage of green tape prior to sintering on final properties of 
tapes.
C: Optimal powder.
D: Mechanism of undulation of Ag/oxide interface and how to avoid “sausaging”.
E: Optimal deformation parameters to decrease the thickness of the oxide core and 
increase Jc.
F: Phase transformation during heat treatment and optimisation of sintering procedure. 
G: Processing time and cost saving during sintering process.
H. Reproducibility.
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Chapter 3 Experimental
3.1 Chemicals And Materials
All chemicals used in this work were products of Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 
except for nitric acid from UNIVAR. Silver tubes were bought from Johnson Matthey 
(Aust.) Ltd. The details of these chemicals and silver tube are described in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Descriptions of chemicals
P r o d u c t  N a m e M o l e c u l a r  F o r m u l a F o r m u l a  W e i g h t P u r i t y
B i s m u th  ( I I I )  n i t r a te  
p e n ta ly d r a t e
B i ( N 0 3) 3 - 5 H 20 4 8 5 .0 7 9 8 %
L e a d  ( I I )  n i t r a te P b ( N 0 3) 2 3 3 1 .2 0 9 9 %
S tr o n t iu m  n i t r a te S r ( N 0 3)2 2 1 1 .6 3 9 9 + %
C a lc iu m  n i t r a te  
t e t r a h y d r a te
C a ( N 0 3) 2 * 4 H 20 2 3 6 .1 5 9 9 %
C o p p e r  ( I I )  n i t r a te  
h e m ip e n t a h y d r a te
C u ( N 0 3)2 « 2 .5 H 20 2 3 2 .5 9 9 8  %
N i t r i c  a c id h n o 3 6 3 .0 1 7 0 %
S i lv e r  tu b e A g 1 0 7 .8 6 8 9 9 .9 5  %
3.2 Experimental Procedures
The powder-in-tube technique was shown in Figure 2.5. The whole experimental 
procedure is briefly illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Raw Chemicals
Green Powder
Precursor Powder PSA*, SEM
4
Fill Powder into the Tube
O
Drawing «=><=> Stacking
o
Rolling t=0 DTA, OM, SEM
o
Sintering = > Jc, XRD
o
Rolling or Pressing
O Û
Sintering
___________________ 5 ________________________
Jc, Jc versus H, XRD, OM, SEM, PPMS
Fig. 3.1 A brief illustration of experimental 
procedures, PSA*- particle size analysis.
3.3 Powder Preparation
A Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (2223) raw powder with appropriate cation ratios was prepared by 
using solution route.
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The solution used in this work was prepared by dissolving Bi2(NC>3)3 • 5 H2O, Pb(N0 3 )2, 
Sr(N0 3 )2, Ca(N 03)2*4H20 , and Cu(N0 3 ) 2  * 2 .5 ^ 0  in dilute nitric acid with an overall 
cation stoichiometry of Bi:Pb:Sr:Ca:Cu = 1.84:0.34:1.91:2.03:3.06. The solution was 
spray dried by using a Yamato PULVIS MINI-SPRAY (Model GA-32) made by 
Yamato Scientific Co., Ltd. in Tokyo. The system diagram is shown in Fig. 3.2. The 
solution, which was stirred continuously throughout the process using a magnetic stirrer 
to maintain its homogeneity, was fed into the main drying chamber (maintained at 200 
°C) via a spray nozzle. The dried powder was then transported through to a cyclonic 
collector from the main drying chamber by a heated air as carrier gas. The temperature 
at the outlet of the collector chamber was maintained at about 100 °C throughout the 
process.
To produce the appropriate phase assemblage, the light blue raw powder was calcined at 
a temperature of 800 - 830 °C. The precursor powder was planetary milled using 
combination of polypropylene container and Y-Zr0 2  balls to homogenise the powder, to 
decrease the particle size of powder and to speed up the reaction rate during powder 
calcination. Our laboratory planetary mill - “pulverisette” was made by FRITSCH. This 
precursor powder is called the “spray dry powder” in this thesis and the details of the 
different experimental parameters will be given in the following chapters.
Three other powders were used in this work. A thermal decomposition powder was 
made in our laboratory by solidifying the solution (the same solution as used for spray 
dried powder) on a SCHOTT CS 2000 hot plate. The powder is then calcinated using a 
procedure identical to that of the spray dry powder. A co-precipitation powder was 
obtained from the National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan. Another powder made by
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spray pyrolysis technique was purchased from Merck, UK. These three powders have 
the same stoichiometry as the spray dry powder.
*
© Fluid pum p ® Cyclone
© Spray nozzle © Product vessel
® N eedle valve 0» A spirator
© E lectrom agnetic  valve © Cap
© H eater © Inlet tem pera tu re  sensor
© D istrib u to r © O utlet tem pera tu re  sensor
D rying cham ber
Fig. 3.2 System diagram of spray dry machine
3.4 Tape Fabrications
The tapes were fabricated by the powder-in-tube method as shown in figure 2.5. The 
composite powder was packed into Ag tube with knocking or vibrating method. The 
mechanical deformation consists of two steps. Firstly, the tube was rolled by a square
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rolling machine from 6.5 mm diameter round wire with 1 mm thick wall to 2x2 mm2 or 
lx lm m  square wire. Secondly, flat rolling was used to transform the square wire to a 
tape. The reduction of the thickness of 10-15% per pass was used to prepare some tapes. 
The others were fabricated by a varying reduction per pass from 30% for thicker tapes 
to approximately 10% for the final thinner tape. For the multifilamentary tapes, the 
packing method is that 16x1 or 4x4 filaments was stacked into a silver tube and then 
rolled to 16 filament tapes. On the other hand, 19 filament tapes were prepared by 
conventional drawing method. The total tape length ranged from 2 to 10 meters long 
prior to sintering.
3.5 S in te rin g
The long tape was cut to 2.5 ~ 4 centimetres long. The short tapes were sintered in a 
tube furnace with a gradient temperature zone where the tapes can be sintered at 
different temperatures at the same time. This method was used for finding the optimal 
sintering temperature quickly and accurately shown in Figure 3.3. The sintering 
procedure was shown in Fig. 2.9. Detailed parameters will be given in following 
chapter.
A120 3 plate Bi-2223 tapes
Fig. 3.3 Temperature gradient hot zone in tube 
furnace for sintering Bi-2223/Ag tapes.
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3.6 Critical Current Measurements
Critical current (Ic) measurements are always carried out to determine the quality of the 
tapes, which were hence used after each sintering process, as well as the final sintering. 
The samples measured were submerged in liquid nitrogen. Standard four point d.c. 
method was used where the spaces between two voltage contacts are in 1 centimetres 
long, and the spaces between two current contacts are in 2 centimetres long. The sign of 
the current was changed for each of the measurements to avoid any effects of the heating 
on the results. The voltage was measured with a Keithley 2001 Multimeter/1801 
nanovolt preamplifier, to ensure the required accuracy. A criterion of 1 pV/cm was 
defined to assess the critical current Ic. When a tape was measured the L was obtained if 
the voltage was generated to 1 |iV by the current. Type 228A Voltage/Current Source or 
Hewlett Packard 6672A was used for d.c. power supply. The cross sectional area (S) of 
the oxide core filament was measured using optical microscopy, then the critical current 
density (Jc) was calculated by Jc = Ic/S.
3.7 Critical Current Versus Magnetic Field
The Ic was measured in magnetic field as well where the magnetic field was parallel or 
perpendicular to the tape surface, ie. ab plane. The direction of current flow is always 
perpendicular to the field direction. The magnetic field was supplied in the range of 0 to 
1000 mT.
3.8 Particle Size Analysis
The specifically treated precursor powders were characterised by particle size analysis 
using a Matersizer S made by Malvern Instruments Ltd. The main measurement facility
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for the system is the optical unit, which provides a collimated laser that passes through 
the sample to be measured. The scattered laser light from the sample is detected by the 
receiver of the optical measurement unit. The data from the receiver is transmitted to the 
computer system where the Malvern operating software calculates the size distribution. 
However, due to agglomeration effect of the fine powder, the absolute values of the real 
particle size are always much smaller than the mean size measured from particle size 
analyser. In our work, scanning electronic microscopy was used to observe the 
morphology of powder and determine the size of a particular particle.
3.9 Optical Microscopy (OM)
The morphology of crosswise section and longitudinal cross section was observed by 
optical microscopy, which is made by Nikon Optiphot. The areas and deviation of 
Ag/oxide interface were analysed and calculated by MD-20 Image Analysis system. 
Video prints were taken from Mitsubishi Video Copy Processor.
3.10 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
Phase compositions of the Bi-2223 precursor powders, tapes before and after various
thermomechanical and sintering process were studied by using a Model PW1010 X-ray
diffractometer manufactured by Philips, Holland. The instrument operates at room
temperature, with 0-20 optics and is equipped with a 3 kW generator and various X-ray
tubes ( Cu, W, Mo, Cr and Co). The instrument is fully automated and operates in
conjunction with a comprehensive data base (ICDD, US). The 20 accuracy of the
instrument is ±0.015 degree. The system is interfaced with Sietronics XRD 122 and an
advanced TRACE version 3.0 software designed for graphical processing and
manipulation of XRD traces, or scans ( provided by Diffraction Technology Pty. Ltd ).
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The target material and filter were selected to be Cu (Kai=1.54 A) in the present work. 
The tube voltage and current were 40 kV and 20 mA respectively.
3.11 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Morphologies of the Bi-2223 precursor powders, tapes before and after various 
thermomechanical and sintering process were examined using a Leica Model Stereoscan 
440 scanning electron microscope manufactured in the UK. The instrument is fully 
automated and software controlled (beam control, XYZ stage control, etc. ). It is 
equipped with a secondary electron detector and backscattered electron detector. At the 
highest magnification, the resolution is in the nanometers range. The instrument is also 
equipped with an Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) accessory manufactured by 
Oxford Instruments, UK, for X-ray micro-analysis. SEM and EDS examinations were 
carried out at room temperature under an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.
3.12 Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS)
Irreversibility field (Hirr) was obtained from magnetic hysteresis loops, measured at 50 
K and 77 K. The measurements were performed by a Quantum Design Physical Property 
Measurement System (extraction magnetometer), Model 6000 made by OXFORD. H^ 
was obtained as the field at which the difference between the upper and lower branches 
of a hysteresis loop was 0.0005 emu ( the sample size was kept constant). AC 
susceptibility was measured with the same system, with frequency and amplitude of 
excitation field 117 Hz and 0.1 Hz, respectively, with several values of constant field 
ranging from 0 to 9 T. The fields were always perpendicular to the tape face.
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The materials, chemicals, tape preparations, and characterisation methods are described 
above. It should be noted that some of the descriptions are brief and will be expanded 
upon in the relevant chapter of the thesis.
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Chapter 4 Powder Processing
4.1 Introduction
The critical current densities in the short pressed Bi-2223 tape greater than 6xl04 A/cm2 
reported in 1993 [44,45] set a formidable apparent upper limit that has to the present 
defied all attempts by superconducting research groups to surpass. The highest Jc which 
tape subjected to IT at 77K can retain is around 22 % Jco as reported by several groups 
in single filament tape [44,103,104]. Not only have differences been reported in the Jc 
of Bi-2223 tape by different groups, but different researchers within each group appear 
to produce large variations in sample quality even when the tape is prepared using the 
same powder source. This poor reproducibility is due to the complexity of the powder 
metallurgy and composite Ag/core deformation processing. The great number of 
parameters involved demand precise control that reflects a thorough understanding of 
the relationships between the underlying process mechanisms and the final physical 
properties. The scientific community’s efforts in the understanding of tapes fabricated 
from high temperature superconducting materials have been primarily focused 
chronologically on sintering procedures, followed by deformation and then raw powder 
processing supposedly engendering some general consensus as to optimal preparation 
procedures. A comparison of preparation processes reported by various groups, 
however, shows little accord.
The final Jc is, thus dependent on the tape history entailing the details of the many 
procedures in the tapes fabrication. The powder processing procedure plays a most 
important role as it is the foundation step. It seems that high Jc can be achieved from
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different powder process routes [44,45,103], including the solid state reaction process 
[104]. Also, tapes with a reasonably high Jc, achieved using much different parameters 
in the sintering process have been reported by different researchers. For example, high 
values of Jc for total sintering times longer than 200 hours [105,106] and shorter than 
125 hours [44,45,107] have been reported by different researchers selecting different 
optimum sintering temperatures. It seems the Jc of tapes made using relatively short 
sintering times is generally superior to that achieved by longer sintering times. Cracks 
and inhomogeneities introduced during additional rolling or pressing procedures often 
associated with longer sintering times may be partially responsible for this phenomenon. 
These factors have important implications for the production of long and multi-filament 
tapes for industrial applications in relation to cost and process complexity 
considerations.
Some detailed work concerning powder processing has been reported [45,108]. The 
2212 phase, with some additional non-superconducting phases was the best precursor 
powder before packing, as firstly reported by Y.Yamada et.al. [50]. But information 
concerning the type and percentage of non-superconducting phases (e.g. CaPbC>4 or 
SrCaCuO), however is not available from the literature. Also, the exact procedure for 
the production of well textured 2212 remains to be optimised. The “two powder” 
method has been used [70] to enhance the rate of 2223 phase production, but the final Jc 
is not satisfactory, possibly due to the damage of textured 2212 by the subsequent 
thermomechanical treatment.
A more important aspect is the final phase composition resulting from the actual phase 
evolution that occurs in the oxide core from the processing in the stages between raw
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powder handling and the sintering procedure. This complicated series of steps include 
grinding of the powder to a fine particle size [45], degassing to avoid bubbling, 
deformation processing to increase the density of the oxide core [109] and improving 
the texture of 2212 [108], and intermediate annealing to prevent cracking due to 
hardening of the silver sheath and possible mishandling during the deformation process. 
The phase is changed by these treatments and, according to our research they affect the 
2212 texture, the secondary phase content and parameters of the sintering process, as 
well as 2223 phase purity, texture and transport properties.
In the section 4.2, we report on the comparison of different phase assemblages of the 
precursor powder from various sources and phase evolution during the stage of 
processing of green tapes using various thermomechanical treatments and the effect on 
sintering parameters and the Jc.
The precursor powder used in section 4.3 was made by a spray dry machine in our 
laboratory. The phase assemblages of the precursor powder were modified by various 
thermomechanical treatment to produce the precursor powder with desired phase 
assemblages. The structures of the powder were identified by X-ray diffraction and 
SEM. Jc, phase transformation and microstructure of the tapes made from those powders 
was compared.
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4.2 Preparation Of Ag/Bi-2223 Tape By Controlling The Phase 
Evolution Prior To Sintering
4.2.1 Preparation Of Tapes Made Of Various Powders
A Bi-Pb-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (2223) raw powder with appropriate cation ratios was prepared by 
dissolution of nitrates in nitrate acid and solidification in a spray dry machine. The 
method in detail was shown in section 3.3. Two other powders were also used in this 
work. A co-precipitation powder from National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan, and a 
powder made by spray pyrolysis technique was purchased from Merck, UK. These three 
powders have the same stoichiometry, Bi:Pb:Sr:Ca:Cu = 1.84:0.34:1.91:2.03:3.06. A 
vibrating machine used in the powder packing procedure allows for quick packing and 
achieves a homogeneous distribution of powder inside the tube. After packing, square 
rolling was used to reduce the wire from an initial size of 6.5 mm o.d./4.5 mm i.d. to 
wire lx l  mm2 or 1.6x1.6 mm2. A 55mm diameter roller is used to transform the square 
wire into tape. The reduction per pass was changed from 30% for thicker tape to 
approximately 10% for the final thinner tape. Short tape samples were sintered at 
815-840 °C for 50hs, pressed at about 1-4 GPa and then sintered again.
4.2.2 Comparison Of Phase Assemblage For Various Precursor Powders
Figures 4.1(a-c) show the powder phase compositions created using different powder 
sources. The phase composition of powder C is much simpler than that of powders B 
and A. The percentage of secondary phases of powders C and B is much lower than that 
of powder A. This is apparent in the XRD patterns around 17.72°, 18.2°, 31.54°, and
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31.96° for Ca2Pb04 (secondary phase 1, noted si), 35.12° for SrCaCu20  (s2), 37.29° for 
Ca2CuO (s3), 35.42° and 38.73° for CuO (s4), 29.82° for 2201 (s5), 29.42° and 30.24° 
for Bii7Sri6Cu7Oz (s6) or Bi20 3 *4 (CaSr)0 y. The secondary phases in the three different 
powders are s i -6 for powder A , s i -5 for powder B, but only s i -2 for powder C. The 
content of Pb-2212 phase in the powder increases qualitatively in order from powders A 
and B to C, which can be observed by the reduction of the Pb free 2212 peak at 20 = 
36.8° from XRD patterns. The Ca2Pb04 and other secondary phases evidently decrease 
(Fig. 4.1c) when incorporating ball milling and presintering at 820 °C which was 
performed on powder C as consistent with Grasso et. al.’s work [108], although more 
Ca2Pb04 was present in their precursor powder than in powder C in this work.
4.2.3 Particle Size Of The Precursor Powder
The average particle size of the different powders is approximately 2-5 Jim, depending 
on the method of measurement. SEM results show particle sizes averaging 2 jam in 
diameter (shown in Fig. 4.2), however laser particle size analysis using a Malvern 
Mastersizer gives 5-10 Jim, as the latter takes into account particle agglomerations and 
the very small proportion of much larger particles which, when analysed, constitute a 
significant proportion of the total volume.
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Fig. 4.1 XRD patterns from various powder sources show different 
phase assemblages before packing. The secondary phase content 
decreases from A to B to C.
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Fig. 4.2 SEM photos show the particles of the precursor 
powders from various sources, (a) Spray dry powder, (b) 
Co-precipitation powder, (c) Spray pyrolysis powder.
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4.2.4 Phase Assemblage Of Green Tapes And Sintered Tapes
The phase evolution within the tape, resulting from various thermomechanical 
treatments before and after the first sintering was determined by using XRD (Fig. 4.3). It 
is readily apparent that completely different phase microstructures have formed as a 
result of the different routines used for various hypothetical reasons. Sample 1 (Fig. 
4.3e) shows a higher Ca2Pb0 4  concentration in the tape than sample 2 (Fig. 4.3f). More 
of this phase was introduced as a result of the annealing [110] at 750°C/12hrs, in 
addition to the higher initial percentage of Ca2Pb0 4  already present in the precursor 
powder. A better perspective can be obtained by combining figure 4.3 with table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 shows the different routes and details of the optimum sintering procedures, the 
phase composition before and after the first sintering, as well as the texture information. 
Optimum sintering procedures are determined based on the phase composition, particle 
size of the calcinated powder and the difference in growth free energy of crystals near 
the Ag sheath as compared to those in the centre of the oxide core. A comparison of 
final Jc results and processing of tapes makes it apparent that different sintering 
procedures must be carried out for tapes made using different routes in order to optimise 
tape performance. For example, a comparison of the Jc of tapes with and without Ag 
doping demonstrates that the rate of transformation from 2212 to 2223 in the undoped 
tape is much slower than that of Ag-doped tape when the same sintering temperature is 
used. A similar rate of 2223 growth can be obtained when a higher sintering temperature 
is selected for the undoped tape [111]. A lower sintering temperature is selected for 
sample 4 (powder A) to prevent the fast growth of the large quantity of relatively highly 
reactive non-superconducting phases to large impurity particles. A resultant compromise 
here is a decreased growth rate of the 2223 phase and consequently, low Jc within 100
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hours of sintering. Prolonged sintering time (>200hrs) coupled with repeated 
intermediate deformation introduces cracks and further growth of non-superconducting 
phases in the tape.
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Fig. 4.3 XRD patterns from various thermomechanical treatments 
show different phases before sintering and after sintering. SR and 
FR represent square rolling and flat rolling respectively.
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Table 4.1 The phase assemblage before and after first sintering and texture versus 
combination of the various precursor powders and thermomechanical treatments in the 
Ag/Bi-2223 tapes
Sample
number
Main phases
before
sintering
Thermo­
mechanical
treatment
Sintering procedure Phase
assem.
After 1st 
sinter
Texture 
after 1st 
sinter
1
B+F
Pb free-2212 > 
Pb-2212 + sl-5
Route3 E 834°C/50h+Pb+834° 
C/10h/824°C/40h+...
C
2 2 2 3 »  
2212, s i ,2
Strong
2
C+F
Pb free-2212 < 
Pb-2212 + s i ,2
Route F 837°C/50h+P+837°C/
20h/817°C/30h+...
2 2 2 3 »  
2212,s2
Very
strong
3
C+G
Pb free-2212 + 
3221 + sl-5
Route G 832°C/50h+P+832°C/
50h+...
2223> 
2212, s i ,2
Weak
4
A + F
Pb free-2212 + 
sl-6
Route F 830°C/50h+P+830°C/
50h+...
2223< 
2212, s i ,2
Inter­
mediate
Routea - Shown in Figure 4.2. Pb - Pressing. ...c - Pressing and sintering repeatedly.
4.2.5 Jc Of The Tapes From Various Precursor Powder
The critical current densities of tapes made by the various routes are shown in Fig. 4.4, 
indicating that the best Jc (sample 2) is obtained when the oxide core consists of 
textured microcrystals of 2212 in addition to very small particles of Ca2Pb0 4  and 
SrCaCuO, which could be comprised of some amorphous phase following the 
deformation procedure. From the authors experience in the preparation of powder TEM 
samples, 2212 can not be pulverised to an amorphous state by grinding due to the two 
dimensional configuration of the lattice structure [112]. Crystal slices were consequently 
obtained from cleavage of the ab plane which is easily separated due to the weak 
bonding between B i-0 planes during the deformation process. The apparent amorphous 
phase indicated by XRD (Figs. 3e, f, g) does not necessarily confirm an amorphous
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crystal state, but only that the crystal particle size is at least much smaller than that 
before deformation. A heavier deformation (created using relatively less annealing 
temperatures and time) is beneficial in decreasing the particle size of non­
superconducting phases, as well as being conducive to good 2212 grain alignment by 
increasing the total strain and thus, strength of the Ag sheath.
Fig. 4.4 The comparison of the Jc for different Ag/Bi- 
2223 tapes made by various powders and routes.
4.2.6 Effect O f Degassing And Annealing On J c
Annealing procedures are always used for degassing and softening of the Ag sheath to 
avoid cracking. The longer the annealing time used for degassing, the shorter any 
required subsequent time becomes to soften the Ag sheath. The annealing at 750 C for 
12 hours carried out for sample 1 after a square rolling was used for degassing and 
introduced much more Ca2Pb04 and 3221 phase [105,113] than that obtained using 600 
°C for 5 hours in sample 2. After the first sinter, the phase for both samples 1 and 2, as
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obtained from XRD is almost pure 2223 combined with a small amount 2212 (shown in 
4.5). However, sample 1 contains more impurity phases and the texture is inferior to 
that observed in sample 2. The final Jc of sample 1 using an optimum sintering 
procedure is still around 2xl04 A/cm2, while sample 2(route F) reached more than 3xl04 
A/cm2.
! ! I ! ! I T I  t ! I I ! I I I I I I | I I I I ! i ! I l  j I I V I " I I
3 8 13 18 23 28
Degrees 2-Theta
Fig. 4.5 XRD patterns of the tapes after first sinter made 
by co-precipitation (a) and spray pyrolysis (b) powder.
The actual situation is more complicated than explained here, as many additional factors 
will affect Jc. For example, the silver sheath of sample 1 (route E) became much softer 
after annealing at 750 °C for 12 hours than sample 2, thus introducing more sausaging in 
the interface between the silver cladding and oxide core. At this thickness range,
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however (~0.2mm), the sausaging effect can’t play as a dominant role as the phase 
composition. Even reducing the tape thickness to 0.1mm does not produce Jc values of 
3x10 A/cm as achieved in sample 2. The phase compositions prior to and after the first 
sintering are shown in table 1. As sample 1 is made from precursor powder B, whose 
predominant secondary phase is Ca2Pb0 4  (Fig. 4.1b) rather than SrCaCuO, the small 
portion of Pb-2212 in the total 2212 phase is transformed into a small amount of 3221 
[110]. So, a reasonable Jc can be obtained through route E.
A more interesting result is that sample 3 (route G), after the first sintering has a very 
low Ic of just 0.05A. This is confirmed by another similar route for thick tape of 0.3­
0.4mm: first grinding, then proceeding with route G which results in similar low critical 
current values. This implies that such processing is conducted to an increased 
probability of forming too much 3221 phase. The raw powder C (fig. 4.1c) consists of 
more Pb-2212 resulting in more 3221 phase [110] after degassing annealing at 
750°C/12hrs (Fig. 4 .Id). The peak around 17.5° shifting up to a higher angle represents 
the appearance of the 3221 phase, although there seems to be no trace of it in Figure 
4.2g after heavier deformation. The 3221 phase co-existing with 2212 is detrimental to 
2212 texture and 2223 growth with further sintering. The appearance of the 3221 phase 
damages the 2212 lattice and increases the percentage of secondary phase compared 
with the whole phase composition in the oxide core. From these and in particular, 
texture considerations, route G is of little practical value as a deformation process. The 
3221 phase has many symmetry slide systems due to the hexagonal structure and the 
2212 has almost no texture. The hypothesised shear movement mechanism between the 
graphite-like 2212 grains which slices along the ab plane that is conducive to the good 
grain alignment that occurs via route F is thwarted by the random spatial movement of
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the 3221 phase that occurs in route G. After the second sintering, the Jc is still small (1- 
5x10 A/cm ) for sample 3. From figure 4.3h, the microstructure of sample 3 consists of 
coexisting 2212 and 2223 after the first sinter. The texture is much lower than that of 
samples 1 and 2 after the first sintering. Conversely, XRD analysis of sample 2 (route 
F), shows 2223 with a very good texture with little 2212 after first sintering which is 
seen as a characteristic trait of high quality samples.
4.2.7 Jco And Jc In The Magnetic Field Of The Tapes Made By Various 
Thermomechanical Treatments
From the data of Jc verses magnetic field (Table 2), a Jc of around 20% Jco is retained at 
an applied field of IT using powder C and route F, while the Jc retains 18% Jco through 
powder B and route E, while a poorer ratio of around 5-10% Jco is obtained for sample 4 
(powder A) even it is made using route F. More poor performance is found for sample 3 
(powder C) which comes from route G.
Table 4.2 The processing routine via the Jc and ratio of the Jc between 
strong links in zero field (Jcos/Jco) for the samples measured.
Sample number Jc0 (IO4 A/cm2) Jcos/Jco W  B // c Jc(lT)/Jc0 (%) B // ab
4 (powder A + route F) 1.0- 1.5 20 10
1 (powder B + route E) 1.8-2.4 34 18
2 (powder C + route F) 2.8 - 3.2 36 20
5 (powder C + route F) 3.8 35.6 23.4
HP for comparison3 2.2 33 18
a The tape made by hot pressing for comparison.
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4.2.8 Optimal Sintering Temperature For Different Tapes
It was found that the “optimum” sintering temperature of sample 3 was 5 degrees lower 
than that of sample 2, but the Jc is much lower than that obtained in sample 2 (Fig. 4.4) 
after the first sintering. So called “optimum”, the current path in sample 3 is actually 
limited by the links between 2212 grains, while the current path for samples 1 and 2 
after the first sinter results from 2223 phase links. The situation is very similar in the 
tapes (Sample 4) made by powder A even if the proceeding thermomechanical 
treatment is route F (Fig. 4.2i) as the main superconducting phase is still 2212 after the 
first sinter. If a higher sintering temperature is used for sample 4, then more 2223 phase, 
as well as more non- superconducting phase with large particle size is formed. This 
consequently results in a lower Jc at the final stage.
The optimised sintering procedure for Bi2223 tapes varies markedly from group to 
group [44,45,103-108]. One of the most important parameters for optimising the 
sintering process is the phase composition of the precursor powder, while the particle 
size of the precursor powder is less important. Another important aspect is the phase 
transformation during the deformation and annealing process. During this process, the 
phase composition can change, more Ca2Pb0 4  and other deleterious phases such as 
3221 phase can be formed [113]. In addition, the dynamics of the phase formation is 
affected by the deformation process. Pb free 2212 was present as a main phase in the 
precursor powder in the work of Grasso et al. [114]. From this we can deduce the 
existence of a higher percentage of Ca2Pb0 4  in his precursor powder. This information 
is also demonstrated by greater intersity of the Ca2Pb0 4  peaks present in the XRD 
pattern of the unreacted tape. Such a pre-sintering tape phase composition inevitably
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results in a longer requisite sintering time. The optimal sintering time is about 200 hours 
for the tapes prepared by Grasso et al. while 100 hours is used for samples 1 and 2 in 
this work. It is very difficult to compare the results published by different groups as 
comprehensive details of processing information are usually omitted. Such a situation 
creates a lack of understanding of the relationship between final properties such as Jc 
and processing. From Figures 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 and Table 4.1, we find that the optimum 
sintering procedure is directly related to the phase composition prior to sintering. In 
general, the higher percentage of secondary phases in unreacted tape in existence, the 
lower sintering temperature and longer time should be selected as an optimised sintering 
process. It is of great advantage in applications of long multifilamentary tape to use 
fabrication procedures incorporating short sintering times and minimal rolling 
procedures which introduce harmful cracks.
4.2.9 Jc For Different Samples
From the above results and discussion, we find that in tapes made using powder A and 
route F, the main current limitation is too many secondary phases, as is the case for 
route G which also displays very poor texture. The maximum critical current density is 
different for different routines. Jc varies from 4000 to 4x10 A/cm for our samples, due 
to various thermomechanical treatments before sintering even using the same powder 
source. The density of the oxide core was also found to be more important in thicker 
tape than thinner tape. If the oxide core is thin enough, a slight difference in core density 
can not effect Jc significantly for samples with the tape thickness below 0.1mm.
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A final thickness of around 60pm for the tapes made by powder C and route F (sample 
5) will give better results than 100pm tape (sample 2). The highest ratio 23.4% of the Jc 
in 1 T field to Jc0 in single filament tapes was achieved for sample 5 as shown in Table 
4.2. By optimising the thermomechanical treatment before the first sintering, we can 
obtain samples with improved Jc through strong links [115]. This is especially important 
for samples that are to be used in magnetic field applications, since strong links can 
carry currents at much higher field than weak links.
The mechanism underlying the different Jc which can arise from different powder 
sources or even the same pre-packing powder source is explained clearly by the phase 
evolution during the thermomechanical treatment prior to the sintering procedure. Also, 
the different resultant optimum sintering process parameters can be explained and 
predicted, irrespective of the routine used for powder fabrication. The best phase 
composition consists of textured mature Pb-2212 and Pb free 2212 with additional non­
superconducting phases (i.e. more SrCaCuO phase and less Ca2Pb0 4 ) due to Pb-2212 
formation with a small particle size. The critical current density is varied from 
4000A/cm2 to 4x l04A/cm2 depending on various thermomechanical treatments used.
4.3 Maturity Of The Precursor Powder And Critical Current Density 
In (Bi, Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu30io Tapes
4.3.1 Preparation Of Precursor Powder And Tape
Different chemical methods involving spray drying, coprecipitation and spray pyrolysis 
which came from our group’s product and commercial resources were compared in
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section 4.2 [116]. As the results of the above study, the final precursor powders (A, B 
and C) have quite different phase assemblages. It is assumed that the phase assemblage 
of the precursors can be modified by subsequent thermomechanical treatments including 
calcination and ball milling. A spray dry method was used to produce the precursor 
powder as shown in section 3.3. A standard powder-in-tube technique was used to 
fabricate tapes with drawing wire instead of square rolling. Subsequent 
thermomechnical treatments and optimal sintering temperature are shown as Table 4.3. 
The precursor powders were planetary milled using combination of polypropylene 
container and Y-ZrÜ2 balls with the weight ratio of 1:10 for powder:ball. The optimal 
sintering temperature was defined by the maximum Ic for the samples which were 
sintered in a gradient temperature furance [117].
Table 4.3 Thermomechanical treatment to modify precursor powder 
and optimal sintering parameters for resultant tapes
Precursor Powder 
And Tape Number
Calcination And Ball 
Milling (BM)
Sintering
Temperature
Sintering Time
1 800 °C/24 hs 830 - 832 °C 300 hours
2 1 +BM  + 810°C/12hs 832 - 834 °C 200 -250 hours
3 2 + BM + 820 °C/12 hs 836 - 838 °C 150 hours
4 3 + BM + 820 °C/24 hs 838 - 840 °C 100 - 125 hours
5 3 + BM + 825 °C/12 hs 840 - 842 °C 100 hours
6 3 + BM + 830 °C/24 hs 838 - 840 °C 80 - 100 hours
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Fig. 4.6 XRD patterns of precursor powders modified by various 
thermomechanical treatments.
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4.3.2 Phase Assemblage Of The Precursor Powder Made By Various Calcination 
and Ball Milling
Figure 4.6 shows XRD patterns for the precursor powder treated by various calcination 
and ball milling. The six powders all contain 2212 and secondary phases. The amount of 
the secondary phases decreased by increasing calcination temperature from 800 °C to 
820 °C, which can be seen as a decrease in intensity of the peaks in the range from 29 to 
32 ° (Figure 4.6). In particular, the amount of (Sr,Ca)2PbC>4 phase was reduced as 
indicated by the decreased intensity of the peak at 17.5°. At the same time, Pb-2212 
phase increased steadily with increasing calcination temperature from 800 to 830 °C, 
which can be seen as an decrease in intensity of the peak at 36.8 ° for Pb-free 2212 
[110]. These phase transformations are consistent with each other. This reduction of 
(Sr,Ca)2Pb0 4  and resultant increase of Pb-2212 through thermomechanical treatment 
has also been observed by Huang et.al. [118] and Grasso et.al. [108].
From the XRD of powders 5 and 6 , it was found that the Ca2Cu0 3  and CuO phases 
reappeared at calcination temperatures above 825 °C. This is particularly evident for 
powder 6  which also is lacking of Ca2Pb0 4 . This composition of the precursor powder 
is similar to the powder made by Dorris et al. [62]. To date, tapes made of this powder 
show the highest Jc.
4.3.3 Crystallographic Properties Of The 2212 Phase In Precursor Powders
A significant broadening of the peaks was observed by Iwai et al. [119] and Wakata et 
al. [1 2 0 ] when the crystal structure changed from orthorhombic to monoclinic by
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substitution of Bi with Pb in the 2212 phase. The width at half maximum FWMH are 
plotted in Figure 4.7 as a function of Ca2PbC>4 content. There is no evidence of peak 
broadening for powders 1 to 5 except powder 6, which seems to be contradictory to the 
results of Iwai et al. [119] and Wakata et al. [120]. The lack of peak broadening seen in 
our XRD results can be explained by the small particle size of the powders used in our 
experiments. In fact the effect of structural change on XRD spectra is not seen until the 
split of the (200) and (020) peak occurs for powder 6.
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ACa2Pb04 (17.5°)/A2212 (115)
Fig. 4.7 FWMH of the 2212 phase as a function of 
Ca2Pb04 content in the 2223 precursor.
Fig. 4.6 shows movement of the position for peak (200)/(020) and (0010) by dash lines 
in different precursor powder. The layer spacing d  which indicates the change in lattice 
parameters for the 2212 phase using various treatments, can be calculated. Shortening of 
the a/b and c was observed and is shown in Fig. 4.8. Crystallographic, thermodynamic
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and transport properties were studied by Grader et al. [121] for single phase Bi2Sr3. 
xCaxCu208+8 superconductor in the 1.25 < x < 2.0 range. The lattice parameters and 
melting points vary with x, both increasing towards the Sr-rich composition. This not 
only indicates that Pb is incorporated into 2212 phase [122], but also Ca concentration 
increased [121].
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Fig. 4.8 The peak position of (200) and (008) of 2212 phase in precursor 
powders as a function of relative content of Ca2PbC>4 in precursor.
4.3.4 Optimal Sintering Tem perature And Phase Transformation From 2212 To 
2223 In The Tapes
The optimal sintering temperatures shown in Table 4.3 were obtained by treatment of 
tape samples in a furnace with a gradient temperature zone. Optimisation was based on 
finding the sintering temperature that produced the maximum Io This is also can be
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roughly predicted by DTA [123]. Why did the optimal sintering temperatures become 
higher, while the melting temperatures of 2212 phase decreased when more Pb was 
incorporated in 2212 phase? The quantity and variety of secondary phases in 2223 
precursor were reduced by thermomechanical treatments of powders 1 to 4 that resulted 
in an increase of melting temperature for this polynary system. In “two-powder” 
approach, Dorris et al. [62] observed that the melting temperature decreased for the 
intermediate precursor Bii.8Pbo.4Sr2-xCai+xCu208 when x changed from 0 to 1. However, 
the melting properties of the whole system did not change much due to decreased 
melting temperature of SrxCai.xCu02 phase. It took 350 hours for obtaining best Jc for 
their tapes because x = 0.
Our results show that reduced sintering time for tapes made of powder 4, 5 and 6 is 
achieved by sintering at optimal temperature higher than powder 1, 2 and 3 from Table 
4.3. As noted in the last section, different optimal sintering temperatures must be 
selected for tapes made of different powders. For example, if we sinter tape 4 at 832 °C, 
much slower formation of 2223 occurs and a much lower Jc will result [123]. Figure 4.9 
and 4.10 show XRD patterns of the 2223 phase formation in the tapes 2 and 4. It was 
found that the rate of 2223 formation was accelerated significantly in tape 4 made of Pb 
and Ca-rich 2212 precursor (Figure 4.10). In this case, the acceleration is dependant on 
high temperature sintering as a optimal Jc as a reference, not same as reported by Luo et 
al. [124] where nominal compositions of Bii.8PbzSr2.oCai.oCu2.o0 8 f°r 2212 were used in 
range of 0.0 < z < 0.4. Luo et al. reported that the highest rate for 2223 formation occurs 
for z = 0 when using “two-powder” method of tape production. Even when the rate of 
formation of 2223 was maximised with z=0.3, it still took 350 hours to complete the 
reaction [62].
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Fig. 4.9 XRD patterns of the tapes made from powder 2 
sintered at 832 °C for 50 h, 200 h and 250 h.
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Fig. 4.10XRD patterns of the tapes made from powder 4 
sintered at 840 °C for 50 h and 100 h.
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Tape 2 made from powder 2, Jcq of 10 kA/cm2
EHT=20.00 kV UD= 13 ram E.M. Unit Wollongong
H Photo No.=l Detector= SE1
Tape 3 made from powder 3, Jc0 of 30 kA/cm2
Tape 4 made from powder 4, Jco of 45 kA/cm2
Fig. 4.11 SEM photos show the morphologies of tapes 2, 3, and 4.
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A comparison of Figures 4.9 and 4.10 shows that the amount of 2212 remaining after 
the final sintering is about the same in tapes 2 and 4. It should be noted here that XRD 
won’t detect impurity phases in the centre of the oxide core because when the tapes are 
prepared (ie. by peeling apart the silver sheath) for analysis the silver sheath cleaves at 
the Ag/oxide interface. In other words, XRD will give the microstructure of the layers 
near the interface. SEM micrographs given in Figure 4.11 show that the oxide core 
microstructures of these tapes are quite different. Tape 4 has significantly fewer 
impurity phases throughout the tape core than does tape 2. It is known that the Jc of a 
tape will increase as the amount of secondary phases in the core decreases [60].
4.3.5 Jc Of The Tape Made Of Different Precursor Powder
Fig. 4.12 shows the Jc of the tapes made of powder 1 to 6. The Jc increased with 
decreasing content of secondary phases. The reason that Jc is lower in tapes 5 and 6 is 
that the precursor contained Ca2Cu0 3  and CuO. Contradictory results were reported 
early by many groups who emphasised the beneficial effect of Ca2Pb0 4  in the precursor 
on the 2223 formation and Jc [125-130]. Later, more defined phase compositions of the 
precursor [62,116,124] supported the idea that 2223 phase formation derives from Pb- 
2212 [71]. This apparent difference still exists. The reason for this difference is as 
follows: (i)-different amount of secondary phase, (ii)-different phase assemblage, and 
(iii)-different sintering temperature selected. Firstly, the Bi-rich phase must be 
eliminated to maximise the amount of 2212 phase. Secondary, the remaining secondary 
phases which include (Sr,Ca)2Pb0 4 , Sr-Ca-Cu-O, Ca-Cu-O, and CuO can be modified 
to vary the concentration of Pb in 2212 and the amount of (Sr,Ca)2Pb0 4 , Ca-Cu-0 and 
CuO. Thirdly, more delicate modification of the Sr/Ca ratio in 2212 and Sr-Ca-Cu-0
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phase can be obtained to achieve optimal microstructure and phase evolution. From this 
study, the optimal phase assemblage for precursor in Ag/Bi-2223 tapes is powder 4. Ca- 
Cu-0 and CuO phases are detrimental to the properties of final tape.
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Fig. 12 Jco of the tapes made by various powders 
modified by thermomechanical treatments. Six tapes 
were used for each powder for comparison.
4.4 S um m ary  F o r C hap te r 4
The critical current density and microstructure of tapes prepared using various pre­
sintering thermomechanical treatments was compared. The phase composition prior to 
sintering was found to have a strong effect on the rate of 2223 phase growth and texture
and consequently, final transport properties. The difference in optimum requisite tape
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sintering processes when using powder with the same stoichiometry from different 
powder processes or even using identical powder obtained from the same source is due 
to variations in the content and composition of the secondary phases in the calcinated 
powder and/or the different phase transformations that occur due to different 
thermomechanical treatments prior to the sintering procedure.
The precursor powder with a desired phase assemblages which was manipulated by pre­
thermomechanical treatments for making (Bi, Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oio (2223) tapes was made 
in our laboratory using spray dry machinery. Maturity of the precursor powder was 
represented by the different lead and calcium content in the (Bi, Pb)2Sr2CaCu208 (2212) 
phase. The optimum phase of the precursor powder defined as a mature powder was 
found to be (Bi, Pb)2Sr2_xCai+xCu208 (0 < x < 1) with SrCaCuO and Ca2PbC>4. The 
sintering time of 100 hours to produce high quality tapes made with this combination of 
the precursor powder was much shorter than that of 250 hours for the tapes made of 
conventional precursor powder (premature powder). Long highly textured 2223 grains 
with few secondary phases were observed by scanning electron microscopy in the tapes 
with high critical current density (Jc). The tapes with Jco of 4.5 x 104 A/cm2 (conductor 
Jco of 1 x 104 A/cm2) for pressed sample was achieved at 77 K in self-field. 
Consequently, the reproducibility of the tapes was improved by control of the phase 
assemblage of the precursor powder.
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Chapter 5 Mechanical Deformation
5.1 Introduction For Mechanical Deformation
The main fabrication processes for Bi-based tapes consist of powder processing, 
mechanical deformation and sintering. In order to achieve optimal microstmcture in Ag- 
clad Bi-based superconducting tapes, conditions must be precisely controlled in each 
processing step. Mechanical deformation is one of the most important procedure in the 
process of fabricating high-Tc Superconducting wires or tapes. The importance of the 
deformation process has been stressed previously [55,56]. The accurate control of the 
deformation process is more important in making long and multifilament composite tapes 
than short and single filament tapes. In the former case, the final properties over the whole 
length will be limited by the worst segment of the tape. The inhomogeneity along the 
length of the tape is the most important factor in the determination of the current capacity.
According to investigation of microstructure and modelling [131,80,102] in Bi-based 
tapes, it seems that the current flows mostly along the strongly coupled 2223 crystal near 
the interface between silver and oxide core. The anisotropic transport properties of Bi- 
2223 tapes have been studied recently [132,133] which show current flows along 
crystallographic ab planes rather than normal to the tape plane. The critical current 
density of the tapes is predominantly determined by the textured crystals with a strong 
coupling near the silver sheath. Unfortunately, this type of current path will be 
obstructed or disturbed by the random undulated interface due to sausaging effect 
[134,55,56].
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The sausaging morphology in the oxide core and the undulated interface between the 
silver and core is commonly observed after mechanical deformation [134,50,45,55,56]. 
The critical current density is lower in the tape made by rolling than that by pressing [135], 
due to the different orientation of sausaging. In order to improve the critical current 
density, the position sensitivity [136] must be reduced. In order to make high quality long 
and multifilament tapes, it is necessary to develop a new method to prevent the transverse 
sausaging and undulated interface for the industry scale implementation. The 
experimental observation and theoretical analysis have been reported [55,56] in 
mechanical deformation process for powder in tube method. Since the critical current 
density is lower in the tape made by rolling than that by pressing, “sequential 
pressing”[136] and intermediate transverse cross rolling [137] were introduced to 
improve the transport current.
In section 5.2, a novel deformation process called “sandwich” rolling which improves the 
homogeneity and Jc of the Ag-clad Bi-2223 composite tapes will be discussed. The 
mechanism of deformation is analysed by the stress-strain state for superconducting tapes 
made by different mechanical deformation techniques.
In section 5.3, the difference of the strain between silver and oxide core due to different 
deformation resistance, is suggested to explain the sausaging effect. It will be shown 
that the interface homogeneity can be improved by means of optimising parameters of 
the processing of flat rolling. The critical current densities of the tapes made under 
different conditions are studied in single and multifilamentary tapes.
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In section 5.4, a novel technique - square rolling between drawing and rolling will be 
reported to improve the distribution of filaments in multifilamentary tape. The stress- 
strain state is analysed to explain the mechanism of improved homogeneity of the 
filaments.
5.2 “Sandwich” Rolling Process And Mechanism Of Deformation In 
Ag-Clad Bi-Based Composite Tapes
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
The tapes were fabricated by the powder-in-tube method as described in chapter 3. The 
powder was made by a thermal decomposition method according to a formula
Bil.85Pb().35Sri.9Ca2.03CU3.05Oi0.
The deformation procedure used for processing superconducting wires and tapes consisted 
of two steps. The first step was a square rolling in which the wire was rolled from 6.5 mm 
diameter round wire to lx l mm2 square wire. In the second step, the tapes were deformed 
with three different routes: flat-rolling (FR) with a pair of 55mm rollers, uniaxial pressing 
with a pressure of about 1 GPa and “sandwich” rolling (SR) with a pair of 88.5mm 
diameter rollers. In the sandwich rolling, the Ag-clad Bi-2223 tape was sandwiched 
between two steel sheets approximately 3 mm thick and the “sandwich” was rolled in the 
longitudinal direction. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic picture for sandwich rolling 
method. The tape was deformed to a final thickness in the range of 0.2-0.35 mm with a 
reduction of 10-20 % per pass. The tapes were sintered at 832 °C for 50 hours and the 
same process was repeated after each rolling operation (up to four times).
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The observation of microstructure was performed with an optical microscopy and a Leica 
Cambridge Stereoscan S440.
Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration for “sandwich” rolling method.
5.2.2 Comparison Of Ag/Oxide Interface, Core Morphology And Crack Formation 
For Different Deformation Process
Figure 5.2 shows the longitudinal cross section micrographs of tapes obtained by a flat­
rolling, pressing and “sandwich” rolling. It is evident that the Ag/oxide core interface by 
pressing and “sandwich” rolling is much smoother and flatter than that by flat-rolling.
Figure 5.3 shows the different longitudinal surface morphologies of tapes fabricated by 
different deformation routes. The sausaging direction is the same in the pressed and 
“sandwich” rolled tapes, parallel to the length of the tape. However, the sausaging in the 
flat-rolled tape is perpendicular to the length of tape. The interface instability affects the 
crystal growth along the a-b  plane and therefore decreases the degree of texture. What is
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more serious is that the transverse sausaging causes transverse microcracks, even 
macrocracks which reduce the critical current density of tapes, especially for long tapes.
Fig. 5.2 M icrographs o f longitudinal section o f tapes
w ith (a) rolling, (b) pressing and “sandw ich” rolling.
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Fig. 5.3 SEM  planar m orphology of core surface o f tapes
w ith (a)rolling, (b)pressing and (c) “sandw ich” rolling.
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Figure 5.4 SEM  m icrographs o f cracks in the core o f tapes
w ith (a)rolling, (b)pressing and (c) “sandw ich” rolling.
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Figure 5.4 shows some cracks caused by transverse sausaging. Due to the very large 
reduction per pass for pressing, the pressed tape has large cracks in longitudinal direction 
while the cracks were reduced for the “sandwich” rolled tape.
5.2.3 Analysis Of Deformation Of The Tape
The tape width is plotted against the thickness for tapes made by different deformation 
routes in figure 5.5. The solid line represents the data for flat-rolled tape, the slope of 
which will depend on the diameter of the rolls. Smaller rolls produce a more horizontal 
line. This relationship has been described clearly by Korzekwa et al [55]. The dark square 
dots are the data for “sandwich” rolled tape, which show the same trend as that for tape 
rolled with very large rolls [55]. The open squares represent the data for pressed tape. 
Figure 5.5 also shows that the pressed tape and the “sandwich” rolled tape have a similar 
stress-strain distribution. In “sandwich” rolling, the stress-strain distribution is controlled 
by the curvature and hardness of the steel sheets.
Figure 5.5 Tape width vs thickness for tapes made 
by different mechanical deformation routes.
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Figure 5.6 gives a simplified illustration of the deformation mechanism in “sandwich” 
rolling. In any differential slice dxdydz, when the radius of curvature of two steel sheets 
decreases from oo to a small value, the stress-strain state changes from pressing behaviour 
to rolling behaviour, i.e., strain changes from eL < £w to £L > £w . During rolling 
deformation, the strain £l > £w , and the sausaging appears in the transverse direction as 
seen in figure 5.3(a). In the case of pressing with hard dies £w »  e l , there is no transverse 
sausaging as £l is negligible. “Sandwich” rolling with flat steel sheets gives a similar 
stress-strain state to pressing, except that the strain in longitudinal direction is larger in 
“Sandwich” rolling than that in pressing due to the curvature and slight deformation of the 
steel sheets. The transverse direction expansion is constrained by the sheets, because the 
silver tape is impressed into the steel sheets. There are some oblique sausagings in figures 
5.3(c) and 5.4(c). This kind of stress-strain state constrains more serious longitudinal 
sausaging as shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4. An oxide core deformed by “sandwich” rolling 
may result in a less textured microstructure than flat-rolling because the strain is lower in 
“sandwich” rolling. But, “sandwich” rolling should yield a denser oxide core than the flat­
rolling and the texture of the oxide core near the oxide/Ag interface will be improved by 
reducing sausaging effect. Through the control of the stress-strain state long and 
multifilament tapes with high Jc and improved stability and reproducibility may be 
achieved using the “sandwich” rolling process.
5.2.4 Jc Comparison Between The Tapes Made Using “Sandwich” Rolling And Flat 
Rolling Processes
Figure 5.7 shows the critical current density of single core and multifilamentary tapes 
processed by using sandwich rolling and flat rolling. It is evident that for the same
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precursor powder and heat treatment conditions the best Jc of SR tape 18,000A/cm2 at 77K 
while the Jc of FR tape is about 10,000A/cm2. It is also noted that the Jc for the FR tape 
starts to drop after third rolling while the Jc for the SR tape increases up to forth rolling. 
This is because the FR breaks the elongated grains which can not be healed after three 
rolling since the liquid phase has been exhausted after prolong heat treatment. In the case 
of SR the longitudinal expansion is minimised and 2223 grain may grow continuously, 
and hence the texture is improved with multiple rolling.
g : stress e: strain
Rolling: a L< a w 
Pressing: gl»
Rolling: El > 
Pressing: eL<<: £w
Figure 5.6 Stress-Strain states for “sandwich” rolled tape.
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Figure 5.7 A comparison of critical current densities of SR tapes with 
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5.3 Improvement Of Interface Homogeneity In Ag/Bi-2223 Single And 
Multifilament Tapes
5.3.1 Sam ple Preparation
The tapes were fabricated by the powder-in-tube method as described in chapter 3. 
The precursor powder was packed into Ag tube with knocking or vibrating method. 
The mechanical deformation consisted of two steps. First, the tube was rolled by a 
square rolling machine from 6.5 mm diameter round wire with 1 mm thick wall to 2x2 
mm or lx l  mm square wire. Second, flat rolling was used to transform the square 
wire to tape. The reduction per pass 10-15% was used to prepare some 
tapes(samplel,2 shown in table 5.2). The others (samples 3, 4, 5 shown in table 5.2) 
were fabricated by a varied reduction per pass from 30% for thicker tape to 
approximately 10% for the final thinner tape. For the multifilamentary tapes, the 
packing method is that 16x1 or 4x4 filaments was stacked into a silver tube and then 
rolled to 16 filament tapes. On the other hand, 19 filament tapes were prepared by a 
conventional drawing method. The sintering temperature of the tapes is 830 ~ 845 °C, 
intermediate pressing or rolling procedure was performed between sintering steps. The 
average particle size of the precursor powder was measured by Mastersizer S particle 
size analysis instrument combined with SEM observation. The morphology of the 
tapes was observed by SEM and optical microscopy and analysed by MD-20 image 
analysis system. Vickers microhardness was measured on polished transverse cross 
section (lOg load, 15 s load time) using LECO M-400-H1 Hardness Testing Machine.
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5.3.2 D ifferent Deform ation Resistance For Ag And Oxide
The deformation of layers is usually non-uniform for composite layers consisting of 
different materials. The sausaging effect is the result of non-uniformity of strain across 
the oxide core and Ag sheath due to their different deformation resistances. The state 
of the oxide core in the Ag sheath varies from loose powder to consolidated bulk 
during deformation processing [55]. The deformation resistance of the oxide core 
increases much quicker than that of Ag sheath. Recovery or recrystalization of Ag 
sheath is much easier than oxide core whatever the annealing temperature is used in 
the preparation process. This tendency is more obvious when the total strain of the 
tape increases. Accordingly, the difference in deformation resistance is larger during 
the final stage of deformation. Degassing and work hardening require a number of 
annealing processes during the deformation process. This will further enhance the 
difference of deformation resistance between Ag sheath and oxide core in the 
composite tapes. So, to prevent the “sausaging” formation the difference in 
deformation resistance in the composite materials must be reduced.
5.3.3 Effect O f Processing Parameters On “Sausaging” And Jc In 
M onofilam entary Tapes
Figure 5.8 shows a comparison of the Ag/oxide interface in the tapes prepared with 
different processing routes. Table 5.1 gives the preparation conditions of samples 
shown in Figure 5.8. The “sausaging” appears in a random distribution without 
obvious periodicity which is in contradiction with powder flow model [56]. The 
regular periodicity of “sausaging” occurs in an ideal condition, in reality the pattern of
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“sausaging” formation is irregular as shown in Figures 5.8a, 5.8b and 5.8c. All 
samples undergo almost the same total strain (90%) in the flat rolling process.
The sausaging” appears earlier at 0.2mm thickness for sample 2 if the wire with larger 
initial size than 2mmx2mm was used prior to the flat rolling as shown in Figure 5.8b. It 
is noticed that samples 1 and 3 (Figure 5.8a, c, Table 5.1) the thickness of the onset of 
“sausaging” formation is about 0.1mm. But the Jc shown in table 5.1 seems to contradict 
with the common notion of the “sausaging” effect on Jc. For instance, sample 1 has a 
lower thickness of the onset of “sausaging” than samples 2 and 3, but the Jc is lower. 
However the “sausaging” effect is not the only factor affecting the critical current 
density of a composite tape. The microstructure of the oxide core, which involves 
factors such as phase composition, phase purity, texture, density and number of pinning 
centres, plays a significant role in determining Jc . As a result of this we can find no 
direct correlation between the “sausaging” effect and Jc.
Fig. 5.8 Longitudinal sections of tape rolled with 55 mm rollers of 
thickness of 90 jam (a), 200 pm (b), 110 pm (c), 70 pm (d), 100 pm (e).
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Table 5.1 The onset of “sausaging” and Jc versus preparation 
conditions of the different samples.
No# APS*
(|xm)
PM&DA Thermo-mechanical
treatment
Onset of 
sausaging3
Jc (104 
A/cm2)
1 15 Knocking
35%
SRb(lx lm m 2)+ 
600°C/5h+FRc(0.1 mm)
0.09 mm 0.5-1.5 
pressed
2 2 Knocking
40%
SR(2x2mm2)+ 
750°C/12h+FR+600°C/ 
10min+FR(0.2mm)
0.2 mm 1.8-2.4 
pressed
3 2 Knocking
40%
820°C/12h+SR 
( lx l mm2)+FR(0.2mm)
0.11 mm 2.4-2.8 
pressed
4 5 vibrating
20%
S R Q xlm m V
600°C/2h+FR(0.07mm)
0.06 mm 3.5-4.2 
pressed
5 5 vibrating 
15 %
SR(lxlm m 2)+
600°C/3h+FR(0.09mm)
0.09 mm 2.8-3.5 
rolled
# Sample number, * Average particle size, A Packing method and density.
a A standard deviation [134] of the core thickness of about 10 % was defined as onset 
of “sausaging”, b Square rolling,c Flat rolling.
Because different precursor powders were used for preparing sample 1 and samples 2 
and 3, the effect of final phase compostion has much stronger influence on Jc [116] 
than “sausaging” effect in this case. But it is clear here that the interface smoothness is 
improved by decreasing initial wire size prior to rolling procedure.
Decreasing the annealing time or annealing temperature will improve interface 
smoothness for any precursor powder used, as seen in figures 5.8a, 5.8b and 5.8c. The 
effect of annealing procedure and wire size (prior to flat rolling) on “sausaging” is 
more significant than that of the particle size of the precursor powder as shown in
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table 1. If the annealing time or annealing temperature is increased then the Ag sheath 
becomes soften and hence the difference in deformation resistance between sheath and 
core will increase. Furthermore, the larger size of the wire prior to flat rolling results 
in a larger total strain for the same thickness of tapes, which also increases in 
difference of deformation resistance.
From figures 5.8d and 5.8e, it was found that varying reduction per pass from 30 % for 
thicker tape to 10 % for the final thinner tape in flat rolling will improve the interface 
smoothness. This is due to increasing strength of Ag sheath and deforming completely 
of the whole tape along the thickness direction at the initial stage of flat rolling. The 
best results show there is no obvious “sausaging” at 0.07mm thick of the tape after flat 
rolling. The onset of “sausaging” formation increased up to 0.09mm when the longer 
annealing time and thin wall (0.5mm) initial tube was used (Figure 5.8e).
In table 5.1, Jc values for different samples are compared. As mentioned above the 
critical current density of the tapes is a complex function of microstructure, such as 
phase purity, density of oxide core, texture, pinning centers, in addition to smoothness 
of the interface. But it is consistent that, in general, the factors that reduce the 
“sausaging” effect at the same time improve the microstructure (for a particular 
powder). For example, decreasing number of anneals during deformation will increase 
density of core and strength of Ag sheath, decrease particle size of the powder in the 
unreacted tape, improve texture and transformation of 2212 to 2223 [116]. So the 
parameters for controlling the process can be optimised further. The highest Jco of 
4.2x104A/cm2 and 3.5xl04A/cm2 were achieved for pressed and rolled 
monofilamentary tapes, respectively, by optimising the process parameters. High
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quality tapes such as this were fabricated with 100 hours total sintering time at about 
840 °C and with one intermediate pressing or rolling. Similar results in rolled single 
filament tapes have also been reported recently by Grasso et al. [108].
5.3.4 Effect Of Processing Parameters On “Sausaging” And Jc In 
Multifilamentary Tape
The optimized processing parameters from single filament tapes can be used as a 
reference when preparing multifilament tapes, however other factors such as stacking 
geometry, fill number etc need to be considered since they will affect the processing 
parameters.
Figure 5.9 shows the micrographs of the longitudinal cross section of 16-filamentary 
tapes showing the effect of different filling geometry. 4x4 filament wires were put into 
a silver tube by double stacking technique with a square shape as shown in figure 
5.9(a), while 16x1 wires was stacked in to a silver tube by one-stacking technique as 
shown in figure 5.9(b). The reason for choosing number 4n such as 4 or 16 filaments 
is because a square rolling deformation was used. For round wire drawing, 3n(n+l) +
1 is the desirable number of the filaments. Note that the silver layers in the 4x4 wire 
vary in thickness due to the double stacking (Fig. 5.9). The thin silver layers were 
disturbed by the oxide core due to the small deformation resistance of the Ag layers in 
the case of figure 5.9(a). This is equivalent to the condition of larger fill factor of 
multifilamentary tapes [139]. It was also found that there are a number of large kinks 
formed by large particles along the filaments, as shown in Fig. 5.9(a). This indicates 
that the particle size of the precursor powder is more important for multifilament tape
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than monofilament tape, as compared in Fig. 5.8(a) and Fig. 5.9(a). The thickness of a 
single filament in a multifilament tape is comparable with the size of the largest 
particles in the precursor powder, this means that the particles will not be free to move 
in the filament. “Sausaging” frequently appears around large particles in 
multifilaments, something which does not often occur in the monofilament tapes 
(Figure 5.8(a)).
The maximum Jco obtained with 16 filament rolled tapes is 2.5xl04A/cm2 (shown in 
Figure 5.10). The micrograph of longitudinal cross section shows that the filaments are 
quite uniform even at the thickness of 0.2mm. But Jc is relatively low compared with 
tapes made by drawing method [140], because the geometric inhomogeneity of the wire 
distribution introduced by square rolling was larger than with drawing method. Some 
parts of the layers of oxide core near the edges of the tape are too thin or divergent. 
Lastly, the reproducibility of high Jc multifilment tapes is poor for tapes fabricated using 
the square rolling method.
300pm
Fig. 5.9 Longitudinal sections of 16 filamentary tapes of 
thickness of 300 pm (a), 200 pm (b).
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Fig. 5.10 Transverse and longitudinal sections of 16 filamentary 
tape with a Jc of 2.5x104A/cm2.
Fig. 5.11 The comparison of transverse cross section 
between (a)square rolled 16 and (b)drawn 19 filament wire.
Fig. 5.12 Transverse and longitudinal cross section of 19 
filament tape made by the drawing method.
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5.3.5 Comparison Of Square Rolling And Drawing Method
The transverse cross section of wires (prior to flat rolling) prepared using the square 
rolling and the drawing processes are compared.Figure 5.11 shows the significantly 
better filament symmetry of a drawn 19 filament wire compared with a square rolled 16 
filament wire. The 19 filament wire with diameter 1.4 mm was rolled to tape with a 
thickness 0.1-0.3 mm. The transverse and longitudinal cross section of the 0.28 mm 
thick tape are shown in figure 5.12. The longitudinal section of the tape with thickness
0.28 mm shows a smooth interface without “sausaging”. Short tapes (0.11 mm thick) 
with Jc0 of (3-3.3)xl04 A/cm2 and (2.65-2.8)xl04A/cm2 can be fabricated reproducibly 
with pressing and rolling, respectively, as the intermediate deformation.
5.3.6 The Density Of Oxide Core In Wire
The density of tapes made using the square rolling and drawing methods can be 
compared using the microhardness of the core. An oxide core microhardness of 105-140 
kg/mm2 was obtained for square rolled wire. The large value of the microhardness for 
the square rolled wire was thought to be due to the three dimensional nature of the stress 
state during rolling. Using the drawing method, an oxide core microhardness of 62-88 
kg/mm2 was obtained for single filament wire and 81-90 kg/mm2 for 19 filament wire. 
These lower microhardness values can be attributed to the two dimensional 
compressional stress state developed on the wire during the drawing process, and on the 
annealing treatments between drawings to prevent the strain hardened Ag from cracking. 
It would be beneficial if groove rolling with a round shape die instead of the square 
shape die was used. A larger oxide core microhardness (ie. a denser oxide core) can be
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obtained through using a fabrication process which applies a larger total strain to the 
wire and uses fewer annealing steps. If the oxide core has a higher density prior to 
rolling then the Jc of the subsequent tape will be larger [141]. Decreasing the oxide core 
size by increasing the filament number and avoiding the “sausaging” effect, is a 
practical approach for improving Jc for rolled tape [140]. If the filament number is large 
and there is no significant “sausaging” off the core then the texture of the oxide core 
becomes more important than its’ density.
5.3.7 Critical Current Density In Magnetic Field
The critical current density versus applied magnetic field of a number of samples at 77K 
are given in figure 5.13. Three samples were selected for comparison: a pressed single 
filamentary tape (noted WT) with a Jco of 4xl04A/cm2, a pressed 19 filamentary tape 
(noted WP1919) with a Jco of 3.2xl04 A/cm2 and a rolled 19 filamentary tape (noted 
WdR19) with a Jc0 of 2.75xl04 A/cm2. The Jc (IT, H//ab plane)/Jc0 are 21%, 21% and 
18%, respectively. The ratio Jc/Jco in a magnetic field of IT is always smaller in rolled 
tapes than pressed. We found there is no simple relationship between Jco and JC(1T, 
H//ab plane)/JC0. The deviation of Jco measurement for different samples may be 
introduced by the effect of self-field generated by different Ico- However, the effect of 
self-field is hard to estimate because we do not know the current path in the oxide core. 
But high quality samples with Jco above 3xl04A/cm2 always show JC(1T, H//ab 
plane)/Jc0 around 20% and Jc(200mT, H//c axis)/Jc0 above 10%. Quality tapes with 
transport properties such as this have a low percentage of 2212 in the oxide core, have 
the other non-superconducting phases present as small particles (eg < lpm), have high
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density oxide cores, are highly textured and have no significant “sausaging” at the 
Ag/oxide interface.
_  10000 
CN
1000
0 200 400 600 800 1000
H (m T)
Fig. 5.13 The critical current density versus magnetic field. WT- 
pressed single filamentary tape with Jco of 4xl04 A/cm2, WP1919- 
pressed 19 filamentary tape with Jc0 of 3.2xl04 A/cm2 and WdR19- 
rolled 19 filamentary tape with Jc0 of 2.75xl04 A/cm2.
5.4 Im p ro v in g  Hom ogeneity O f Filam ents D is tr ib u tio n
5.4.1 Inhomogeous Distribution Of Filament In Multifilamentary Tapes
Rolling deformation is an inhomogeous three dimensional compressional process. The 
stress-strain state of the deformation zone is dependent on many parameters, such as 
sample size, roller diameter, friction condition of the surface for both roller and sample, 
etc. For the powder-in-tube technique, it is significantly inhomogeous due to the 
composite structure which consists of an oxide and Ag sheath with extremely different 
deformation resistances. To some extent, the “sausaging” effect is always found in Bi- 
2223 tapes as discussed in last two sections. It is well known that larger Jc can be obtained
■—  W T, in-plane 
a —  W T, perpendicular 
♦ — W P1919, in-plane 
—  W P1919, perpendicular 
* —  WdR19, in-plane 
a— W dR19, perpendicular
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in thinner tape due to the Ag/oxide interface effect [36]. “Sausaging” disrupts the current 
paths close to interface for thinner tape. Using multifilament wire allows the thickness of 
individual filaments to be reduced whilst increasing the overall strain tolerance of the 
final tape. From Figure 5.12, it can be seen that the individual thickness of a filament is 
about 1 0 -3 0  pm and large difference in thickness exists between the filaments at center 
and two side part. The width of the individual filaments in the center is almost twice that 
of filaments at the edges.
Figure 5.14 shows the thickness of the tape as it is reduced from the drawn wire through 
the various rolling stages. During the first rolling stage the mass distribution of the oxide 
core becomes inhomogeneous. The cross section area of the center filament is much 
smaller than those close to edge. The strain difference becomes smaller as the tape 
becomes thinner. It is well known that the high stress regions are cone-shaped and follow 
the maximum shear lines from the interface between the deformation tools and the sample 
[52]. This tendency will be enhanced by deforming round shape wire.
5.4.2 Square Rolling Connection Between Drawing And Rolling
Square rolling was used to produce square wire in section 5.3.4, however serious 
“sausaging” was induced at the Ag/oxide interface by this non symmetrical axial 
deformation. The filament shape become quite irregular in the early stages of square 
rolling due to the low density of the oxide core. The density of the oxide core will not be 
changed much after drawing compared with the early stages of the drawing. Figure 5.15 
shows step improved distribution of filaments through the use of a square rolling between 
drawing and flat rolling. The improvement in the distribution of filaments is obvious.
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1.4 mm
0.41 mm
0.28 mm
0.23 mm
Fig. 5.14 Inhomogeous distribution of filaments in 
multifilamentary tape (shown in transverse cross 
section).
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0.2 mm
0.18 mm
0.16 mm
0.14 mm
Fig. 5.15 Improved homogeous distribution of filaments in 
multifilamentary tape by square rolling between drawing and flat 
rolling.
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5.4.3 Stress-Strain State Analysis For Round Wire And Square Wire
Figure 5.16 shows the schematic stress distribution of the various samples. The cone­
shaped stress distribution of the sample was obtained. Region I represents the high stress 
area, while region II indicates the low stress area. There is in fact stress distribution along 
vertical axis. The highest stress area is in the center of the sample, whilst the lowest stress 
area is close to the working tool. For the wires with same reduction per pass, the length 
AB in the round wire case is much shorter than that the length CD in the square wire 
condition. The center length AB and CD represent the highest stress area. The longer 
length CD will generate a more even distribution of filaments along the horizontal line. As 
the total reduction of the deformation increased, the tapes became thinner and the length 
became longer. The uneven stress distribution is decreased as the tapes become thinner 
however it is not removed entirely (area II fig 5.16(d)).
Round wire Rectangle or square wire
(b)
l \ G
I
h/jt
r z
I
_ 1
Figure 5.16 Stress-strain analysis of the deformation for round 
wire and square wire.
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A large reduction per pass in the early stages of rolling produces a more uniform stress 
distribution throughout the tape, which results in a more even distribution of filaments. 
This uniform distribution of stress is represented by the lengthening of line EF in figure 
5.16(c) to line GH in figure 5.16(d). During the later stages of rolling however a large 
reduction per pass will induce more “sausaging” [55,56] hence the reduction per pass is 
made smaller during those stages.
5.5 Summary For Mechanical Deformation
1. A new deformation process called “sandwich” rolling was developed to prevent the 
formation o f  sausaging and cracks in longitudinal direction. The stress-strain state of the 
tape in “sandwich” rolling is the same as that of uniaxial pressed tape because the 
deformation of steel sheets is negligible in comparison to that of Ag-clad Bi-2223 tape.
2. The critical current density of the sandwich rolled tape is improved in comparison with 
the flat rolled tape.
3. The “sausaging” effect can be reduced by decreasing annealing temperature and 
time, wire size prior flat rolling and varying reduction per pass during mechanical 
deformation process.
4. Improvement of fill homogeneity and reduction of particle size of the precursor 
powder has a beneficial effect on interface in multifilamentary tapes.
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5. Multifilamentary tape was successfully fabricated using the drawing method of wire 
production and improved homogenous distribution of the filaments was achieved 
through a square rolling connection between drawing and flat rolling.
6. High Jc can be achieved reproducibly by control of deformation processing both in 
mono- and multifilamentary tapes.
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Chapter 6 Heat Treatment
6.1 Introduction For Heat Treatment
Heat treatment is one of the most important steps in the powder metallurgy technique. 
Because heat treatment, (called sintering henceforth) is the final step of the powder-in­
tube technique, it has been intensively studied. It was found that it was very difficult to 
form the 2223 phase because of the extremely complicated phase diagram of the Bi-Pb- 
Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system. As discussed in the first chapter, multi-step sintering with 
intermediate deformation is always used to produce the tapes. However, the parameters 
for sintering process varied from author to author [44,45,103-108] with the total 
sintering time required to achieve high Jc varying from 100 to 350 hours. This is due to 
the phase composition difference in the green tapes [116] which was discussed in 
chapter 4. As highlighted in section 4.2, the optimal sintering procedure is dependent on 
the precursor powder used and green tape phase assemblage prior to sintering. In this 
chapter, the sintering procedure of Bi-2223 tapes will be studied in detail.
The critical current density (Jc) of Ag-sheathed Bi-2223 tapes is determined by the phase 
purity, grain alignment and connectivity between grains, as well as flux pinning [48,60]. 
High Jc was achieved in Bi tapes made by using a well designed processing technique 
[44,45,103,104]. The intrinsic characteristics of Bi based superconductors such as a 
short coherence length, an highly anisotropic layered crystalline structure and weak flux 
pinning at liquid nitrogen temperature limit the application of Bi based wires and tapes 
at 77 K in moderate magnetic fields. At the same time, extreme inhomogeneity in the 
local Jc of Bi-2223 tapes was found [136], which indicates that the microstructure of the
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tapes is far from perfect. The fraction of strongly coupled Bi-2223 grains, which 
provide the current paths in magnetic field, is estimated to be about 5  % in the state-of- 
art tapes [80]. Recently, our group obtained a similar result (2-5 %) [115]. So, it is 
expected that much improvement in Jc can be made by optimising the processing of the 
tape. This is evident by comparison of the Jc of Bi-2223 tapes and films [142].
Among numerous contributing factors, a high proportion of 2223 phase has been 
considered to be critical to achieving high Jc of tapes. Although many efforts have been 
made to study the mechanism of 2223 phase growth in the tapes [143], consensus is 
lacking among these studies. On the other hand, a substantial enhancement of Jc has 
been made by improving the processing of Bi-2223 tapes [44,45,48,104] using an 
empirical approach.
The optimal sintering process is controlled by the kinetics of the 2223 formation. The 
final phase composition in the green tape strongly influences the optimal sintering 
parameters and Jc of the tape [116]. Recently, enhancement of Jc and irreversibility field 
(Hin-) of 2223 tapes by manipulation of the final cooling rate was reported by Parrell et 
al. [144]. The authors claim that enhancement of Hin- is due to increased flux pinning 
strength by slow cooling, but there is no microstructural information to support the 
claim. The effect of cooling rate on Jc in Bi-2223 tapes was studied by Huang et al. 
[106] who reported the optimal cooling rate was about 1 °C/min. They also observed no 
clear correlation between Jc and volume of 2212 phase in the tapes. These results 
supported an early research done by Dou and Liu [48] who reported that high Jc values 
at 77 K and 1 T appear where the fraction of 2212 phase ranges from 8 to 10 % in the 
tapes made by phase-formation-decomposition-recovery process. The above mentioned 
results indicate that the 2 2 1 2  or non-superconducting phases introduced by particular 
heat-treatments may become flux pinning centers which are responsible for the
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improvement of Jc. On the other hand, they are in contradiction with other reports 
[145,146] in which 2212 and non-superconducting phases were eliminated in order to 
raise Jc of the tapes. Meanwhile, a significant difference in the optimal cooling rate for 
achieving the best Jc was reported [144,106,147]. In addition, there is no convincing 
interpretation given to the effect of cooling rate on Jc.
Recently, the structural properties of Bi-2223 tapes have been studied using synchrotron 
x-ray scattering techniques by Thurston et al. [148]. It was found that Jc increased with 
decreasing percentage of 2212 phase. On the other hand, large variations of Jc for the 
tapes with similar 2212 percentage (r|) was observed. Such variation is a consequence of 
extremely complicated phase relation and transformation in Bi-2223 system. The 
competitive reaction during 2223 phase formation in Bi-2223 tapes was studied by High 
et al. [149], who found that non-superconducting phases grew more readily than the 
desired 2223 phase, due to lower activation energy for non-superconducting phase 
growth. The most common non-superconducting phases are alkaline earth cuprates 
(AEC), whose contents in the tape are directly associated with the contents of 2212 
phase. Therefore, 2212 can affect Jc indirectly, through the non-superconducting phases 
associated with it. Consequently, the dependence of Jc on r\ is very complex and it 
depends on the most prevalent non-superconducting phase that is formed in a particular 
sintering procedure.
In sections 6.2 and 6.3, the effect of two-step sintering and post-annealing on phase 
transformation, microstructure and Jc is discussed. The technique of two-step sintering 
or post-annealing at different temperature is more desirable than slow cooling, because 
in the latter case the tape would pass through all the phase stability regions below the 
sintering temperature very slowly, hence the phase transformation becomes very 
complicated.
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In this work, measurements of Jco and Jc versus magnetic field, as well as and the 
peak of imaginary part of AC susceptibility %jmag were carried out to determine the 
electro-magnetic properties of the samples second-step sintering at 820 °C and post­
annealing at 780 °C for different times. The microstructures of the tapes were observed 
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
For industrial production of long tapes, one of the most important processing 
parameters is the sintering temperature window which must be controlled precisely. In 
section 6.4, a temperature gradient method was used to determine the detailed sintering 
temperature window. The phase evolution and Jc of the tapes treated at different 
temperature were studied for both mono-core and 19 filamentary tapes.
6.2 Effect Of (Bi?Pb)2Sr2CuC>6 Phase On Critical Current Density Of 
Ag/(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oio Tapes
6.2.1 Sample Preparation
Ag-sheathed Bi1.84Pb0.34Sr1.91Ca2.03Cu3.05Ox tapes were produced by the powder-in-tube 
method; the powder processing and mechanical deformation used in this work are 
reported in chapter 3 and 4. All the tapes were sintered at 840°C for 50 hours at initial 
sintering stage. A two-step sintering procedure was then used in the final sintering stage. 
In the first step, the tapes were sintered at 840 °C for 20 hours. In the second step, they 
were annealed at 820 °C for different times as shown in Figure 6.1. For comparison, a 
one step sintering at 840°C for 20 hours was also used to treat the tapes in the final
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sintering stage. Final cooling rate of the tapes was controlled at around 1 °C/min, which 
is similar to that used by Huang et al. [106]. To ensure reproducibility of experimental 
results, the temperature profile of the furnace was controlled with accuracy better than 
0.5 °C.
Fig. 1. Schematic outline of the heat treatment schedule. 
Temperatures were 840 °C for first sintering stage, 840 °C for 
first step of second stage (BC) and 820 °C for second step of 
second stage (DE).
6.2.2 2201 Phase
Figure 6.2 shows Jco (solid symbols), percentage of 2201 (open squares) and 2212 phase 
(open circles) versus annealing time at 820 °C for second step of sintering. It is clear 
that the role of low temperature annealing is to eliminate the 2201 phase. Once the 2201 
disappeared a big jump in Jco occurred. 2201 phase is stable when the tapes are sintered 
at high temperature [150,149]. The fraction of 2201 phase increases with increasing 
sintering temperature [151]. However, in the second sintering step at lower temperatures
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(D-E in Fig.6.1), 2201 phase is converted to 2212 and 2223 phases by consuming 
alkaline earth cuprates. This results in a significant increase of Jc (Fig. 6.2).
Fig. 6.2. Jco (solid symbols), 2201 (open squares) and 2212 
phase percentage (open circles) vs. second-step sintering time 
at 820 °C for Bi-2223 tapes.
The content of 2212 phase can be depressed by quenching or fast cooling [106]. High 
cooling rates introduce oxygen deficiency [152] and microcracks [153]. The depressed 
Tc due to oxygen deficiency [152] and cracking are additionally detrimental factors for 
Jc. However, the cooling rate for all our samples was 1 °C/min and neither of the above 
cases occurs in our samples. Low value of Jc for the tapes without low temperature 
annealing is a direct result of appearance of 2201 phase in the oxide core.
Contradictory results were reported for Bi-2223 tapes prepared with different cooling
rates, from 1 °C/min used by Huang et al. [106] to 0.15 and 0.016 °C/min used by
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Parrell et al. [1 4 4 ,1 4 7 ]. In addition, there is no convincing interpretation on why the 
cooling rate affects the Jc. The difference in the optimal cooling rate, reported by various 
authors [106,144,147], is due partly to different powders used. The effect of original 
powders and pre-heat-treatments on optimal sintering procedure, phase evolution and Jc 
was studied in section 4.2 [116] and section 4.3. The optimal sintering temperature and 
time (BC in figure 6.1), second-step sintering temperature (DE in figure 6.1), as well as 
sintering time can all be adjusted to achieve the highest Jc for a particular powder. Large 
grains are prerequisite for good grain connectivity and Jc. However, the amount of 2201 
phase becomes significant at higher sintering temperature, while high temperature 
sintering is needed for growth of large grains in relatively short sintering time. Figure
6.3 shows tape morphology observed by SEM along longitudinal cross section for the 
tape after first and second sintering without two-step treatment.
2 2 0 1  phase (white particles) is situated on both the ab plane and tilt boundaries, 
blocking the links between 2223 grains. Pronounced weak-links introduced by 2201 are 
the main factor for low Jc of the tapes sintered at high temperature without second-step 
annealing. One may note from figure 6.2 that the highest percentage of 2201 is only 4.5 
%, however its effect on Jc is significant. This is because 2201 phase is associated with 
the presence of alkaline earth cuprates. These cuprates will also create weak-links in the 
tapes. Converting 2201 into 2212 and 2223 consumes these alkaline earth cuprates, 
resulting in significant improvement of grain connectivity.
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(b)
Fig. 6.3. SEM image of 2201 particles (white) situated on the 
a b  plane and in grain boundaries, for the tape after first sinter 
a) and second sinter b) (ABCD’ in Fig. 6.1).
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6.2.3 2212 Phase
It can be seen in figure 6.2 that the content of 2212 phase passes through a minimum 
when the tapes are sintered at 820 °C for 90 hours. This shows that 2212 phase can still 
be transformed to 2223 in this temperature region. By adjusting the length of second- 
step sintering (DE in fig. 6.1), 2201 phase can be converted to 2212, and even 2223. 
This is probably due to other liquid phases, for example Ca-substituted Reveau phase 
(BinSr9.xCaxCu5 0 , x < 3.9) as the final liquid, as reported by MacManus-Driscoll and 
Sumal [154]. The final liquid will accelerate further formation of 2223 at this 
temperature. This reduction of 2212 in tapes was reproduced using a number of different 
powders indicating the generality of the result. This indicates that there is the possibility 
of producing large grains with higher temperature sintering whilst keeping the amount 
of 2212 phase samll if the sintering procedure is well designed. This will offer the 
possibility of solving the conflict between connectivity of grains and intergrowth of 
2212 and 2223. Large grains and good grain connectivity obtained by a short period 
melt processing [155,103] is usually accompanied by a high content of 2212 phase. This 
disadvantage can be overcome by converting 2212 to 2223 using a suitably designed 
sintering procedure. It seems reasonable to assume that improvement of Jc was obtained 
by first converting 2201 to 2212, and further improvement was obtained by transition of 
2212 to 2223.
6.2.4 Jc In Magnetic Field
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show Jc versus magnetic field (B). For low B, a smaller decrease of 
Jc with B was obtained for the tapes with higher Jco (see Fig. 6.2). This is always the
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case for Bi-2223 tapes [145,156]. The Jc (IT) can always sustain 20 % of Jc0 for high 
quality tapes when B is applied parallel to the tape plane (ab  plane), while Jc (200 mT) 
can retain more than 10 % of Jco when B is applied perpendicularly to the ab  plane 
[145,156]. Moreover, comparing the curves in figures 6.4 and 6.5, it can be observed 
that Jc drops dramatically within the low field region, i.e. for B < 100 mT with B 
parallel to a b  plane (Figure 6.4) and 50 mT with B perpendicular to ab  plane (Figure 
6.5). For B > 100 mT, all curves become almost parallel to each other. This means that 
the main difference between the tapes is the grain connectivity, rather than flux pinning. 
Poor grain connectivity is introduced by 2201 phase, the presence of which explains the 
extremely low Jc0 and fast drop of Jc in low magnetic fields for tapes treated without 
second sintering step.
0 200 400 600 800 1000
Fig. 6.4 Normalised Jc as a function of applied field parallel 
to the tape plane for tapes made using a two-step sintering 
process for varying second-step sintering times.
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Fig. 6.5 Normalised Jc as a function of applied field 
perpendicular to the tape plane for tapes made using a two- 
step sintering process for varying second-step sintering times.
6.2.5 Irreversibility Field
The irreversibility field of the tapes was measured at both 50 K and 77 K (Figure 6.6). 
Hjn- of the tapes increases significantly using a second-step sintering at 820 °C for 30 
hours. A longer second-step sintering (90 hours) gives less pronounced increase of Hirr. 
With an even longer second-step sintering (180 hours), Hirr starts decreasing (Fig.6.6). 
Figure 6.7 shows the value of DC magnetic field versus temperature of the peak of 
imaginary part (%imag) of AC susceptibility. The temperature of the peak increases with 
second-step sintering time, reaches a maximum, and again decreases for a prolonged 
second-step sintering (Fig. 6.7). These results are consistent with measurements of Jc0 
and Jc versus magnetic field.
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Fig. 6.6 Irreversibility field (Fl^), determined from magnetic 
hysteresis loop, as a function of second-step sintering time at 
820 °C for Ag/Bi-2223 tapes.
840 °C/20 hrs+820 °C/t hrs
Fig. 6.7 The peak of imaginary part (%imag) of AC 
susceptibility of the two-step sintered tapes versus 
temperature for different DC fields.
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6.2.6 Jc Improvement By Eliminating Weak Link
JC(T, B) is determined by the volume pinning force Fp. Fp is a function of elementary 
pinning force fp and density of pinning centers np. fp = IVU01 « Uo/£, where U0 is the 
pinning energy and £ is the coherence length. So, the Jc dependence on the magnetic 
field is a function of U0 and np. Enhanced U0 was found in Bi2Sr2Ca1Cu2Ox crystals 
produced by irradiation-induced columnar defects [157]. Further, enhancement of Jc in 
the magnetic field at 77 K in Ag/Bi-2223 tapes was achieved by fast neutron irradiation 
[158]. For both irradiation cases, Uo and np were increased significantly by induced 
nanometre-size columnar defects, responsible for enhancement of Jc. Enhanced Hin- and 
Jc in the magnetic field in this case do not necessarily mean an enlarged flux pinning 
energy Uo for a single flux pinning center, but increased effective np, which is the 
amount of flux pinning centers in a total volume of the oxide core, i.e. the strongly 
coupled grains. Combining the results shown above, the Jc and Hin- of the tapes were 
depressed significantly by appearance of 2 2 0 1  phase in the tapes prepared without a 
second sintering step. These results seem to be consistent with the work reported by 
Parrell et al., but contradictory to their recent interpretation that the enhancement of Hin- 
and Jc by slow cooling is due to improved flux pinning [144].
Because strongly coupled grain boundaries are likely to be effective pinning centers, 
they will influence Jc in high field in Ag/Bi-2223 tapes [159-161]. The density of 
strongly coupled grain boundaries in the core increases when 2 2 0 1  phase was converted 
to 2223 phase in the grain boundaries. Since strongly coupled boundaries contain the 
strongest pinning centers [159,160], the density of pinning centers will increase with the
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amount of 2223 phase. However, grain connectivity is much more relevant factor in 
improving Jc for the samples measured.
Therefore, a substantial improvement of Jc can be obtained by eliminating weak links in 
Bi-2223 system. This can be done by decreasing the amount of non-2223 phases by 
making large-number multifilamentary tapes. 2223 phase will be stabilised in large 
extent by increasing the contact area of oxide core with Ag. More importantly, great 
improvement of Jc can be expected with better understanding of phase transformation 
and microstructure of Bi-2223 system, which would lead to a better design for heat- 
treatment procedure.
In this section, one possible interpretation for the contradictory results of the effect of 
2212 phase content on Jc in Ag/Bi-2223 tapes [48,106,145,146] has been shown. In this 
case, 2201 phase becomes the dominant factor responsible for extremely low Jc for the 
tapes prepared without second-step sintering in the final sintering stage or fast cooling, 
while the percentage of 2 2 1 2  is almost constant.
6.3 Effect Of (Pb,Bi)3Sr2Ca2CuOy Phase On Critical Current Density 
Of Ag/(Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oio Tapes
6.3.1 Sample Preparation
Ag-sheathed Bi1.84Pb0.34Sr1.91Ca2.03Cu3.06Ox tapes were produced by using powder-in­
tube method, the details of which were reported in chapters 3 and 4. The Jc of the tapes 
higher than 3x l0 4 A/cm2 was obtained with high reproducibility, both in mono- and 19-
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filamentary tapes within 100 hours of sintering. The post-annealing was performed with 
fully reacted monofilamentary tapes with Jc0 higher than 3xl04 A/cm2. These tapes 
were further annealed at 780 °C with an increasing temperature rate 200 °C/hr and 
decreasing temperature rate 100 °C/hr. Higher cooling rates and quench method were 
not used, because this would introduce oxygen deficiency [152] and microcracks [153], 
leading to additional effects on Jc and H^. The reproducibility of the experimental 
results was guaranteed by sintering the tapes in a furnace with a designed temperature 
gradient zone [117] (see Fig. 3.3).
6.3.2 3221 Phase
Figure 6.8 shows normalized Jco (solid symbols), 3221 and 2212 phase percentage (open 
symbols) versus annealing time at 780 °C. Jco of the annealed tapes decreases 
monotonously with the increasing content of 3221 phase, while the amount of the 
(Bi,Pb)2Sr2CaCu208 (2212) phase remain almost constant. The percentage of 3221 and 
2212 phase is obtained from the X-ray peak area ratios of A3221 (300/111 )/A2223 (0012) 
and A2212 (008)/A2223 (0010), respectively.
Figure 6.9 gives clear evidence of the appearance of 3221 phase in the tape annealed at 
780 °C for 10 hours (3221 single phase is used as a reference sample) [113]. XRD 
patterns show a good match between the 3221 phase in the annealed tape and 3221 
single phase at 17.9 0 for (110) and 31.25 0 for (300/111) [113]. Whatever the definition 
of the phase percentage, the tendency is obvious: the 3221 phase percentage increases 
significantly with annealing time. Comparing figure 6.9 and figure 5 in reference [144], 
reported by Parrell et al., one can observe a striking similarity between their samples and
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the sample which was made by annealing our fully reacted tapes at 780 °C for 10 hours. 
Slow cooling rate of 0.016 °C/min, as the best cooling rate from 825 °C to 730 °C in 
7.5 % 0 2 reported by Parrell et al. [144], has a similar phase assemblage to our sample 
annealed at 780 °C for 10 hours with Jcq about 2xl04 A/cm2. These results indicate that 
annealing or slow cooling in the low temperature region around 780 °C has a negative 
effect on Jc due to the appearance of the 3221 phase, which is very stable in this 
temperature region. The temperature that 3221 appears will be lower than 780 °C in the 
tapes sintered in 7.5 % 0 2 atmosphere.
Fully reacted tapes annealed at 780°C
Annealing time (hours)
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
Fig. 6.8 Normalised Jco (solid symbols), 3221 and 2212 phase 
percentage (open symbols) vs. annealing time at 780 °C for 
fully reacted Bi-2223 tapes.
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Fig. 6.9 XRD patterns obtained on annealed tape at 780 °C 
for 10 hours, 3221 single phase as a reference is shown on 
the bottom of the figure.
6.3.3 Jc In Magnetic Field
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show Jc versus magnetic field (B) in which a lower rate of 
decrease of Jc with B was observed for tapes with higher Jco (compare with Fig. 6.8). 
Comparing the curves in the figure 6.10 and 6.11, one can observe that Jc drops mainly 
within the low field region (B < 100 mT) for B parallel to ab  plane (Figure 6.10) and 
within 50 mT for B perpendicular to ab  plane (Figure 6.11). When B increased above 
100 mT, all curves become almost parallel to each other. This clearly suggest that the 
main difference between the tapes is the intergranular connectivity rather than flux 
pinning strength. Poor grain connectivity is induced by annealing at 780 °C which can 
explain the degradation of Jco and Jc versus B in annealed tapes.
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Fig. 6.10 Normalised Jc as a function of applied field 
parallel to the tape plane for tapes post-annealed for 0 
to 10 hours.
B (mT)
Fig. 6.11 Normalised Jc as a function of applied field 
perpendicular to the tape plane for tapes post-annealed 
for 0 to 10 hours.
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6.3.4 Irreversibility Field
The irreversibility field of the tapes was measured both at 50 K and 77 K (Figure 6.12). 
Hin- of the annealed tapes decreased monotonously with the increasing annealing time at 
780 °C. Figure 6.13 shows the position of the peak of imaginary part (Ximag) of AC 
susceptibility versus temperature for different DC fields. The peak appears at lower 
temperatures for longer annealing at 780 °C. Therefore, the longer the annealing time, 
the weaker the flux pinning. These results are consistent with measurements of H^.
260
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Fig. 6.12 Irreversibility field (Hirr), determined from 
magnetic hysteresis loop, as a function of annealing time at 
780 °C, for fully reacted Ag/Bi-2223 tapes.
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Fig. 6.13 The peak of imaginary part (%imag) of AC 
susceptibility of the annealed tapes versus temperature for 
different DC fields.
As mentioned in the last section, JC(T, B) is determined by the volume pinning force Fp, 
which is a function of elementary pinning force fp and density of pinning centers np. The 
field-dependence of Jc is a function of elementary flux pinning energy Uo (Uo « fp x 
where £, is coherence length) and np. Enhanced Hin- and Jc in the magnetic field do not 
necessarily mean enlarged flux pinning energy U0 for a single flux pinning center, but 
increased effective np, which is the amount of flux pinning centers in a total volume of 
the oxide core, i.e. the strongly coupled grains. The precipitates such as 3221, 2212 or 
other non-superconducting phases in Bi-2223 tapes introduced by heat-treatment are 
completely different to the nanometre defects induced by irradiation [157,158]. In 
addition, lower Hin- and Jc in the magnetic field do not necessarily mean smaller flux 
pinning energy Uo for a single flux pinning center, but decreased effective np, which is
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the amount of flux pinning centers in total volume of the oxide core, i.e. the strongly 
coupled grain boundaries. Combining the results shown above, the Jc and of the 
tapes were depressed significantly by appearance of 3221 phase in the post-annealed 
tape. These results seem to be contradictory with the assumption suggested by Parrell et 
al. [144] who claimed that the 3221 phase may be a flux pinning center improving Jc.
6.3.5 SEM Observation For Phase In 2223 Tapes
Square shaped 3221 particles were observed by SEM both in grains and grain 
boundaries situated on the ab plane, as shown in figure 6.14. The side length of the 
particles was about 5 pm which are too big to be effective flux pinning centers like 
columnar defects with a diameter of 5 to 10 nm, produced by the irradiation method 
[157,158]. On the contrary, they turn the strongly coupled grain boundaries to weak 
links, due to 3221 particles appearing between 2223 grains, as shown in the center of 
Fig. 6.14 by the arrow. The density of strongly coupled grain boundaries in the core 
decreases when 3221 phase appears at the grain boundaries. Since strongly coupled 
boundaries contain the strongest pinning centers [159,160], the density of pinning 
centers will decrease with an increasing amount of 3221 phase. The space between 
pinned vortex lines becomes larger, and the volume pinning force determining Jc in the 
high magnetic field decreases with reduced amount of strongly coupled grain boundaries
i.e. density of the flux pinning centers np. The EDS pattern of 2223 and 3221 is clearly 
shown in figure 6.15. There is a large difference between the 3221 and 2223 phase 
around Pb La and Bi La lines. The amount of the other elements is quantitatively 
correct.
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Fig. 6.14 SEM image of square shaped 3221 particles situated 
on the ab  plane, both in big 2223 grains and grain boundaries, 
for the tape annealed at 870 °C for 10 hours.
Spectrum 1 = sq1 
Spectrum 2 = d  
Full Scale= 650
Fig. 6.15 EDS spectra obtained in the SEM for the square 
shaped particles (3221) and matrix (2223) nearby.
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Sintering using normal heat-treatment procedures results in precipitates which are too 
large to become pinning centers. It may not be practical to increase Uo by post annealing 
technique, but it may be possible to change the effective np through enhanced grain 
connectivity. An alternative way of improving the effective np is the elimination of non- 
2223 phase by making large-number multifilamentary tapes. 2223 phase will be 
stabilized in large extent by maximum contact of oxide core with Ag. There is a conflict 
between multifilamentarity and “sausaging” between Ag and oxide core, for tapes made 
by powder-in-tube technique [162]. Another way of increasing Uo, that of increased 
mechanical deformation [163-165], is not practical for large scale application, because 
of microcracks introduced.
These experimental results show the negative effect of decomposition of 2223 to 3221 
on Jc and Hin-, when the samples are post-annealed at 780 °C. There must be another 
factor responsible for enhanced Jc when the extremely slow cooling rate is used during 
the final sintering procedure [144], other than the 3221 phase formation. In last section, 
it was shown that 2201 phase is the main factor giving low Jc and Hin- for those tapes 
sintered at high temperatures in air, such as 840 °C and above (relatively lower sintering 
temperature in partial O2 pressure). Large improvement of Jc and Hin- of these tapes was 
achieved by annealing the tapes at 820 °C, due to conversion of 2201 to 2223 after 
sintering the samples at high temperature 840 °C.
In figure 6.8, it is shown that the 2212 phase content in the tapes is not the dominant 
factor determining Jc, that there is even a slight increase of 2212 phase in 5 and 10 hours 
annealed tapes. This small increase can not be treated as significant, due to the 
experimental uncertainty and calculation of X-ray intensity. Figure 6.16 shows that
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2212 phase precipitated in grains for tape annealed at 780 °C for 10 hours. The 2212 
disks situated along the a b  plane of 2223 crystals appeared with a low volume density 
and with a diameter of 0.5 pm, and which are also not flux pinning centers (even though 
they are 10 times smaller than 3221 phase).
EHT=20.00 kU WD= 17 mm E.M. Unit Wollongong
l|i I--- 1 Photo No.=l Detector= SEI
Fig. 6.16 SEM image of disk shaped 2212 particles 
situated on the ab  plane in big 2223 grains for the tape 
annealed at 870 °C for 10 hours.
Quantitative analysis of EDS spectra confirms clearly that the chemical composition of 
these particles is 2212 (as shown in figure 6.17). Also found were some particles which 
appeared in grains with diameters from 0.2 to 2 pm, which were determined to be rich in 
Ca and Cu, with the chemical composition close to 2234, as shown in figure 6.18. 
Because those particles are small, the EDS spectra may include X-ray emission from the 
2223 matrix. It is interesting to note that 3221, 2212 and 2234 particles appeared in 
different areas, which indicates large inhomgeneity in chemical composition for 
different 2223 grains. This non-uniformity of chemical composition will result in
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different grains having a different active energy prior to precipitation of different phases 
in a certain temperature region.
MORAN SCIENTIFIC MCA 
Spectrum ID = fine particle 
Full 5cale= 1750_________
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Fig. 6.17 EDS spectra obtained in the SEM for the disk 
shaped particles (2212) and matrix (2223) nearby.
Fig. 6.18 SEM image of Ca- and Cu-rich particles (close to 
2234) situated on the ab  plane in big 2223 grains for the 
tape annealed at 870 °C for 10 hours.
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In this section, another possible interpretation was shown for the contradictory results of 
the effect of 2212 phase content on Jc in Ag/Bi-2223 tapes [48,106,145,146]. In this 
case, 3221 phase becomes the dominant factor reducing Jc, while the percentage of 2212 
remains almost constant.
The contradictory results on different optimal cooling rates can be explained by 
considering the effect of both 2201 and 3221 phases. For fast cooling, 2201 phase is the 
dominant factor in controlling Jc, besides the effect of oxygen deficiency. 3221 phase 
becomes an increasingly important factor when slower cooling is used. The best Jc of 
the tapes can be achieved by using two-step sintering [116] or different cooling rates for 
different sintering temperatures.
6.4 Effect of Sintering Temperature on Phase Composition and Jc of 
Ag-Sheathed Bi-2223 Single and Multifilamentary Tapes
6.4.1 Sample Preparation
The raw powder components used were commercial oxides or nitrates with a purity of 
98.0 ~ 99.0 % . The nominal chemical composition was Bi1.s4Pb0.34Sr1.91Ca2.03Cu3.06Ox. 
The precursor powder was produced by spray drying, followed by a calcination and 
planetary milling according to section 4.3. The powder-in-tube method was used to 
fabricate the Ag-sheathed tapes. A vibrating machine used in the powder packing 
procedure allows for quick packing and achieves a homogeneous distribution of the 
powder inside the tube with an initial packing density about 15-20 % suitable for 
avoiding the “sausaging” effect during deformation. After packing, drawing was used to 
reduce the wire from an initial size of 6.5 mm outer diameter and 5.5 mm inter diameter
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to 0.8-1 mm outer diameters. A 55 mm diameter roller was used to transform the wire 
into tape. 19 filaments were stacked into a silver tube, then drawn and rolled down to 
about 0.1-0.12 mm thick for making multifilamentary tape. Short tape samples were 
sintered using temperature gradient method [117] to determine the sintering window 
accurately. The temperature zone of the furnace was controlled to have a linear 
temperature variation. Short segment tapes were parallel placed on an AI2O3 plate and 
sintered at different temperatures for 50 hours, then intermediately pressed at about 2 
GPa and sintered again.
6.4.2 First Sintering Temperature Window
Fig. 6.19 shows the Ic versus sintering temperature after first sintering. The Ic 
decreases 25 % from maximum value of 3.2 A to 2.4 A when the sintering 
temperature changes about 1 degree. One degree window was found to retain above 
90 % maximum Ic, while 5 degree window for retaining 75 % Imax after first sintering.
Fig. 6.19 Critical current Ic (77K, 0T) versus first sintering 
temperature for single filamentary tapes. The transverse 
cross section area of the tapes is about 0.1 mm x 2 mm.
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The 2212 phase fraction was measured by X-ray diffraction pattern using X2212 = 0.5 
I2212 (008) / { I22i2 (008) + I2223 (0010) } [166] as shown in figure 6.20. The low valley 
of the 2212 phase content is corresponding to the peak of the Ic. But the minimum of the 
2212 phase content was found to be shifted to a slightly lower temperature (compare fig. 
6.19 and 6.20). This indicates the 2212 phase content is not the sole factor affecting Ic. 
Higher texture and larger grains were formed by higher temperature sintering. From the 
calculation of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the X-ray pattern, qualitative 
information about grain sizes and texture of the oxide core can be drawn. Fig. 6.21 
shows the higher texture and larger grains in the tape when the first sintering 
temperature is increased which may result in higher critical current.
Fig. 6.20 2212 phase percentages versus first sintering 
temperature for single filamentary tapes as fig. 6.19.
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Fig. 6.21 Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
2223 (0010) versus first sintering temperature for single 
filamentary tapes as fig. 6.19. The black straight line is for 
eye guidance.
6.4.3 Second Sintering Temperature Window
The phase evolution and Ic variation were determined after second sintering, as shown in 
fig. 6.22. The tape (0.09 mm x 2.2 mm) with the best Jc of 4.5 x 104 A/cm2 (conductor 
Jc 1 x 104 A/cm2) was obtained. Ic can be retained to about 70 % of Imax within 4 degrees 
sintering temperature window shown in fig. 6.22. It is also noted that the peak in the 
curve of the 2212 phase fraction is not corresponding to the peak position in the T- 
Sintering temperature curve. The maximum Ic is positioned about 2 degrees higher than 
the temperature of 2212 minimum. 6.5 % of the 2212 phase still exists in the oxide core 
of the best single filamentary tape which is consistent with previous results [48,166].
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Fig. 6.22 2212 phase percentages and critical current Ic 
versus second sintering temperature. The transverse 
crossection area of tapes is about 0.09 mm x 2.2 mm.
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Fig. 6.23 Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
2223 (0010) versus second sintering temperature for single 
filamentary tapes.
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Fig. 6.23 illustrates the lowest FWHM corresponding to the highest Ic. This indicates the 
improvement of the texture and grain sizes of the tape prepared from a slightly higher 
temperature sintering. However, if the sintering temperature is too high, the 2223 may 
decompose, resulting in an increase in the FWHM values at the high temperature end. 
This indicates a poorer texture and smaller grain size in the overheated tapes.
6.4.4 Sintering Temperature Window For Multifilament Tape
Fig. 6.24 shows the 2212 phase content and Ic versus sintering temperature for the 
multifilamentary tapes after second sintering. The F of the tapes increases dramatically 
when 2212 content decreases. Sintering temperature window is 2 degrees wide for the 
best Ic, 70 % of the Imax can be retained within a 4 degree window.
Fig. 6.24 2212 phase percentages and critical current versus 
second sintering temperature for 19 core multifilamentary 
tapes. The transverse crossection area of tapes is about 0.1 
mm x 2.5 mm.
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Comparing the fig. 6.22 with fig. 6.24, one can see the multifilamentary tapes have a 
wider sintering temperature window than the single core tapes. The amount and size of 
the secondary phase coexisting with 2212 has a strong effect on the Ic because very thin 
filaments in the multifilamentary tapes are blocked easily by secondary phase impurities 
and 2212 phase. Also the existence of the secondary phase is detrimental to the texture 
of 2223 grains. However, for single filamentary tapes the secondary phases and 2212 
could exist in the central part of the oxide core, the current mainly passes through the 
region near the interface. Thus, the higher percentage 2212 phase exists in the oxide 
core of the single filamentary tapes than multifilamentary tapes. Furthermore, the 
formation kinetics of the 2223 phase in the region near the interface is enhanced by the 
Ag/oxide core interaction, whereas the formation rate of the 2223 phase in the central 
part of the oxide core is relatively slow. When the complete transformation of the 2212 
phase to the 2223 phase occurs near the interface, the reaction is not complete in the 
central part of the tapes [110]. This difference is more obvious in single filamentary 
tapes since the oxide core is thicker. A Jc of 3.3 x 104 A/cm2 (conductor Jc 0.65 x 104 
A/cm2) was obtained for the 19 filamentary tape (0.1 mm x 2.5 mm) within 100 hours 
sintering.
Fig. 6.25 shows the calculated FWHM values using the XRD data versus sintering 
temperatures for the 19 filamentary tapes. It was found that there was no significant 
difference in the FWHM values for the tapes sintered at different temperatures. This 
indicates that a large number of the filaments improve the texture and grain growth in 
the oxide. The lower Jc of the multifilamentary tapes than single one may be due to the 
“sausaging” of the tapes [162] introduced by the deformation process for such thin
tapes.
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Fig. 6.25 Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 2223
(0010) versus second sintering temperature for 19 core 
multimentary tapes as fig. 6.24.
6.5 S um m ary F o r Heat T reatm ent
1. 2201 phase was found to be responsible for low Jc and Hirr in tapes made by high 
temperature sintering without second-step sintering. 2201 phase can be converted to 
2223 phase by second-step sintering at a lower temperature (820 °C). The Jc versus 
magnetic field showed that the initial drop of Jc in low fields indicating that 2201 acts as 
weak links. 2
2. Jc0 and Hirr of the tapes decrease with increasing content of 3221 phase, which was 
induced by annealing of fully reacted tapes at 780 °C. The major difference of Jc versus 
B curve for different tapes occurs in the low field region, indicating that weak links 
between grains control Jc of the tape in the field.
Muftifilamentary tapes
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3. Square-shaped 3221 phase was observed on the ab plane in the grain boundaries, 
which responsible for the degradation of Jc and Hin-. The content of 2212 phase was 
found to be almost constant after post-annealing.
4. The sintering temperature window of Ag sheathed Bi-2223 tapes was studied using a 
temperature gradient method for tape fabrication. The Ic of the tapes was found to be 
very sensitive to the sintering temperature. For the single filament tapes, the ^  reaches 
the maximum value at a temperature higher than that at which the 2212 percentage 
reaches the minimum. Around 6.5 % of 2212 still exists in the best single filamentary 
tapes, while just a half of this 2212 fraction (about 3.5 %) remains in the best 19 
filamentary tapes. Jc was found to be more sensitive to Bi-2212 phase content in 
multifilamentary tapes than in single core tapes.
5. A Jc of 4.5 x 104 A/cm2 (conductor Jc 1 x 104 A/cm2) for single core tapes and of 3.3 
x 104 A/cm2 (conductor Jc 0.65 x 104 A/cm2) for 19 core multifilament tapes were 
achieved reproducibly with sintering time of 100 hours and one intermediate pressing. 
70 % of maximum Ic can be retained within 4 degrees sintering temperature window for 
both single and 19 filamentary tapes.
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Chapter 7. Processing Of Rolled Bi-2223 
Tapes For Electric Power Cables
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 discussed the individual processing aspects such as powder 
processing, mechanical deformation and heat treatment in detail. The major focus of 
those chapters was short pressed tapes. For applications though, it is necessary to 
produce cost effective long robust wires and tapes. As mentioned in chapter 5, normal 
pressing method is not suitable to produce long length tapes. In this chapter, processing 
of rolled tape will be discussed. Based on the study in chapter 4, 5 and 6, optimisation of 
the processing will be carried out to prepare the rolled Bi-2223 tapes. An introduction 
will be given in the first section of this chapter which summarises the performance of 
the state-of-art Bi-based superconducting wires and tapes and compares them with the 
requirements of electric power applications.
7.1 Introduction
Several research groups have reported very high Jc values for short length samples 
subjected to a series of uniaxial pressing and heat treatment cycles [44,45,48,167], and 
even as high as 200 kA/cm2 [168]. But the state-of-art long tapes (> 200 meters) showed 
the Jc of about 2xl04 A/cm2 [43,75,76,169]. In addition the strong anisotropy of Bi-2223 
superconductor results in Jc decreasing drastically when the magnetic field is 
perpendicular to the tape (H // c) and the operating temperature higher than 20 K [169]. 
Figure 7.1 shows the relationship of Jc, T and magnetic field (H) which indicates poor 
Jc-H performance as the operating temperature becomes greater than 20 K.
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Fig. 7.1 Jc-H-T relation for Bi-2223 tapes (H // c) [168]
A comparison of the performance of Bi-2223 tape with the requirements of electric 
power applications are shown in figure 7.2. The performance requirement of the devices 
including transformers, cables and fault current limiters is in the range of achievable 
quality of the state-of-art tapes. But the operating temperature must be reduced when 
other devices including motors, generators and energy storage can be produced using 
high Tc superconductors. This figure clearly illustrates that the major practical 
application areas in the short term are limited in transformers and cables if we want to 
use the Bi-2223 tapes at 77 K.
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Fig. 7.2 Comparison of performance of Bi-2223 tapes with requirements.
Table 7.1 shows the specific wire requirements for coil & magnet wire and power cable 
wire [170]. The application of power cable is more practical than transformer at 77 K 
because of higher magnetic field generated in the coil for transformer application. In 
fact, in the sixties and early seventies, the low-temperature superconducting cables were 
produced to fulfil a need by the utility industry for power transmission system with 
much higher capacities than what was available with conventional High Voltage and 
Extra High Voltage Cable technology. These low-temperature superconducting cables 
can be considered to be a technical success, in that they demonstrated that a 
superconducting cable could be designed, constructed and would carry the design load
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[171]. Unfortunately these prototypes also demonstrated that, except at very high power 
ratings, a helium-cooled superconducting cable was not an economically viable 
alternative to the conventional power transmission cable.
Table 7.1 Application specific wire requirements
Coil & Magnet Wire Power Cable Wire
React and Wind, or Wind and React React and Wind
Operating temperature Operating Temperature
20-50 K, cryointegration • Liquid nitrogen
Critical current: Critical current: 1 pV/cm criteria.
10’11 ohm-cm resistivity criteria. JC(0.02T) = 104 A/cm2 (specialty
JC(B) for Magnet Design application)
Jc(0.1T) = 105 A/cm2 (generalised 
application)
Insulated Wire Bare Wire
AC Loss: AC Loss:
Application specific 10' W/m (specialty application) 
10'4 W/m (generalised application)
Mechanical Properties: Mechanical Properties:
Support Lorentz Forces, Stress (Pressure) Bend Strain Tolerance during cable 
fabrication and thermal cycle
Internal Architecture: Internal Architecture:
Twisted Filaments for reduced ac loss optimised for mechanical and durability 
factors
Sheath Selection: Sheath Selection:
Alloyed for Strength, High Resistance, Minimise Silver for Cost Saving,
Quench Stability Minimise eddy losses
Wire Form: Round preferred Wire Form: Tape preferred
3:1 —> 1:1 Aspect Ratio 3-5 mm Tape 20:1 Aspect Ratio
Tight Dimensional Tolerances Required = 
± 0.0025 mm Width & Thickness
±0.1 mm (width)
Finished coil must be compact, can not 
deform
Finished cable must be flexible
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The HTSC cable will reduce the break-even rating from 5 GVA to 3 GVA for the cable 
to be economically viable [171]. The optimised design for 1 GVA transmission cable 
shows the break-even Jc is 2xl05 A/cm2 at 77 K and self-filed. While for retro-fit 
solution of HTS cables, the break-even Jc is 2xl04 A/cm2 at 77 K and self-field 
[172,173]. The cost of a power cable for the manufacturer using Bi-2223 tape will be 
significantly reduced as Jc increases.
7.2 Processing Of Rolled Ag Sheathed Bi-2223 Tapes
7.2.1 Optimisation Of Mechanical Deformation
Optimised powder (powder 4 in section 4.3) was used for making tapes in this chapter 
(according to section 4.3). After the powder was packed into an Ag tube using a 
vibrating machine, a conventional drawing method was used (as given in section 5.3). 
For preparation of rolled tape, the mechanical deformation is very important. Figure 7.3 
shows the longitudinal cross sections of the single filamentary tapes made by normal 
rolling process (20 % reduction per pass with intermediate annealing) and a tape made 
by optimal rolling procedure showed in section 5.3. The tape made by optimised rolling 
procedure according to section 5.3 shows smooth interface at the thickness of 0.07 mm. 
However, a wave interface was obtained in the tapes made by normal rolling. The large 
undulated interface not only interrupts texture growth of the grains close to interface, 
but also causes the low melting compound to flow out the sheath. The latter will result 
in large deviation of composition of the Bi-2223, consequently lowing Jc. Grasso et al. 
[114] reported that the best Jc can be achieved in the rolled single filament tape with a 
thickness of 0.9 mm. This reflects the necessity of choosing a tape thickness that
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balances texture formation of the 2223 grains with the “sausaging” effect (as discussed 
in section 5.2) [174].
0.096 mm
0.074 mm
normal rolling
0.07 mm
optimal rolling
Fig. 7.3 Longitudinal cross sections o f single filam ent tapes
using norm al rolling procedure and a tape using optim al rolling
procedure.
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Figure 7.4 shows the longitudinal cross section of the 19-filament tapes with different 
thickness. The smooth interfaces were obtained through optimisation of the mechanical 
processing. The average thicknesses for individual filaments are about 10 pm. This will 
be beneficial to texture grain growth and stability of 2223 phase.
Fig. 7-4 Longitudinal cross sections of 19 filamentary tapes 
using optimal rolling procedure.
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7.2.2 Intermediate Deformation
Section 5.2 discussed tapes made using the “sandwich” method which showed almost 
the same results as pressed tapes [174]. Figure 7.5 shows the tape width verses thickness 
during rolling. From the figure 7.5, a comparison of the stress-strain state of four 
conditions was given where the rolling condition produced by the large roller (234 mm 
in diameters) is in between small roller and “sandwich” rolling. Recently, Sakai et al. 
reported effect of intermediate rolling condition on Jc in Bi-2223 tapes [175]. The 
results showed that the larger roller is better than smaller roller for improving Jc. This is 
agreement with section 5.2 [174]. In this section work, the “sandwich” rolling was used 
for the intermediate rolling.
Tape thichness(mm)
Fig. 7.5 Tape width vs. Thickness for tapes made by different 
mechanical deformation condition. Small roller: diameter of 55 
mm. Large roller: diameter of 234 mm. “Sandwich” rolling and 
pressing: see section 5.2.
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7.2.3 Three Step Sintering
As mentioned in sections 6.2 [176] and 6.3 [177], two-step sintering and cooling stage 
can be manipulated to optimise the heat treatment to achieve high Jc.
The work of chapter 6 is summarised as a phase diagram in figure 7.6. The whole 
temperature range can be divided by special combination of 2223, 2212, 2201, 3221 and 
liquid phases for the tapes sintering. The SrCaCuO and Ca2Pb04 phases have not been 
included because they are present in small amounts in our tapes after the first sintering. 
The best design of the sintering procedure according to this phase diagram are given as 
figure 7.7.
Practical phase diagram for final sintering procedure
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842 °C
Room Tem. Room Tern.
Fig. 7.8 Sintering procedure for final sintering-three step sintering.
The major idea of three step sintering is that sintering at 842 °C for 20 hours heals 
microcracks induced by intermediate rolling and transforms any remaining 2212 into 
2223 at higher transformation rate due to higher temperature and more liquid. Then, the 
tapes are sintered at 822 °C for 30 hours for transforming 2201 to 2212 and 2223. After 
this second step, 2212 precipitates will be formed, and liquid and 2201 will be 
minimised. Finally, the samples are sintered at 827 °C for 30 hours for transforming left 
2212 to 2223.
7.2.4 Phase Determination By XRD
Figure 7.9 shows the phase composition after final sinter determined by XRD. From 
figure 7.9(a), 2212 phase is measured at 4.37 % for rolled single filamentary tape with 
Jc0 of 3.82xl04 A/cm2. Less 2212, measured at 3.6 % is found for rolled 19 filament 
tape with Jc0 of 4.26 A/cm2. Using the sintering procedure given in figure 7.8, less 2212 
was obtained compared with tapes made using the sintering procedure given in chapter 
6.
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7.2.5 Jc In Magnetic Field For The Rolled Tapes
Figure 7.10 shows the Jc as a function of magnetic field for single and 19 filamentary 
tapes. 19 filamentary tape has a better grain connectivity than single one, hence up to
23.5 % Jc0 retention can be obtained at 1 T and 77 K when the magnetic field parallel to 
tape plane. While single filamentary tape just can hold 18.3 % Jc0 in 1 Tesla field (B // 
tape plane). However, for the magnetic field perpendicular to the tape plane, the 
retention is almost the same at 300 mT. This indicates the similar flux pinning effect for 
both tapes.
C\i
Eo
5
-1o  4
o
□
□
9 B
\ O#
09
°o®
°8,
□
□
19 filament tape (B // ab plane) 
single filament tape (B // ab plane) 
•  19 filament tape (B // c axis)
O single filament tape (B // c  axis)
□
□
□
j cQ = 4 .2 6  X 10 A/crrf for 19 filament tape 
Jc (1T, 77 K)/Jc0 = 23.5 % (B // tape plane)
Jc0 = 3.82 X 104 A/cm2 for single filament tape 
J (1T, 77 K)/Jc0 = 18.2 % (B // tape plane)
200 400 600 800 1000
Magnetic field (mT)
Fig. 7.10 Jc vs. Magnetic field.
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7.2.6 Effect Of 2212 Phase On Jc
Figure 7.11 shows the effect of 2212 phase content on Jc determined using a number of 
different tapes including pressed single and 19 filamentary tapes and rolled tapes (made 
by three step sintering). The circle mark shows there is a peak around 12 % 2212 phase 
for obtaining the maximum Jc for pressed tape was found This is agreement with Dou 
and Liu’s report [48] for short melting treatment sample. However, pressed 19 
filamentary tape shows increasing Jc as 2212 phase content is reduced. Nevertheless,
r
rolled 19 filamentary tape treated by three step sintering shows the further increase of Jco 
with decrease of 2212 phase.
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Fig. 7.12 Jc0 as a function of 2212 phase content
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7.2.7 Conclusion
1. Single and 19 filamentary tape were produced using a three step sintering procedure 
with intermediate “sandwich” rolling process.
2. The Jco of 3.82xl04 A/cm2 and 4.26xl04 A/cm2 have been achieved with Jc retention 
18 % and 23.5 % (1 T, 77 K, B // tape plane) of Jco for single and 19 filamentary tapes 
respectively.
3. The 2212 phase content in the tapes was reduced by three step sintering.
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Chapter 8. General Conclusion
This thesis concentrates on the processing of silver sheathed (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Q i3 0 io (Bi-
2223) tapes which were made by powder-in-tube technique.
1. The precursor powder with a desired phase assemblages which was manipulated by 
pre-thermomechanical treatments for making (Bi, Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oio (2223) tapes 
was made in our laboratory using spray dry machinery.
2. Maturity of the precursor powder was represented by the different lead and calcium 
content in the (Bi, Pb^S^CaC^Og (2212) phase. The optimum phase of the 
precursor powder defined as a mature powder was found to be (Bi, Pb)2Sr2- 
xCai+xCu208 (0 < x < 1) with SrCaCuO and Ca2PbC>4. The sintering time of 100 
hours to produce high quality tapes made with this combination of the precursor 
powder was much shorter than that of 250 hours for the tapes made of conventional 
precursor powder (premature powder).
3. Long highly textured 2223 grains with few secondary phases were observed by 
scanning electron microscopy in the tapes with high critical current density (Jc). The 
tapes with Jc0 of 4.5 x 104 A/cm2 (conductor Jc0 of 1 x 104 A/cm2) for pressed 
sample was achieved at 77 K in self-field. Reproducibility of the tapes was 
improved by control of the phase assemblage of the precursor powder.
4. The critical current density and microstructure of tapes prepared using various pre­
sintering thermomechanical treatments was compared. The phase composition prior
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to sintering was found to have a strong effect on the rate of 2223 phase growth and 
texture and consequently, final transport properties. The difference in optimum 
requisite tape sintering processes when using powder with the same stoichiometry 
from different powder processes (or even using identical powder obtained from the 
same source) is due to variations in the content and composition of the secondary 
phases in the calcinated powder and/or the different phase transformations that occur 
due to different thermomechanical treatments prior to the sintering procedure.
5. A new deformation process called “sandwich” rolling was developed to prevent the 
formation of sausaging and cracks in longitudinal direction. The stress-strain state of 
the tape in “sandwich” rolling is the same as that of uniaxial pressed tape because the 
deformation of steel sheets is negligible in comparison to that of Ag-clad Bi-2223 
tape.
6. The critical current density of the sandwich rolled tape is improved twice in 
comparison with the flat rolled tape.
7. The “sausaging” effect can be reduced by decreasing annealing temperature and 
time, wire size prior flat rolling and varying reduction per pass during mechanical 
deformation process.
8. Improvement of fill homogeneity and reduction of particle size of the precursor 
powder has a beneficial effect on interface in multifilamentary tapes.
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9. Multifilamentary tape was successfully fabricated using the drawing method of wire 
production approach and improved homogenous distribution of the filaments was 
achieved through a square rolling connection between drawing and flat rolling.
10. 2201 phase was found to be responsible for low Jc and in tapes made by high 
temperature sintering without second-step sintering. 2201 phase can be converted to 
2223 phase by second-step sintering at a lower temperature (820 °C).
11. Jco and Hin- of the tapes decrease with increasing content of 3221 phase, which was 
induced by annealing of fully reacted tapes at 780 °C. The major difference of Jc 
versus B curve for different tapes occurs in the low field region, indicating that weak 
links between grains control Jc of the tape in the field.
12. Square-shaped 3221 phase was observed on the ab plane in the grain boundaries, 
which responsible for the degradation of Jc and Hin-. The content of 2212 phase was 
found to be almost constant after post-annealing.
13. The sintering temperature window of Ag sheathed Bi-2223 tapes was studied using a 
temperature gradient method in tape fabrication. The Ic of the tapes was found to be 
very sensitive to the sintering temperature. For the single filament tapes, the Ic 
reaches the maximum value at a temperature higher than that at which the 2212 
percentage reaches the minimum.
14. A Jc of 4.5 x 104 A/cm2 (conductor Jc 1 x 104 A/cm2) for single core tapes and of 3.3 
x 104 A/cm2 (conductor Jc 0.65 x 104 A/cm2) for 19 core multifilament tapes were
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achieved reproducibly with sintering time of 100 hours and one intermediate 
pressing. 70 % of maximum Ic can be retained within 4 degrees sintering 
temperature window for both single and 19 filamentary tapes.
15. Single and 19 filamentary tape were produced by three step sintering procedure with 
intermediate “sandwich” rolling process. The 2212 phase content in the tapes was 
reduced by three step sintering. The Jco of 3.82xl04 A/cm2 and 4.26xl04 A/cm2 have 
been achieved with retention 18 % and 23.5 % (1 T, B // tape plane) for rolled single 
and 19 filamentary tapes respectively.
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